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Il'j TH ODUCI'1 Orj
v'falter ~1hite woz-ked for the Ijational Association
for the Ldvancement of Colored People for thirty-seven
years, 25 of which he served as executive secretary of the
j\ssociation. 'I'hrough his work in this office arid through
his writings he played an Lmpo r-bant part in preparing the
vIay for the civil rights revolution of the 1960 IS. This
thesis is not a biography but an attempt to deal with
certain aspects of ~1JhiteI s career as they related to his
fight for racial justice 2nd equality.
VIalter Fz-ancLs lrJhite w as born in Atlanta, Georgia,
July 1, 1893. ["Iehad blond hair, blue eyes and a very fair
complex.Lon • dis parents, brother and sisters had Hhite
./
/
I
~
skins also; however, they all considered themselves to be
11Jegroes. Although JVi.r.'v'Jhite could not have cared less, a
:~arvard anthropologist traced his family tree and concluded
that 1tJhite was genetically one sixty-fourth Negro. Spirit-
ually, however, he cast his lot without reservation vJith the
Negro race; he was a Negro by personal choice. Walter was
raised in. a very religious family. The ~·Jhites lived on the
edge of the colored section of Atlanta, where they w er e envi ed
and sometimes resented by both IJegro and white neighbors
1
2earned very little money, but, v-rith the aid of his 'lrJi:fe, he
because their house arid yard were much bettor' kept than. the
surrounding area.\llal ter I S :father te as a mail carrier ,who
When vJ al tel' "lriaSthirteen years old there was a ter-
man.agad to maintain a clean, neat, happy home, which he
own.ed.1
rible race riot in Atlanta. It occurred in September, 1906,
and had been Lnc i,ted by the inflammatory statements of
unscrupulous politicians. During this riot , "alter saw
J.;egroes brutally murdered beeause of the color of their skin.
At night white mobs swarmed into the black residential section.
Halter's mother find sisters Hent to the real' of the house
n •n i.ggor-It to live in. vIalter' s father told him not to shoot
~fhile he and his father s toad by the front uindows with
loaded guns. They heard a member of the mob yell directions
to burn the vJllit e ' shouse dovJTl. because it was too nice for a
111:1.tilthe first man stepped on the la"lrJIland then not to miss.
,Just before the mob reached the VJhit e ' shouse, some .friends
in the next building .fired rapidly on the mob, Hhich retreated
to attack less prepared I'egroes. Hr. I,.Jhito later wrote hi.a
In that insta.n.t there opened up within me a great
awareness; I knew bb.en who I ~V'1as. I vr as a Hegro, a
human bein.g wi t11 an invisible pigmen tatio:o. which
marked me a person to be hurLted, hanged, abused,
discriminated against, kept in poverty and ignorance,
in order that those whose skin vIas white ~vould have
readily at hand a proof of their superiority, a proof'
patent and inclusive, accessible to the moron and the
idiot as viell as to the wise man and the genius. No
reaction to the experience:
3matter hOH low a white man fell, he could a'Lway s hold
fast to the smug conviction. that he w as superior to
two-thirds of the world's population, for those two-thirds
'Here not Vlhite. • • • I Has gripped by the len owl edge of
my identity, and in. the depths of my soul I tr as vaguely
avJare that I was glad of it. I was s Lck ·vJith loathing
for the hatred 'lifhich had flared before me that nig','1.t
and carne 30 close to making me a killer; but I was glad
I vJas not one of those who hated; I was glad I was not
one of those made sLck and murderous by pride.2
~'Jalter started Horldng at the age of ten to supple-
ment the family income. rle once turned down a promotion from
his job as a bellboy to the position of key clerk because he
1tJOuldhave had to pass forVlhi te .~:[e 'l,forked at the Standard
Life Insurance Compan.yto help pay his tuition at Atlanta
Universi ty. At the University he vIaS president of his class,
on the football team and a member of the debating team. 'I'her e
as \1hite said, "demonstrated to the students that not all
vlere several dedicated white professors on the faculty who,
white people were infected with delusions of racial superioI'ity
and opposed to progress for the Hegl"'o.113
In 1916 vIhi te received his degree from Atlanta
University and went to vlork full time for the rtandard Life
Insurance Company as a cashier. At that tLmehe also became
involved in his first battle for racial equality, which
attracted the attention of the National il.ssociation for the
Advancement of Colored People.
ero provide more funds for the white h.igh schools,
the city of At.Lanta planned to abolish the seventh grade of
the Negro school. v'lhite and several other Negroes established
an Atlan.ta branch of the National Association for the
4Advanooment; of ColoI'ed People to oppose the move. James
TIJeldon Johnson, who ".vas at that time a field secretary 01'
the national staff of the IJAACP,came to Atlanta to speak.
;~Iew as deeply impressed with the secretary of the conference,
T,'!a.Lt er 'JJhit e • Johnson said that;J~hi t e ' s mental and physical
energy were responsible for the extraordinarily large and
successful meeting. Johnson remembered vIhi te and soon urged
that he be offered a position on the national staff. Many
of the board members -were reluctHll t to hire an unknown very
and explained that II'hite worked for the Atlanta br8I1Ch of
the :I.'~AACPwith a high enthusiasm that made everything he did
':Ii
I
I
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young man. from the deep fouth, but Jobr.l.SOllpressed the case
a Success. The board accepted Johnson's judgment and l'Jhite
'Was sent an invitation to join the national s t af'f which he
accepted at a considerable financial sacrifice. He began his
life's 'tvork with the .NAACPon January 31, 1918. ChaI'les .Flint
Kellogg, writer of the most authoritative account of the
early hd at or-y of the NAACP,stated that White proved Johnson
right as he quickly proved his fitness and adaptability 1'01' his
work and contributed new vigor to the Association.
For the next twelve years, vJhite' s major \'v'orkwith the
Association was on-the-spot investigations or lynchings and
race riots. His light skin was a valuable asset, as it
enabled him to get the true stories of lynchings as told to a
f'ellow 'tihite, sometimes by the lynchers themselves. The job
was, of necessity, extr'emely dangeroUs, and on several
5occasions Hr. Hhite had to convince the .NAACPboard to let
him investigate lynchings when they feared for his life.
IIIaryvJhi te Ovington, one of the fOill.l.ders of the NMOP and
a long time board member, said that it Has impossible for a
cautious board to restrain his sense of adventure and high
courage. VJhite's reports of' lynchings brought the light of
publicity to the crimes. They had not been widely publicized
before, but, as the result of~Jhite's investigation, con-
tributions were made to the nAACPby both white and !~egro
citizens, who were shocked. His investigations also led to
marry demands by the l'IAACPfor the prosecution and pWlishment
of the members of lynch mobs. Thes e deman.ds were not ful-
filled but the publicity and public sympathy which his
investigations aroused eventually brought a halt to the
horrendous crime. ~VhenvIhite began his crusade in 1918,
there were eighty lynchings a year, and, at the time of his
death, there had been none for five years. Roy vlilldns:1 his
successor as executive secretary of the NAACP,said, "If
there's any single monument to v'Jalter, it's the record wiped
clean of lynching. "4
I,
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Hr. vIhite did not devote all his time to work and
tragedies durine; those years, however. In 1921, he attended
the Pan-llipican Congress held in Loridon, Paris, and Geneva
",lith Dr. t'l.E.B. Du Bois. Dr. Du Bois w as one of the leaders
of the :Negro protest movement against Booker T. t'lashington's
school of conciliation; the founder of the Niagara Novement;
6one of the founders of the NAACPand editor of The Crisis,
its official organ. Du Bois was the creator of the idea of
the Congress. l'Jhite said his attendance at the Congress had
a profound effect in making him aware of the wor-Ld implica-
tions of the race question, a subject with which his writings
in later years were much concerned.
In 1922, l:lhite married Leah Gladys Powell, a very
beautiful Negro, who had worked on the NAACPstaff for two
years. They had two children, Jane andWal tel' Carl Darrow,
during the 1920's. White was also a part of the literary
and artistic movement known as the Harlem or Negro Renaissance.
This movement produced the "N-ewNegro" who was militant
and proud of his race. The NewNegro demmlded that he be
acknowledged as he really was and not as a stereotyped
figure. He protested and insisted that he receive full
citizenship rights. Aside from the literary mld artistic
outpouring, there were a great many "literary" parties
attended by Negro and sympathetic white celebrities. The
homes of Gladys and Walter ~;Jhite, and Grace and James Heldon
Johnson were frequently the meeting places of these parties.
White's first literary contribution was a novel,
The Fire in the Flint (1924), about the lynching of two men
who held the attitudes of the liew .aegro in a rural town in
the Deep South. His second novel, Flight (1926), carried
the dual themes of "passing for white" and the glorification
of the Negro race. In 1927 he was awarded a fellowship by the
7John Simon Guggenheim filemorial FOWldation for creative writ-
ing in prose. \'vith this fellowship he studied in Prance for
a year. The result was an intensive study of lynching,
dope and Ii'aggot: A Biography of Judge Lypch (1929).
'-"JhenJames 1,'1eldon Johnson resigned in 1930 GOdevote
himself' to writing, TtJhite succeeded him as acting secretary
of the NAACP. In 1931, he was formally designated executive
secretary, a post which he held until his death in 1955.
His first crusade as leader of the NAACPwas the defeat of
a seat on the United ftates Supreme Court. -Iudg e Parker Has
the nomination of Judge John J. Parker of J.~orth Carolina for
on record as being opposed to the franchisement of .Negroes.
Parker's defeat meant the emergenc e of the ITegro 110te as a
force which had to be considered by politicians from that
time on. White was predominantly responsible for this victory
and it earned him a reputation as one of the most effective
lobbyists in vTashington.
For many years 'VJhite worked tirelessly for anti-lynching
legislation. In 1937, he was awar-ded the Spingarn !1edal for
his fearless investigation and exposure of lynching as 'lrJ'ell as
his remarkable tact, skill, and persuasiveness in lobbying for
an anti-lynching bill. 'I'he Spingarn I1edal is awar-ded
annua.lLy to an American Negro for the highest or noblest
achievemen t during the preceding year or years. tVhite also
lobbied for 811ti-poll tax bills, an end to segregation 811d
other civil rights measures. These measures 'VJel'enot enacted
8but Hhite I s labors paved the -way for legislation enacted
shortly after his death. Hr. vJhite v;ras more successful in
bringing pressure to bear on the executive branch of govern-
ment, -which resulted in partial racial equality through
executive orders. vJhite -was largely responsible for the
creation of the Fair bmployment Practices Committee and the
Presiden t' s Committee on Civil Rights.
During Ill0rld ~var II, ltJhite -wanted to examine critically
the role and treatment of Negro servicemen abroad. Accord-
ingly, he made extensive tours of European, Med.L terranean and
Pacif'ic theaters of operation as a correspondent for the
Hew York Post. He conveyed his findings in a book , A Hising
l:Jind: Report of lJegro TroC?l?~_~P_E?_J5TO(1945), and in
memor-anduma to thev.Jar Department, which made recommendations
as to ho-wracial conditions in the Armed Forces might be
improved.
White's autobiography, A Han Called White (19~"8),
was not only a story of his life but a history of the NMCP
as well. His last book, HowFar: the Promised Land?, vIas
published posthumously in 1955. It was a report of' the
progress of the Negro in the United States. IVT.ro\l>1hite reI t
the book was necessary because the image of the United States
vIaS suffering badly because of her treatment of her Hegro
population 0 Communist forces were making great headway VIith
the newly emerging nations, largely through propaganda which
exploited lynchings, segregation and discrimination,
9condi tions ""1hich had either been eliminated or wer-e greatly
improved.
Throughout his career, Nr. vJhite wrote extensively
about race relations, mob violence and related social
qu.eations. He was a frequent contributor to such American
pubLdcat Lons as EarEer~, .:rhe_l'~ation, 'rh~ :r~ewRepubli,.2_,
~~~an Hercury, Anna.ls of the _A.:mericanA~_~~l_"Y £! Political
~gocial fcien.ce, Saturday' Review of Literature, Saturday
Evening Pos t, Collier..§.., Headers Diges t., The Cris is, and
Negro D;igest. He wrote a regular col.urm for the Chicago
DE3.fender, and with a colUlTJUin the ~w. York Her~lc?-..:!!:ibune
and eight other metropolitan dailies, was the first Negro
columnist to be syndicated nationally in the vIhite press.
Be had a weekly radio program which \..f9.S broadcast over a
l.~ewYork station and carried by several other large cities.
It is estimated that he also made over 10,000 speeches and
As the executive head of the NAACP, itJhite served on
traveled over a million miles in. his fight 1"'01" racial equality.
marry Lmpor-t ant committees. In 1933, he was a member of the
f~ericml Committee on Economic Policy and a member of the
board of visitors of the NewYorlc State Training School for
Boys. In 1935, he was appointed by President .~oosevelt to
the Advisory COlll'J.Ci1for the Government of the Virgin Islands.
111. 1938, he was a member of the Governor's Connnittee on the
Consti tutiona1 (;Ol1vention of liT ew York. He was a consul tan t
to the United States delegation to the organizing conference
10
of the United Nations in San F'rancisco in 1945 and in
1948 he tr as a consultant to the United States delegation
to the United Nations General Assembly in Paris. vlhite was
a member of the executive committee of the National Commis-
sion for the Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delinquency
in 1947. In 1948, he was a member of the executive committee
of the National Health Assembly, a member of the Mayor's
Advisory Committee on Atomic Education in New York City, and
a member of the COlrunitteefor the Commemoration of the Golden
Anniversary of New York City. In 1950, he participated in
the Roun d the \vorld Town Heeting of the Air, visiting European
countries--also Israel, Egypt, India and Japan. He then made
a tour of the Caribbean area gathering material for a book.
Hr. \ilhite was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor
of Laws by Howard University in 1939 and by Atlanta University
in 1943. In 1948 he was the first recipient of the Sir James
Jeans Award by the New London, Connecticut, Junior College.
In 195o, he was awarded the Haitian Order of Honor ruldMerit.
In 1950, he was awarded the Star of Ethiopia.
~vhat kind of a man was Wal ter \-1hite? One of his
assets was a tremendous amowlt of energy ruld a driving force
which made him able ruldwilling to work ardently for sustained
periods of time. Another valuable asset was his charming
personality. He had engaging manners, a good sense of humor,
and his colleagues Wlfailingly spoke of his deep love of
humanity. He feared as much for what segregation &ld
11
discrimination did to harm white men as well as Negroes.
This warm, energetic, delightful human being also had
Henry Lee Hoon, the public relations director of the HAAOP,
said that 'VIhite I s love of people was the passion and
motivating force of his life. He greatly enjoyed his wor-k
and his enthusis.sm. and optimism kept him and his associates
working incessantly for the advancement of human rights.
another side, however. He was not unduly sentimental. He
was primarily an activist and he performed his heavy work
load with cool efficiency. He possessed a tremendous amoilllt
of organizational ability which he used to build the NMOP
into a mass orgrulization and to carryon effective campaigns
of protest.
"\AJhite was socially sophisticated and had much ability
in public relations as well as a flair for public speaking
and popular VJriting. He was responsible for the creation of
a favorably good public image of the association among both
Negroes and lfhites. He Has unalterably opposed to segregation
and unwilling to compromise on the issue.
He was accused of being an all-or-nothing man VIho
did more harm than good by people VIhofelt that Hegroes could
best be helped by gradual refor·lUs. ~fuit;e himself said,
I am an all-or-nothing man. I don't believe that
half a loaf is better than none--or half a life.
Lincoln said a country cannot exist half slave and half
free; neither can an individual. I am sick and tired
of the 'yes, but' people. I Willlt to shake some guts
into them. It's a mixed up metaphor, but that's just
vrhat; they need. • • • Right is right and 'Hrong is 1rJrong. .5
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Hhite w as a. very controversial figure. Unlike Booker
'1'. 'Piashington., he was feared and hated by people 'lITho opposed
progress for the Negro. Several times he was the topic of
debate in Congress. The Journal of llegro History called him
the most militant leader of Negroes during his time. He
liked people and he wanted to be liked by them, but he went
a.gainst public opinion, both white and Negro, if he thought
he Has right.
tval ter ~fuite had en abiding faith in Americ an Democracy.
Huch of his writing was devoted to warning Americans that
justice must be delivered to Negro citizens or there would
be no justice for any American. citizens. He also warned that
an opposing ideology was fighting for the minds of tvlO-thirds
of the vTorld I s population and that ,Americans must fight for
freedom for all men ever:ywhere if they VTanted democracy to
survive .VJhi te worked through the ch81IDels of democracy and
optimistically believed that justice would win in the battle
for racial equality.
I
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F' OOTH OTES
IHaterial in this chapter is based on extensive reading.
Conclusions vrh.Lch have been drawn are probably a result of'
n ear Ly every book, article and document contained in the
bibliography. Some of' the most importm~t sources used in this
chapter are as f'ollows:
Poppy Cannon, A Gentle Knight: 1'ly Husb.and, vvalter
t'Jhite (NevI York, Toronto: Rinehart & Company, Inc., 1956).
Daniel James, "Three Negro Leaders, IT The :tJ ation
(Jmluary 29, 1949).
James ~'Jeldon Johnson, Along ':Phis irIay (N ew York: 'fue
Viking Press, 1933).
E. J. Kahn , "Pr-of'd Le s r 'rhe Frontal Attack, IT The IJew
Yorker (September 4, September 11, 194.8)·
....... Charles Flint Kellogg, l:lAACP: A Iustor~f of th~
l~atlonal Advancement of' Colored People, Vol. I Baltimore:
The -Iohns Hopkins Press, 1967).
~Henry Lee }'J[oon, "A CO-1rIOrkers Tribute, II The rJ ation
(April 23, 1955).
lJIary vJhite Ovington, Portraits in Color (New York:
'11he Viking Press, 1927).
Hary vJhite ovington, The Walls Came Tumbling Down
(Hew York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 19~-7).
~valter lrJhite, A r1an Called "')hite (New York: The
Viking Press, 1948).
vlalter '\ilhite, A Hising ,,1]ind: Report of Negro Troops
in the BrrO (NevI York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, Jn.c , , 1945).
Walter vJhite, Flight (New York: Alf'red A. Kn opf' ,
1926) •
Halter ~'Jhite, How Far the Promised Land? (New York:
'rhe Viking Press, 1955).
t-lalter villit e , Rope and Faggott: A Biographii' of JudgEt
Lynch (JJewYork: Alf'red A. :Knopf', 1929).
1Pla1ter 1IJllite, The Fire in the Flint (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf', 1924).
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\ialter ~~hite, il~'JhyI Hemain a Negro,1I Saturday Hevie-w
of Literature (October 11, 1947).
The :aAAOPand
Cornell University
\v·ilson Hecord, Hace arid Radicalism:
the Communist Party in Conflict (N ew York:
Pr ess, 1964·):·
2~Tnite, A Han Called ('.!hit e, pp. 11-12.
3 Ib i d , , p , 27.
L~lITheColored Han I s \fhi te," Time (April 4, 1955),
p. 18.
5cannon, A Gentle Knight, p , 300.
CHAPTEf{ II
LYNCHING nr THE UNITED STATES
In F'ebruary, 1918, Walter \fuite was hired as assistant
secretary of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People. James Weldon Johnson recom:mended him for the
positi.on because of the promise he had shown as secretary for
the local NAACP branch in Atlanta, Georgia.l His fair skin,
blond hair and blue eyes enabled him to investigate lynchings
vdthout bei.ng detected as a Negro. He investigated forty-one
lynchings and eight race riots .from 1918 to 1929. Hr .Whi te t s
job as investigator was, necessarily, very dangerous .He was
Violating a double taboo of the South: Negroes should not pass
for white, and Northerners should not interfere in the South's
business. The Journal of Negro lIistor;)',;said that the sheer
heroism of those adventures had few parallels in history and
none in that of American history.2
To conduct an on-the-spot investigation Hr. White woul.d
enter a town, or the nearest town to where a lynching had taken
place, assume an identity of an insurance investigator, a
prospective land buyer, or a traveling salesman, and manifest a
great indifference to the most exciting happening that had taken
place in the area for years. Mr. White found that this always
worked. The obtuseness of the type of people who took part in
15
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lynchings made it impossible for them to keep quiet about
the event. All the lynchings Hr. White investigated took
place in rural or semi-rural communities.3 Professor Earle
Piske Young of the University of California analyzed the cor-
relation of'lynchings and the size of counties where they took
place. He found that in counties of less than 10,000 the
lynching rate was 3.2 per 100. In those of'from 10,000 to
20,000 the rate dropped to 2.4 and continued to drop to only
0.05 in counties of 300,000 to 800,000.4 }'Iostl:ynchings
occurred in small towns and rural regions where the inhabitants
knew practically nothing outside their own immediate environ-
ment. Few newspapers, books, magazines, theaters or visitors
entered the community. However, this static atmosphere produced
individuals vrho seemed to feel that they knew all there was to
know, Mr. White f'ound that the more sterile the environment
the more the people esteemed their knowledge. When the emo-
tional f'ixation such as the rural South had on the Negro was
I
!
'/
added to this ignorance, lynchings were common products of'the
environment.5
The individuals in these cOnm1l..U1.itiesIvTr. 'tlhite found to
be simple-minded, and easily fooled. Of the forty-one lynchings
he investigated, his true identity was only suspected three
times. The people involved fit the stereotype of'the typical
Georgia cracker--lanky, slow of movement and speech, long-
necked, small eyes set close together and their skin tanned
by the hot sun to a l,>eddish-yellow color. They were arrogant
17
and ignorant. Their character made IvIr. "Ihite's investigations
much easier than one would expect. His assumed lack of' inter-
est in a lynching would induce the inhabitants to talk avidly
about the subject. 1/lr. White's investigations revealed not
only detailed accounts of'how the crimes vlere committed
but also the names of' the perpetrators. The leaders of' the
mobs were f'requently prominent citizens and of'ten included
the local law-enf'orcement off'icers. During a race riot in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, which resulted because Negroes ref'used to
sell valuable land on which oil had been discovered, Mr. White
managed to be deputized. ~le posse surrounded and attacked
the Negro section with machine guns, dynamite, rif'les, revolvers
and Shotguns. Mr. White was handed a gun and told, "Now you can
shoot any nigger with the law behind you."b
The sequence of' events protesting the burning of' Jim
)\1cIllheron, which f'ollows, is typical of'the pattern of'NAACP
.,
"I.
protest against government inaction.
Following are the acco'U..l1.tsof' three typical investiga-
tions l,vhichHr. White conducted.
On F'ebruary 12, 1918, Jim r1cIllheron was tortured with
red .....hot irons and burned alive at the stake at ]~s·t;illSprings,
If
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Tennessee. He was accused of'killing two white men. On
]:;'ebruary13 a telegram was sent to the President of the United
States by John Shillady, the Secretary of' the NAACP. It said,
Speaking on the behalf' of'millions of'Americans, we
respectfully call your attention to the horrible crime
at Estill Springs, Tennessee, where a f'ellow American,
18
accused of murder, was first tortured by hot irons and
slowly burned bo death by a mob, the second burning
recently of this kind. You have spoken out so nobly
against German crimes in Belgium and on the high seas
that we beg of you to break your silence and to denounce
properly these terrible mob acts which cover us with
shame and humiliation at the moment we as a nation would
speak and act for justice and righteousness, for decency
and humanity abroad.7
I
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On February 14, the Association vIas notified that the
matter had been referred to the Attorney General. On February
18, the Association was notified that the Federal Government
had absolutely no jurisdiction over the matter since it was
not connected with the war effort. On February 19, r1r. Shillady
sent another letter to the President as follows:
In view of the statement of the Attorney General and
the silence of the Government of Tennessee, we beg the
President to make a statement. This would have a stimu-
lating effect on the morale of colored people whose sons
are going to war. They are looking apprehensively to
Tennessee to see whether in our own nation law or mob
violence is to be supreme. The President's moral leader-
ship gives him an opportunity and responsibility to speak
out. Soldiers and brothers and sisters would show a new
devotion to our country if it was made clear that equal
protection is to be afforded to all men whether white or
black.r)
On February 14 and 15 the secretary wired and wrote to
Governor Tom C. Rye to appeal to him to take action to bring
justice to the perpetrators of the crime. He reminded the
Governor that this was the third such instance of lynching in
Tennessee within nine months. He said that this placed the
, ~,
United States in an unbelievable position when she sought to
protest, however rightfully, against Belgian atrocities com-
mitted by Germany. On February 25, the Governor of Tennessee
replied that he deplored the murder but he could truteno action
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without a request by local authorities. Everything was being
done that was possible (which was nothing). In February,
letters were sent to the senators and representatives from
Tennessee and to the Chambers of Commerce in six Tennessee
cities. On February 27 the Chamber of Commerce in Chattanooga
sent the Association a telegram informing it that the Chamber
had passed a resolution condemning violation of laws. Looking
back, a humorous note was added when the NAACP, which vlaS
struggling along on very limited financial resources, informed
the State of Tennessee that it was sure the state desired to
put the best police and detective ability that could be secured
on the trail of the nlurderers and should the state be embarassed
by a lack of funds the Association would put ab its disposal
funds for this service.9
Mr. Shillady urged many prominent and influential white
and colored citizens to send telegrams to the President to
increase pressure on him. l1any responded but the President
again ignored the pleas. Finally, on July 26, 1918, President
Wilson did make a public statement asking the governors, law
officers and all citizens to cooperate to bring an end to
1 h· 10ync ~ng.
Shortly after he began his work with the NAACP, Walter
vJhite requested permission to investigate the lynching at
Estill Springs. The Association was reluctant to let him go
because they feared for his life if his identity became known,
but they eventually consented and l'lr.'!tlhite began an important
i!'!
(:
d
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phase of his work for the NAACP. He rented a room in a boarding
house and expressed an interest in purchasing land in the area.
vfuen the citizens begru~ to talk of the lynching he replied that
he had heard of much more exciting lynchings. They then
boasted of their torture and revealed details of the lynching
and the identities of the participants. Mr. ~vhite had dif'-
ficulty suppressing his anger and naUsea at the crime but he
managed to do so. This is what he learned from the inhabitants
who included proprietors of'stores, a banker, and farmers.ll
Estill Springs consisted of houses gathered around a
railway station and a main street three blocks long. The
people were typical rural Southerners with narrow and pro-
vincial minds. There was a strong religious undercurrent in
the community. The r1cIllheron family lived a mile f'rom the
railway station and they were not popular with the white com-
munity. The family was wealthy "for a Negro," and they
resented "slights" and "insults" by white people. They did not
willingly allow the members of'their family to be imposed upon
by the white cOlnmunity. However, there were no serious problems
until the lynching.12
Jim McIllheron shared the bad reputation of his f'amily.
He was known to be a fighter and he owned an automatic revolver.
He had once been arrested by Sheriff Joru~ Rose and threatened
to "get" the sheriff if he was ever arrested again. It was
known that the sheriff was afraid of him. He went North shortly
af'ter that but returned because of a rheumatism attack. He was
1·1
I
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less acceptable to the white community after his return as he
"",Jassaid to have absorbed dangerous ideas of "independence."
Reverend G. W. Lych, pastor of the colored Methodist church,
was also unpopular with the white citizens because he had
repeatedly told the colored people to assert their rights.
He assured them that they were as good as anybody and they
should not submit to the petty tyranny alleged to have been
imposed upon them by the white people.13
It was the custom of some white boys to "rock" Negroes
in town. This meant throwing rocks at them to make them r-un,
1'lcIllheron had been "rocked" once and he declared if it ever
happened again someone would get hurt. On Friday afternoon,
February 8, he bought fifteen cents vlOrth of candy in the
general store. As he left the store he met three young white
men, Pierce Rogers, Frank r:eigertand Jesse Tigert. The boys
laughed and made remarks to HcIllheron. vJhen he turned to ask
if they were speaking to him one of the boys went into the store.
McIllheron apparently believed that they were preparing to
start a f'ight and pulled out his gun and started shooting~
Two of the boys were killed.14
McIllheron ran home. The white citizens sent to
\rlinchesterfor blood hounds at a cost of *60, although they
knew he had gone home. There follovJed a period of intense
excitement and talk of lynching. The mob worked itself into
a state of frenzy; there were shouts of "Lynch the nigger,"
and a posse was formed. McIllheron went to the home of Reverend
jill
l
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Lych who helped him escape.. Reverend Lych was murdered later
by the mob f.'orthis crime.15
The manhunt continued Friday, Saturday" Sunday, and
JVIonday. Monday night McIllheron was f.'oundin a barn. The
barn was sur-r-ounded and f.'iredupon. McIllheron returned the
f.'irethroughout the night but he had an eye shot out and two
body wounds. \-'Jhenhe ran out of.'ammunition the crowd took
him and tried to lynch him in the nearby town of.'r![cHinnville
but the citizens would not permit it. The mob included
Deputy Sherif.'f.'S. J.. Byars and policeman J. H ..Bain. The mob
retUrned by train with their victim to Estill Springs, where a
crowd of.'f.'rom1,500 to 2,000 people, coming f.'roma radius of.'
f.'if.'tymiles, had gathered to witness the lynching. There was
much talk of.'torture as boxes, excelsior, iron bars and pokers
were obtained f.'orthe coming event. When the train arrived,
McIllheron was so weak that he had to be carried to his f.'uneral
pyre which was erected at the exact spot where the shooting had
occurredA However, some women insisted that he not be burned
in town. Af.'termany objections he was moved to a clump of.'
woods in f.'rontof.'one of.'the churches. The self.'-appointed
leaders of.'the mob appealed f.'ora "perfectly orderly lynching."
But instant death would not appease the blood thirst of the mob.
HcIllheron was chained to a hickory tree vlhere inflammable
material was saturated with oil and piled at his f'e ti, 'I'he
crowd vTas determined "to have some fun with the damned nigger,"
so the f.'irewas not lighted at once. Another fire 1-laSbuilt
I
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and bars of iron were heated to a red-hot pitch. A member
of the mob thrust the bar at McIllheron's side, whereupon he
grabbed it and as it vIas jerked from his hands all of'the
inside of'his hands came with it. The stench of burning
human f'lesh spurned the mob on and men, women, and children
surged forward to see, and participate in the torture. Iron
bars were placed at both sides of his neck, in his thigh, the
calf of'his leg and then he was castrated. As the Negro became
weaker, the mob was worked up to a higher state of'frenzy and
the leaders had to rack their brains to find new and more ter-
rible tortures to sate the crowd.16
The newspapers reported that McIllheron lost his nerve
and cringed bef'ore the torture, but eyewitnesses said this
was untrue. They said that although he lived for half' an hour
af'ter the burning started that he never cringed and never once
begged for mercy. He cursed the mob to his last breath. At
one point he did ask the mob to shoot him but he was answer-ed
wi th a cry of "\ve ain't half' through with you yet, nigger."
Finally the pile of f'lammable material at his feet was lighted
and he was mercif'ully enveloped in f'lames.17
A vlhite f'armer in Georgia was killed by a Negro and
newspaper- reports said six Negroes had been lynched f'or com-
plicity in the murder. Mr. White proved through his investiga-
tion that ~ least eleven persons were murdered. James Weldon
Johnson stated that JYlr.1tJhite's investigation of'this lynching
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episode made a national sensation and it wasvJhi te t s first
important job.IS
Hampton Smith was the owner of a large plantation in
Brookes County, Georgia, who had a very bad reputation in the
community because he mistreated his Negro employees. Actually,
he conducted a system of peonage and beat his tenants. His
reputation was so poor that he had a very difficult time
securing any help at all. Negroes would not voluntarily work
for Smith, so he went into the courts and paid the fines of
convicted Negroes and took them to his farm to work out their
fines. Sidney Johnson had been fined thirty dollars for
gaming and Smith employed him in the above manner. Johnson
worked off his fine and also put in considerable extra time.
~\lhenhe attempted to secure payment for the additional time,
Smith refused and a quarrel resulted. A few days later Johnson
did not come to worle and Smith went to his cabin to find out
why. Johnson said he was ill, whereupon Smith beat him severely.
Johnson allegedly threatened Smith at that time. Several nights
later Smith was shot through the vdndow of his home and died.
His wife was also injured, but she recovered and she was not
raped. Johnson admitted that he alone murdered Smith shortly
before his death several days later.19
When news of the murder reached the community, crol-Ids
gathered from two counties and posses were formed to search for
Johnson. In the excitement there was talk of a conspiracy to
kill Smith and it was said that there had been a meeting at the
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home of'Hayes Turner, another Negro who worked f'orSmith.
Smith had beaten Turner's wife Hary several times and Turner
was said to have served time on the chain gang because he
threatened Smith on those occasions.20
Friday, Nay 17, the mob lynched two Negroes, Hill Head
and Hill IJ_lhompson.r1iembersof the mob told r1r.\'lhite that over
seven hundred bullets were fired into the bodies of the two
men. Saturday morning Hayes Turner was lynched. He had been
captured and placed in the Quitman jail but for some unknown
reason he was to be moved to another jail, but was lynched by
a mob en route. The spot where he was lynched waS visited by
numerous sightseers the f'ollowing Sunday. His body was not
cut down from the tree where he was lynched until Monday.2l
Saturday another Negro was lynched. His identity was
unknown but Mr. 1rlhitefelt that it may have been Eugene Rice,
who was missing but was not even remotely connected with
Smith's killing.. Irhree more unidentified bodies were taken
from the Little River. The bodies then mysteriously disap-
d . d "d t"f" d 22peare and rema1.ne un1. en 1.1.e ..
The blood thirst of the mob was not sated yet, however.
~~s. Mary Turner said that the murder of her husband was unjust
and that if'she knew the names of the persons who were in the
mob that she would swear out warrants for their arrest, so they
1rl0uldbe punished in the courts. For this, the mob had to
teach her a lesson. She was taken to Folsom'S Bridge over the
Little River. A nearby tree was selected for her execution
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and her ankles vlere tied together and she 't-IaS hung, head
downward, from the tree. Gasoline and oil were thrown on
her and her clothes were burned off as she writhed in agony
and the mob howled in glee. Mrs. Turner was eight months
pregnant, and while she was still alive, a knife used in
splitting hogs was taken and her abdomen was cut open. The
unbor-n infant fell from her womb to the ground and gave two
feeble cries before a member of the mob crushed the baby's
head beneath his heel. Hundreds of bullets were then fired
into I1rs. Turner's dead body.23
r1r. Hhite found that another Negro, Chime Riley, who
had disappeared,was also lynched. The mob had evidently
become fearful of too many outrages and had weighted his body
and sunk it in the now infamous Little River. Again, this
man was in no way connected with Smith's murder. A third
Negro had mysteriously disappeared after the interior of his
house Vias demolished and his family driven out. His body Vias
never f'ound but it was believed that he was also lynched. 24
lJIeanwhile,Sidney Johnson was hiding in Valdosta, a
nearby town. During this time he was said to have stated
several times that he alone murdered Smith. A Negro, John
Henry Bryant, told the mob where Johnson was. The house
Johnson Vias in was immediately surrounded by a posse headed by
Chief of police Dampier. Johnson was armed and he returned
the fire of the mob until he was killed. The crowd was furious
at being cheated out of torturing and killing Johnson itself.
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He was castrated and a rope was tied around his neck and
attached to an automobile which dragged the body through
the main streets of Valdosta in open daylight. The body was
dragged to the scene of the crime where it was burned to a
crisp.25
After the lynchings, more than five hundred Negroes
left Brookes and Lowndes Counties in spite of threats that
any Negro leaving the area would be considered implicated in
the murder of Smith and would be dealt with accordingly.
Mary \'JhiteOvington added that white children were held up in
their fathers' arms to witness the brutality of Mary Turner's
lynching. Edwin Enfuree related that White heard this statement
f'r-om an eyevritness to rJiaryTurner's lynching: "It was the
best show, r-iister,I ever did see. You ought to have heard
the vTench howl when we strung her up. "When Mr. 1.rJhiteasked
why such vengeance had resulted from the death of a man who
was universally acknowledged to be mean, dishonest, hated by
whi te and black alike, he was told, "l/legotta show niggers
they can't touch a white man, no matter how low-dovffihe is .."
As to the innocent Negroes who were engulfed in the unleashed
:fury of the mob, "they were uppity or talked back or needed a
dressin' down anyway." r·'[r. l/Jhiteremarked that the acres of
untilled land flourishing with weeds and many deserted :farm
houses gave their own mute testimony of the Negroes' attitude
toward a community where lynching mobs were allowed. to visit
vengeance upon any Negroes.26
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All of the above facts, including the names of mob
leaders and participmlts were given in person to Governor
Hugh H. Dorsey by Mr. i'Jhiteon I'1[ay10. On July 10, Hr. White
presented Governor Dorsey with a memorandum which contained
the same information. Mr. "Vlhitesaid that Governor Dorsey was
glad to receive the information and denounced mob violence
in a message addressed to the Georgia legislature July 3, 1918.
However, when John Shillady later sent the same finding to
Governor Dorsey, his answer was a letter that stated that no
definite results had been obtained in efforts to apprehend
the guilty parties. Tne letter bore a rubber_stamped signa-
ture.27
The Red Summer of 1919 witnessed bloody race riots in
Chicago, Omaha, liJebraska,'I'exas, Philadelphia, and\tlashington,
D. C. The causes for the racial problems that sun~er were
largely attributed to the end of World War I. Intense excite-
ment had been drummed up for America's participation in the
war, which ended too quickly to satiate the blood lust which
had been aroused. Many white Americans deeply resented the
fact that Negro men had been accepted on equal terms by white
Prench women. And some Southerners were afraid that the draft-
ing of Negroes for the army tended to put them on an equal
footing with white men. The shortage of cheap labor in rural
regions of the South was also resented by plantation owners.
Negroes throughout the country were disheartened and dismayed
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because they had hoped that, since they had helped in the war
errort, conditions would be better ror them. The reverse
was true and at least one Negro soldier v-Iaslynched because
he wore the unirorm of a United States soldier. Being over-
seas had enlightened many Negroes who were determined not to
continue living in a state of virtual slavery in the South.28
The climax of the Red Smmner came with the riots in
Phillips County, Arkansas, which were the most brutal of all
these outbursts of violence. Over two hru~dred Negroes were
killed there in October, 1919. However, out or the Phillips
County riots arose a law case v~hich constituted the second
important constitutional victory for the NAACP and vThich
arfected the legal rights of both Negro and white Americans.29
October 1, 1919, newspapers were headlining the story
or a Negro uprising in Phillips County, Arkansas. It was said
that Negroes were conspiring to massacre whites, seize tl1eir
property and take control of the local and state governments.
This conspiracy allegedly was organized under the title of
The Progressive Farmers and Household Union or America. It
was necessary to kill a number of the "black revolutionists"
to restore law and order.30
Wal ter irlhiterushed to the scene to investigate the
situation and report the true story. His expose/in The C£isis
began with an explanation of the evils or the sharecropping or
peonage system as it existed in the south. Negro tenants on
Southern plantations were forced to buy all supplies and
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household needs at the plantation commissary. Often as long as
a year later they ~vere pres ented vdth the little money that was
left when their supplies were deducted from the reimburs emen t
from the sale of their cotton. Hore commonly, however, they
were presented ~vith a statement of the amount of money they
owed because their purchases were higher thffilthe sale of
their cotton. n~e price of cotton had greatly increased at
that time, from 11 cents in 1915 to 40 cents in 1919, ffildthe
sharecroppers knew that they were being cheated. However, when
individual Negroes had the temerity to demand a bill of sale or
monthly itemized statements of their purchases they were beaten,
driven out of town or even lynched. Therefore 68 Negro share-
croppers in Phillips County decided to organize to end this
economic ex.ploitation. They organized The Progl"'essiveFarmers
ffildHousehold Union of America and hired a white lawyer, U. S.
Bratton, to try test cases for them in the courts.31
",I'
Another organization arose, a union to raise the wages
of' cotton-pickers, who rerused to pick cotton until they
received higher wages. Also, at Elaine many Negroes who worked
in the saw-mills refused to alloW their wives and daughters to
pick cotton or to work for a white man at any price. Negroes had
also been buying large amounts of guns and ammunition, because
of'the riots occurring during the Red SUl1ll1lerand because the
Ku Klux Klan was very active in that area. ~~ey f'elt that
riots were likely to break out there and they were simply
preparing to defend their homes and their lives for they knew
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they would have no protection under the ImJ. IVlr.White states
that the assembling of arms was for purely defensive purposes.32
On the Sl..Ll'ldaybefore the riot, a white man, John Clem,
became extremely intoxicated and proceeded to bully and ter-
ror-Lze the entire Negro population of Elaine (over four
hundred people) by continuous gun play. 'I'heNegroes feared
this might be a ruse to start a race riot and they stayed
off the streets and avoided trouble. They phoned the sheriff
at Helena but he did nothing. Tuesday some Negroes were holding
a meeting in a church at Hoop Spur to raise money to pay
Attorney Bratton. A deputy sheriff, a "special agent," and a
Negro trusty came to investigate the meeting. They were
refused admittance and thereupon proceeded to fire shots into
the building. Their fire was returned and the Special Agent
was killed and the deputy sheriff was wounded. It was later
stated that the vlhite men were merely driving along the road I',
and had car trouble in front of the church when they were
attacked by the Negroes without any provocation.33
This incident caused the allegat;ion of "Negro insur-
I
"J~<
rection" and resulted in the gathering of white men, armed to
the teeth, from as far away as I\lariannaand Forrest City,
Arkansas, Mempb.Ls, rrennessee, and Clarksdale, ~1ississippi to
conduct a big "nigger hunto" The woods were scoured, Negro
homes attacked and unsuspecting Negroes were kd.LLed on the
highways. Governor Brough called for Federal troops which
came from Camp Pike, armed with rifles, cannons, gas masks,
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hand grenades, bombs, and machine guns. The men were
"mobilized to repel the attack of the black army." "Negro
insurrectionists" were l{illed in a radius of fifty to one
hundred miles, covering all of Phillips and parts of adjoining
counties. Between two and three hundred Negroes were hunted
d.own and shot like animals.. Over a thousand Negro men and
women were arrested and were placed under heavy guard in a
" ts ockade" with the most disgusting sanitary conditions.
They were not allowed to see friends or attorneys, while each
individual was investigated by a secret white IIcommittee ot:
seven." No Negro was released unless a white man personally
"vouched" for him as being a "good nigger." The white men were
:,.
'". t,
employers who refused to "vouch" for Negroes until they had
given assurance and "guarantees" as to vTork and wages. All
independent Negroes were held on charges of murder and rioting
and refused bond.34
During this time the son of U. S. Bratton had come to
Phillips County merely to collect fees for his father's firm.
He was arrested, with the Negroes who happened to be with him,
on charges of "murderll and held without bond. Only the utmost
precautions, special guards and patrols to protect him prevented
him from being taken from the jail and lynched.. He was held in
jail for thirty-one days and then released without trial ..
Mr ..White also tells the tragic story of four highly respected,
prominent Negro brothers, two of whom Here doctors. 'They were
totally unaware of any trouble as they were squirrel hunting
33
\-Thenthe riot began. They wel"e brutally murdered on their way
home. One of the brothers just happened to be visiting from
Oklahoma. 3.5
Seventy-nine NegroeS were indicted and brought to
trial on charges of murder and insurrection. Their trial
lasted three-quarters of an hour and the courthouse was filled
wi th and surrounded by an armed mob. The jury was out for
five minutes and brought in verdicts condemning twelve of the
men to death and sixty-seven to prison terms ranging from
twenty years to life. At this point the NAACP entered the
case to defend the condemned Negroes. Bratton was intimidated
and moved to Detroit, but another cOUl~ageous white lawyer,
Colonel G. W. Murphy, took the case until his death. His able
Negro associate, Scipio Africanus Jones, appealed the cases to
the United States supreme Court where Moorfield Storey took over
and argued the case. The Supreme Court reversed the decision
in the Leo Frank case and held that if a trial is dominated
by a mob to the extent that justice is interfered with, then
the principle of due process has been violated. The twelve
farmers condemned to die were freed and the others were also
released from prison.36
All accounts of this case ended on this happy note
except that of Mary White ovington, who sadly asked what
happened to the sharecroppers who had formed the Progressive
Farmers and Household Union of America? They did not get more
money for the cotton that they had planted and cultivated and
'"".
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picked, their union was destroyed, and they vTere forced back
into the position from which they had tried to arise: The
landlords and the sharecropping system which resulted in a
state of peonage that virtually enslaved the Negro farmers
had triumPhed.37
\valter Hhite's investigation of the Phillips County
riots further revealed his skill and courage. He was very
ffilXious to go to Arkrolsas but the NAACPboard feared that
the dffilger would be too great a risk to his life, should his
identity be revealed. Hary "ltlhite Ovington reported that
Mr. itlhite' s fearlessness broke down their caution, however,
rold he was sent to investigate the case. He was granted ffil
audience with Governor Charles H. Brough who gave illl extremely
biased account of what had happened. 11r. White had represented
himself as a reporter for a Northern newspaper and was told by
the governor, "I am delighted that a Northern newspaper has
sent so able and experienced a reporter to ffilswer the foul
lies the Chicago Defender and that infamous National Associa-
tion for the Advsllcement of Colored People have been telling
about the good vThite people of Arkansas." Governor Brough
then gave JVlr. \vhi te a letter of identification which greatly
aided him in his investigation. Hr. \vhite Hanted to conclude
his investigation by talking to the prisoners VThower-e in the
cOill~ty jail at Helena. Gheriff Kitchen said he would meet
vJhiteat the j ail. As IvIr. '\rJhite vra.Llced to the j ail a Negro
walked alongside him and vlhispered that Nr. White should
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f'oLLovrhim out 01' sight into a clump 01' vloods. There the
Negro told itJhitethat he had heard talk that the white f'oLks
vlere planning to do him harm. Nr. White ran for a train that
was just leaving f'or- Hemphis. As he paid his fare in cash he
explained that he had urgent business in Hemphis and had not
had time to pay 1'or a ticket. The conductor said, "But you're
leaving, mister, just when the fun is going to start. There's
a damned yellow nigger down here passing 1'orwhite and meddling
in our af'f'a.Lr-aand the boys are going to get him." 1:Jhen
Mr. White asked what they were going to do with him, the reply
was, "When they get done with him he won't pass 1'orwhite no
more 1" '.tn1.en Mr. \-Jhite arrived in I:l[emphishe learned that news
had been circulated there that he had been lynched in Arkansas
that afternoon.38
Charles Flint Kellogg reported that Moor1'ield Storey,
who won the Supreme Court case, gave 1'ull credit to Walter ~f'nite,
and that James \fIeldonJohnson commented on the intelligence and
skill with which 1rJhite had conducted the original investigations
and the subsequent work on the cases at the national or.ri ce ,
Mr. Kellogg said further, that the reputationvJhite acquired
in these years undoubtedly led to his selection as Johnson's
successor as secretary 01' the NAACP.39
In 1926 Walter 1;Jhitereceived a Guggenheim Fellowship
Grant for creative writing because of the promise he had shown
as a writer in his first two novels, The Fire in the Flint and
Flight. Under the terms of the fellowship, r1r. \-Jhite was
allowed to go to any foreign country and he and his family
chose France. 40 'I'h.e fellowship was granted to write a three-
generation novel of Negro life, but his concern with the
monumental problem of lynching prompted him to Hrite Rope and
Faggot: A Biography of Judge~nch instead.41 E. J. Kahn
stated that it was one of the most authoritative Horks ever
compiled about lynching. Kalm added, "The book had a notably
nonbeneficial effect, though, on a number of citizens of the
United States, who, after reading it or reading about it,
took the attitude that it was White's third work of fiction
and recommended that its author be tarred, feathered and
strung up on a tree.,,42 However, most reviewers, including
many :from the South, hailed the book as the i'irst attempt to
analyze the causative :factors of lynchings. The book was
included in the required reading or reference lists of many
colleges, universities and high schools.
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Rope and Faggot, published in 1929 by Alfred A. Knopf,
-~-,..:..:.-------
is a documented study o:fthe complex influences behind lynch-
ing. These influences included such recognized factors as
economic, political and social ones as well as the less :fre-
quently discussed factors o:freligion and sex. Mr. White
pre:faced the book with a statement by William Graham Summer
about lynching.
It would be a disgrace to us if amongst us men should
burn a rattlesnake or a mad dog. The badness of the
victim is not an element in the case at all. Torture
and burning are forbidden, not because the victim is not
bad enough, but becaUse we are too good. • •• It is
evident, however'4~hat public opinion is not educated
up to this level. ~
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In the 1'irst chapter }Ilr.11hite attempted to describe
the mind 01' the lyncher. After relating an incident in which
:Hr. ~Jhite encountered three healthy, happy white girls ...rho
joyously told him 01' "the fun we had burning the niggers,"
he stated that the Horst aspect of lynching was the Harping
of the minds of Southern children. Children who were brought
up in communities where they were allowed to participate in
lynchings and the morbid scramble for charred bones of the
victims, v,Therelynchings were justified and lynchers were
exal ted as men of bravery and forthrightness could not help
but develop warped minds which would later demand more victims.
To quote Hr ..White:
Generation a1'ter generation of Southern whites have
been handicapped and stunted in their mental and moral
growth by such a situation. They have had it constantly
dinned into their' ears from pulpit and press, in the
home and school and on the street, that Negroes are
given to sex crimes, that only lynching can protect
vJhite "lOmen, that unmentionably ho r-r-LbLe deeds can be
prevented only through the use of extreme brutality.
Added to this is the belief that any white man, no matter
how inept, criminal, or depraved, is infinitely superior
to the "best Negro who ever lived." It is a well-known
fact that any idea, no matter how unsound, if repeated
often enough and in a suf1'iciently assured manner, is
eventually adopted by the mob as its own. One can
estimate the long and difficult climb the Southern white
child, living in an atmosphere \>J"heredissenting opinion
is ruthlessly suppressed, must make to attain even a
reason4~ly intelligent attitude towards lynching and the
Negro.
Mr. ltJhitelisted four main 1'actors which contributed
to the creation 01'the psychology of the lyncher.. The 1'irst was
that the lynching states sur1'ered 1'rom derelict of1'icials. The
lyncher had no need to feel the slightest apprehension of
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punishment or even investigation. Second, Southern t01.-111Swere
amazingly drab and boring. The ignorant ministry declared as
sinful the fe1.'lpleasures available to the citizens of s t agnant
small towns. The human love of excitement led to IYI1Ching as
a form of amusement. The third factor was the human unwilling-
ness to form n evr ideas. Because the rural South was more back-
ward it was more susceptible to this. The fourth factor was
an outgrowth of the third. It was the persisting stereotypes
of the Negr-o as a buffoon, a criminal, or a menial.
Mr. 'lrIhite stated that lynching was much more an expres-
sion of Southern fear of Negro progress thrul of Negro crime.
Prosperous l~egroes did not fit into the stereotypes and , there-
fore, generated fear. Physical violence upon the person of the
member of the "inferior" race Vlhohad proved himself not so
inferior VIas the only balm for the poor vlhite' s damaged self-
esteem and eradicator of his fear.
The most potent reason for the resort to physical
violence in the South was the fact that region had been on the
defensive from the very beginning of the Negro problem and it
had been defending an indefensible position. The Civil vIar
and the emancipation of slaves increased rather than decreased
the need for such defense. l1r. 'ItIhite said that the Ku Klux
Klan VIas a. concrete example of the lJOrking of the defense
mechanism in its resort to physical violence. "lrJhenpeaceful
efforts to suppress the Negro were wlsuccessful, the lyncher
hoped by increased savagery to do so. It was this attitude
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which created the ~outh'S emotional fixation on the Negro.
White said,
Having created the mental picture of the Negro as
inferior, dangerously addicted to sex crimes, and likely
to burst into unbelievably horrible activities if pres-
sure upon him is slackened in the least, the South has
become the quailed victim of its own selfishly created
fear, which is rooted in this defense mechanism. The
~esult clearly has worked for the almost compl~te clos-
lng of many Southern minds to facts or reason.~
In the second chapter Mr. ~fuite pointed out that
although the number of lynchings was decreasing each year,
the savagery and the extent of almost unbelievable torture
was increasing. He listed numerous cases of torture before
death, including victims who were burned alive, beaten to
death, cut to pieces, drowned, and dragged through the streets
by an automobile. The states which led in the number of
lynchings also led in the brutality by which they were
executed. Besides detailing the torture lynching victims
underwent, Mr. White revealed the complete immunity the mob
members felt from prosecution. One headline reads, "rJIOB
MEIYlBEB. LAUGHS AT PHOBE ..II Lynching mobs even broke into insane
asylums and hospitals looking for victims 0 }1r. vlhite felt that
Itthe terrible burnings, mutilations and deeds too horrible for
further detailing even in a study of lynching are doing more
moral and psychological damage to their perpetrators than a
greater number of victims executed by the more humane methods
of hanging or shooting. 1147 He fully agreed with James Weldon
Johnson' s observation that "lynching in the United States has
'));
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resolved itself into a problem of saving black America's
body and white America's soul. ,,48
In the chapter entitled "Religion and Judge Lynch"
Nr. vThite brought to light an aspect of lynching which had
never been fully dealt lilith. He made startling accusations
and offered proof for them in the text as well as in a lengthy
appendix. He said that it was very doubtful if lynching could
possibly exist under any other religion than Christianity.
He pointed out that Christianity is the only religion to dravJ
the color line. He quoted from Du Bois f '1.1he Negro, "Color
was never a badge of slavery in the ancient or medieva.l world,
nor has it been in the modern world outside of Christian
states ..,,49 White said that the Christian Church not only
gave its approval to lynching through acquiescence but that
the evangelical Christian denominations actually created a
particular brand of fanaticism which found an outlet in
lynching. The states with the greatest number of lynchings
were also the states with the greatest majority of church
members of the evangelical wing of Protestantism. Violently
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emotional revival services which stirred men and women to a
frenzy created dangerouS passions which when released, con-
tributed to emotional instability as well as lynching. Because
the Church defended slavery, Protestantism in the United States
lost touch with the teachings of tolerance and human brotherhood
preached by Jesus and became the religion of the Anglo-Saxon
or "superior" race. Mr. White declared,
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Protestantism in the lynching states has become
the stronghold of bigotry, directing its onsl2.ughts
against l~·egroes, Catholics, and Je\-IS. It is no
accident that V-Jillia.IDJoseph :::'immons, a }ilethodist lay
preacher, should have been the one to resurrect the
infamous Ku Klux Klan. No especial shrewdness was
needed by him to realize that Baptist and Methodist
:preach~Os were the very best material for Klan organ-
lzers.':>
White saw the Scopes trial as a typical by-product of the
ignorance promulgated by the evangelical religions irlhich
also contributed to lynchings which he maintained seldom
occurred when there was enlightenment.
Mr. White stated that sex was the most potent of all
emotional determinants of lynchings, a fact which blocked a
solution to the problem because it was the least openly and
honestly discussed. In the chapter entitled "Sex and Lynching, 11
he lists five reasons why the lynching states were so preoccupied
by sex. The first reason was because of the lack of enter-
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tainment in small rural areas. Sex, lynching, and church
attendance were the only diversions available as a means of'
escape from the grim and sordid reality of work. 'I'h e second
reason was mentioned earlier also. As a result of claiming
that lynching was the only means to protect Southern women
from sex crimes by Neg.roea , the South had become the territ'ied
victim of the fears of its own conjuring. There VIas, of course,
ample proof that only 8. small percentage of Negroes who were
lynched were even accused of rape. It is Mr. White I scan ten-
tion that the lyncher not only had to live in fear of his own
creation but the lie actually caused more crimes of this na.ture
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than there 'Hould have been in a more sane and nor-ma L environ-
ment. Because of the power of suggestion, mentally deficient
Negroes may have tried vThat would not have occurred to them
otherwise. The third cause of sex-obsession in the South was
the Southern white woman's proneness to hysteria where Negroes
are concerned. Fourth reason was the primitiveness and the
intenseness of the evangelical religions in the lynching states ,
which actually induced sexual emotions. There was also a
direct correlation between the extent of Fundamentalism, the
ignorance of the clergy and the opposition to scientific
advancement. Dr. A. A. Brill, a psychiatrist, linked propensity
to mob violence to abnormal sex instincts.
The torture which is an accompaniment of modern lynching
shows that it is an act of perversion only found in those
suffering from extreme forms of sexual perversion. Such
bestiality can be recognized only as a form of perversion.
Lynching is a distinct menace to the community. It allows
primitive brutality to assert itself and thus destroys
the strongest fabric of civilization. Anyone taking
part in £r witnessing a lynching cannot remain a civilized
person •.5
The fifth reason for preoccupation with sex in the lynching
states, r.1r 0 White declared, was the traditional attitude toward
colored women. For two and a half centur>ies of slavery, slave
women had no control over or defense of their bodies. He said
that it is axiomatic that society cannot maintain for any great
length of time dual standards of personal conduct which are
diametrically opposed to each other. The derogatory attitude
toward colored women cannot help but carryover into the
attitudes tOVTard white women. The sixth reason for the
,..j
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Southern sensitiveness about sex.was the false statement that
there is an ineradicable repulsion between the races which will
keep the two races eternally separated. The most frightening
part of the fact to Southe~lers is that this is just not true--
not only are white men attracted to Negro women, as they have
proved many times over, but 't'fhitewomen are also attracted to
colored men. If there were a natural repulsion, it obviously
would not have been necessary for twenty-nine states to enact
an.ti..-intermarriage laws. Mr. ",!hitetwice cites the statement
of the Rev. C. A. Owens, an eminent white Baptist minister, vTho
.'
gave his reasons for supporting the Ku Klux Klrul as follows:
",liththe present movement northward of Negroes and in
the absence of a race prejudice that has protected the
Southe~ers, there is the greatest possible drulger of
the min~ling of the races, so that in the future it may
come toOpass that you will send your daughter to the
North :Cor culture and she will corneback with a little
Negr-o .';'2
r1r. ~Jhite remarked that it was fortunate for Hr. Owens that
he 'was neither a Northerner nor a Negro because he would
probably be threatened with lynching for this "slur upon the
f'airname of Southern womanhood" if he were. The great per ...
centage of white Southern population with colored blood was
then speculated upon. Mr. White felt that the repeal of the
laws forbidding intermarriage would have done more to protect
womanhood bhan ten thousand burnings. First, of course, it
would have protected Negro women .from rape arid seduction"
Many lynchings occurred when Negroes tried to protect their
women .from the advrulces of white men. Second, these laws
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contributed to the moral degradation of white men who could
commit sex crimes against another race with legal i~nlli~ity.53
In the chapter "Economic Foundations of Lynch-La~v,"
I\fr.vJhite asserted that lynching and all the underlying rea-
sons for it all had one central objective--the economic
ascendancy over Hegro labor. The sentence, "Lynching has
always been the means for protection, not of white women,
but of profits, ,,54was underlined. The rest of the chapter
was devoted to proving that statement. 11r. vIhite went back
to the days of slavery and reviews the economic principles
on which it was based .. Throughout the book, but especially
in this chapter he quoted Charles and Mary Beard's book,
The Rise of Americ.an Civilization. From 1830 until the Civil
~'lar most lynchings were committed against white men. who were
abolitionist who made known their anti-slavery sentiments.
Pew Negroes were lynched as they were valuable as personal
property. 'I'he number of lynchings grew as the false boom of'
prosperity which the invention of the cotton gin brought about
grew. It is interesting to note that there were no charges
of rape against Negroes from 1619 to 1930. Since the South
was trying to defend a system that was morally indefensible
and economically unsound it had to resort to brute force as
a last refuge for an indefensible position. Immediately after
the Civil War lynching was revolutionized because the Negro
no longer had a cash value. From the Reconstruction era to
the 1950's the great majority of lynching victims were Negroes.
~')
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\'men the Negro did start to make some progress there was a
marked increase in lynchings.. The South tried to reenslave
the Negro and thereby destroyed one of'its greatest economic
assets. Du Bois vIas cited f'orhis statement that "the vIhite
South f'eared more than Negro dishonesty, ignorance and
incompetency, Negro honesty, know'Ledge, and efficiency. ,,55
There was another upsurge in l;ynchings during the 1890's when
economic exploitation based upon skin color spread from the
United States throughout the world. There was also the
1"(1
appearance of'Southern political demagogues such as 801e
Blease, Hoke Smith and "Pitchfork" Ben Tillman, who gained
political success by standing on platforms of race hatred
and vilification of the Negro.. The short-lived success of
the Populist Party had created fertile ground f'or these
politicians who cashed in on the white South's fear of the
Negro's economic progress and who thereby created the atmos-
phere f'orunprecedented mob violence. Although poor whites
SUffered as much from the sharecropping system as Negroes,
their fears were manipulated to create a large part of the
mob violence. World imperialism, which centered in Africa
and led to the disparagement of those with dar-kskin and the
mythic al theory of Aryan or white "superiority," gave encour-
agement and condonement to what the white South was doing to
its dark-skinned brothers.
After World War I various factors, especially the
r
enlightenment of Negro soldiers and the mass migration of'
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Negroes to the North led to another wave of lynchings and
mob violence.. When the fouth realized that it was losing
its aour-ce of economic exploitation it reverted to f'or-mand
tried to stay the migration by brute f'orce. It was Hr .I'lhite I s
opinion that lynching would never be eliminated in America
unb L'l, there was a general recognition of'the real un.derlying
economic f'actors of'lynching and the f'alsity of'the extra-
neous and vicious reasons given f'or l~lching.
In the chapter on science, Nordicism and lynching,
Ivlr.v.Jhiteeff'ectively invalidated the scientific theories
of'racial (white) superiority and (black) inferiority. He
exposed the damage that was done by the "scientif'ic jargon"
which was prevalent and condoned the South's treatment or
i~egroes.. Hr. White presented many scientif'ic theories and
the names of' the scientists who f'ormed them. He disproved
theories such as the relative ability of'various races which
are based on brain weights ruld conformations. Mr ..White
himself' could pOUlt out obvious contradictions in studies such
as Robert Bean's, which said that the mulatto was the most
dangerous of' all characters to human society but also said
that the natural hereditary def'iciency or the Negro could be
altered only by crossing with other races. In the f'ield of
psychology and intelligence tests, Mr. White could only compare
studies ruLdbring to light the newly developing theories of'
environmental f'actors as being crucial in the testing of'
intelligence.. There were glaring discrepencies in this f'ield
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also. One study concluded, for example, that mill whites
VIere inferior because of poorer social and economic advan-
tages but that Negroes' lower rating was due to racial
inferiority.
The chapter, "The Price of Lynching," r'epeated much
of what had previously been discussed in the chapters on the
mind of the lyncher, religion, sex, and economic factors in
lynching. vlhite added that a major factor in the South's
backwardness was due to the amowlt of effort it had put
forth to keep the Negro down. He again quoted James ·;Jeldon
Johnson, "If the Negro is so distinctly inferior, it is a
strange thing to me that it truces such tremendous effort on
the part of the white man to make him realize it, and to
keep him in the same place into which inferior men naturally
fall. ,,56 Another observation was the disesteem in vlhich the
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;! .::United States was held because of lynching, which was world-
wide but especially scorned in colored countries. There were ~:JI ,."
also some very pertinent comments about the position white
women were thrust into because lynching was supposedly to
defend their honor. Some of his delightful remarks would be
much appreciated by such an up-to-date movement as Women's
Liberation.
Although ~1r. vlhite never underestimated the tremendous
harm that the lynch law wreaked on America, he did indicate
some optimism for the future. He mentioned the more enlight ....
ened attitude of the white press toward lynching. 'I'he l~egro
h8
press was also emerging as a powerful force at that time.
11:8also discussed the accomplishments of organizations such
as the NAACPand the Commission on Interracial Cooperation
,\-."hichwere worki.ng for the abolishment of lynching as Hell
as better conditions in general for Negr-oes , He felt that
ther'e were some indications that the South was becoming more
enlightened to the causes of her problems. Also promising
was the fact that Negroes were becoming more mili tan t and
were reSisting oppression. \'IIhite mobs would be more hesitant
to attack :Negroes if there vms the chance that several vlhites
vlould be killed also in the ensuing melee.
l"Ir. White made it clear, by listing state anti-lynching
laws and their indifferent success, that a Federal anti-lJ~lching
law was necessary to stop this crime. He then traced the
efforts that had been made to pass such a bill since 1902. He
discussed the problems encountered in trying to pass the
Dyer Bill. There was the contention that such a law was
unconstitutional. !1r. White presents a rather lengthy analysis
of Supreme Court cases to demonstrate that a Federal ant d-..
lynching law would be constitutional. He relied heavlly on a
brief presented by Herbert K.. Stockton to the Senate Judiciary
Committee. The largest obstacle, however, was the type of
individuals the white South chose to represent them in the
Senate. The filibusters in that House of Congress were what
really kept the Government's hands tied in the situatlon.
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Hope and Paggot was a very good study of the causes
of lynching" The facts, figures an.dconclusions wez-e based
on reliable studies. 'I'her-eis an extensive appendix with
informative tables and a text which draws reliable conclusions
from the tables. There is a bibliography. I"1r. ~'Jhitealways
cites his sources, but he seldom gives footnotes which contain
the publisher, date of publication and pages referred to. It
could not, therefore, be considered a thoroughly historical
document. 'I'h e majority of footnotes are contained in the
chapters on science and economics ..
r1r. 'tlhite was qualified to write a book on lynchings
because of his investigations and his other work with the
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NAACP. His personal investigations of lynchings added a touch
of'reality and horror to what could have been an ul1.interestinO'
0'
dry compilation of'f'acts. He did admirably well in the one
chapter which was out of'his f'ield, the chapter on science.
At the time he wrote the book, the fields of'psychology and
sociology were not as well developed as they are now and
there were f'ew reliable studies in science on inf'eriority or
superiori ty of'races. ille know today that his analysis of'
conf'licting studies was correct.
The book received very good reviews. R. A. Gibson
said that Hr. White knew more about lynchings than any man in
America, because his personal investigation of'lynchings had
acquainted him with the participants in the af'fairs. He said
that the book was an invaluable contribution to logical
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Wlderstanding of race problems in the United States ..57
v. F ..Calvertson for the New York Lvorld said that
the book was sound in its analysis and scientific in its
c8 59conclusions •..-' Horace Gregory and Ben Wasson agreed that
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the study vr aa a scientific treatment of the subject, which
presen ted a realistic picture of lynchings ..60 Clarence
Darrow and 11. J .. Herskovi ts also gave the book excellent
revievIS.61
It became obvious to arry one studying the situation
that F'ederal legislation was necessary to protect Negroes
from lynching. In his book, Rope and Faggot, 1tJhiteeffec-
tively demonstrated that state anti-lynching laws were poorly
constructed and very ineffective. The NAACP since its incep-
tion had conducted a campaign against lynching to arouse the
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conscience of the nation against the shame of Ame r-Lc a, It
had investigated mId published the findings of lynchings,
.'.'('I
I....
sponsored mass meetings and conferences, and tried to bring
about the prosecution of perpetrators of the crimes.62
Professor David O. \rJaltertraced the efforts to
enact federal legislation against lynching. The earliest of
these attempts were made in behalf of the protection of aliens
in this country from mob violence in 1891. The first sug-
gestion for a Federal law to protect Negroes specifically
against lynching was presented to Congress in 1892. From
that time until 1918 similar bills were introduced in either
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the Senate or the House on the average of' every two years,
only to be quickly def'eated.63 In 1918 Representative
Leonidas C. Dyer of'Missouri introduced a bill to protect
citizens of.'the United States against lynching in def'ault
of'protection by the states. Similar bills were later
introduced by Representatives 11oore, Gahn , Dallinger, and
An sor-ge, All of' these bills were similar in f'orm to one
proposed by Representative Moody in 1901. Later proposals
have also f'ollowed closely the provisions of'the Dyer bill
(H. H. 13). 64-
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The f'irst extended and wholehearted campaign by the
""',.,,1
:NAACP to secure the enactment of' a Federal law against r
lynching was started in the latter part of'1919 when James ,"
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,I "Weldon Johnson visited Washington to see if'Senator Capper
to Senator Curtis and then to Representative Dyer. Jh April,
1921 1111'. Dyer introduced H.R. 13, a bill "to assure to persons
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would introduce such a bill in the Senate. He was ref'erred
within the jurisdiction of every state the equal protection
of' the Laws , and to punish the crime of'lynching." Mr. Johnson
saw and talked with every man in Congress who he thought was
interested in the bill or could be won over to it. For two
years Mr. Johnson was in vJashington while Congress was in
session lobbying f'or the bill. ~~. Johnson skillf.'ullyled
the f'ight f'or the passage of'this bill. He set the pace of.'
persistence and the techniques which ~'Jalterv-lhitewould later
use in his f.'ightf'or the passage of.'the Costigan-Wagner Bill.
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Hr. Johnson kept every Congressman fully Ln.f'oz-med on the
extent and truth abou t Lynch.irigin the United States.
Every time a new lynching occur-r-ed Johnson sent notices into
Congress. He met many in1'luential people in~lashington. He
convinced many influ.ential people from allover the United
States, such as governors, mayors, jurists, lawyers, bishops
and ministers, college presidents and professors, editors
and journalists, and the leaders of l~AACP branches to put
pressure on Congress through letters, petitions, telephone
calls and telegrams. Mr. White frequently joined Mr. Johnson
in appearing before Senate and House committees. Hr. White
did indeed have an able mentor in Mr. Johnson.65
The Dyer Bill was passed by the House by a vote of
230 to 119 in 1922. In the;enate the opposition to the bill
was vehement. Its opponents declared it to be unconstitutional
invasion of the reserved powers of the states. Southern
Democrats killed the bill in the Senate, using filibustering
methods vlhich wer-e openly avowed by Senator Underwood to prevent
vote of the bill. However, Hr. Johnson made it clear that Hepub-
lican Congressmen did not fight for the bill as they had promised.
Its defeat was a factor in destroying the unswer-vLng loyalty
among Negroes to the Republican Party. The death 01' the Dyer
Anti-Lynching Bill was a bitter defeat but advantages came
from the fight 1'01'it. It made the floors of Congress a
forum in Vlhich the facts were discussed and, as a result, the
number of LynchLn.ga was drastically reduced. After the failur'e
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of the Dyer Bill unsuccessful measures were introduced in
Congress, again on the average of every two years, lli~til
1933 when nine bills were introduced 8l1dWalter White began
his fight for an anti-lynching law.66
I1ary "VJhiteOvington said that the six-year fight
(1934-1940) for Federal rulti-l~lching legislation which was
,;Ii'
" ,
led by 'lrJalter \tJhite brought the greatest victory the Associa-
tion had known--i t unLted the Negroes of the United St ates •
In 1933 the Association's legal committee, in consultation
with a number of eminent constitutional lawyers drew up an
anti-lyn.ching bill which was introduced in the Senate in
1934 by Senator Edward Costigrul of Colorado and Senator
Robert Wagner of NewYork. S1978 and later bills had three ." :,I' I" '
basic provisions. First, "to assure to persons within the
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jurisdiction of every state the equal protection of the laws
and to punish the crime of lynching." If the state had taken
,;:."
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no action in thirty days, a lynching case should be tried in
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a Federal Court.. Second, if the Federal Court found that
state arid local officials had been derelict in their duties
by failing to protect their prisoners or in arresting and
prosecuting violators of the law, they would be punished by
fine or imprisonment.. Lm·J enforcement officials who aided
the mob in lynching lrl0uld be imprisoned from five years to
life.. Third, a fine of not less bhan ~i;2,OOO or more th811
$10,000 would be levied against the county where the lynching
occurred, to be paid to the heirs of the victim.67
'I'h.e bill was referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee
vJ"here it w as given a hearing in F'ebruary.. F;ifty persons testi-
fied about the evils of lynching and the need 1"01'Federal
legislation.. Half of them were white Southerners, among them
Atto1'Uey General Preston Lane of Haryland, who testified to
his inability to secure action against persons vlho investi ....
gators declared were members of a lynching mob..
On February 20, 193~., vJalter White appeared before a
Senate Judiciary subcommittee. He testified that from 1882
to 1934, 5,053 IJmchings had occurred. Of this number, 3,513
",Jere Negroes of which 77 were Negro vlOmen.. He s aid that the
misconception that there was some connection betVTeen lynching
and sex offenses by Negroes against white Homenmust be cleared
up. O:Pthe 2,522 :NegroeS lynched from 1889 to 1918, only L~77
were even charged with rape by the mobs themselves. So less
than one-fifth of colored men who were lynched vTere even
accused of the "usual crime"; and it should be remembered that
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a mob's accusation is by no memlS equivalent to conviction. A
second misconception that the mob victims vlere usually guilty
was disproved by a study made und.er' the auspices of the
Southern Commission for the Study of Lynching. This impartial
and Southern authority anowed that 13 of the 21 persons lynched
in 1930 were innocent victims of mob rage.. Ivlr. White added
that he had found in his personal investigations of 41 lynch-
lllgS and eight race riots that in the majority of cases the
Victims were either wholly innocent of any crime vlhatsoever or
u•
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Here guilty of' lesser crimes than those f'orwhich they were
68lynched~
Whi te then testif'ied that states wer-e either um-lilling
or unable to control lynching. He said that some Northern states
had taken comrrlendableaction but that the states where lynch-
ings were most frequent would neither pass adequate laws against
lynching nor exert genuine effort to enforce them so the Costigan-
tJagner Federal Bill was necessary. He stated that there was
considerably more Southern support for such legislation than I,
there had been in 1922, especially among the Southern press. He
then requested that many editorials and articles of recent date
from allover the United States which expressed favorable at- r,
titudes to the bill be made part of the record~ Mr. l1hite stated
that he felt the "States Rights" argument was unsound and gave
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the reasons for his position. He then presented a brief explan-
ation of why many lawyers felt that the legislation was consti-
tutional and pointed out that in any case only the Supreme COU1't
of the United States could make the decision. He then stated
::').' /.'"
that twelve million Negroes would be looking anxiously to
Congress for speedy and favorable action on this bill. He said
certain radical movements (Connnunists) were trying to convince
the American Negro that his hope of justice under the present
form of govenlment was useless and that he must help to over-
throw this government to receive justice. Their propaganda had
not succeeded so far, but he reminded the committee that these
twelve million Negroes were closely watching their actions.
I,)
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There vJas some further discussion of the constitutionality
and it was pointed out that the next two witnesses, Arthur B.
Spingarn and Herbert K. Stockton, wer-e prepared to discuss
this matter at length. Hr .~Jhi te concluded by requesting
that letters from twelve governors of states expressing their
opinion of the legislation be made a part of the record. It
was obvious that these were in response to a request for their
ophLion made by ~w.vmite.69
On Mar-ch28, 1934, the Judiciary Committee recommended
the Costigan-1<lagner bill with minor amen.dmentis, Walter ~'rnite
started lobbying actively for the bill, following techniques
he had learned from James 1;Jeldon Johnson. Information on the r i
progress of the bill was widely publicized, prominent figures
endorsed it, Congressmen were kept informed on current lynch-
ings in the United States, and White personally talked to
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scores of Congressmen. A petition presented to President
Roosevelt in December, 193L~,was signed by a similar list of'
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prominent people, as that of the earlier mentioned petition
to the Fenate urging the enactment of the Dyer Anti-Lynching
Bill. ldalter irJhite, Lewis Gannett of the NewYork Heral_<!
rrribune, Helen \AJoodward,and Benjamin ftolberg organized the
1tlriters ' League Against Lynching. This league grew to include
over two hundred leading writers, editors and publishers. The
League brought Hr. 'vJhite into the first of' a series of clashes
with journalist 'v'lestbrook Pegler.. Although the NAACPmade a
stren.uous ef'fort to bring pressure to bear and to force
5'7
f'avorable action by the Senate, f'ilibustering techni.ques
prevented the bill from being considered in 1934.70
rrhe January issue of The Crisis, which was devoted
to information about the anti-lynching bill, asked that
readers send letters to tvashington and money to the Associa-
tion to continue the f'ight. It also printed replies f'rom
renators and Representatives who were asked to state their
positions on the anti-lynching bill. At another Senate
Judiciary subcommittee meeting on F'ebruary 14, 1935, }ir. Vlhite
predicted that there would be no cessation of lynchings until
£i'ederallegislation vIas enacted. He said there were three
sources of' opposition to the costigan-Hagner Bill. First the
lynchers themselves who did not want this American "f'olkwny"
to be interf'ered with. They wanted to be able to lynch with
impunity and \>1ithoutfear of punishment. He stressed that
in most of the states where lynchings took place, the Negro
citizens vIere disfranchised in flagrant violation of the
Federal Constitution and therefore the law enforcement
of'f'ioialsof' those states felt that they had no responsibility
to Negro citizens who could not vote, and preferred to yield
to the pressure of the mobs themselves.. Second, there were
those who f'elt the measure was unconstitutional. He f'elt that
1rJhilea few of them were sincere, most of'them were merely
masking less worthy motives. rrhird, some claimed that it
WOuld be used against labor in industrial disputes, but
Hr. White stated that if they vJould take the time and trouble
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to read the bill they wouLd see that it could not be used in
this manner. He said that a review of the record of lynchings
since the 73rd Congress adjourned without takDlg action on
the Costigan-vJagner Bill was proof that lynching would not
stop until Congress enacted anti-lynching legislation. The
record showed that y.lhile the bill was pending there wez-eno
0"
"
",
"
lynchings; however, after no action was taken, there were
sixteen lynchings. He concluded with the request that peti~
tions and resolutions from state Legl.sLatiur-e a, politicians,
I,,.
professional people, Southern white college students from
thirty ...one colleges and Catholics, Protes tan ts , and JevlS be
entered in the record.71
The Costigan-vvagner Bill was taken up by the Senate
on April 16, 1935. 'I'he first to debate it was Senator "Cotton
Ed" Smith of South Carolilla, who immediately launched a ven-
.,' ;
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omous attack on the bill and said that Negroes must be lynched
".'
to protect the fair womanhoodof the ~outh from beasts. He
resorted to this old, false argument D1.spite of the testimony
Hr. White had given in the subcommittee hear-drrga and the fact
that the HAACPhad placed literature on this very subject on
the desks of every Senator. The bill's opponents were deter-
mined not to let it come to a vote and attempted to dislodge it
from the Senate calendar by motion to adjourn, but this tactic
failed until Hay 1. 72
During this time, Hr. White had tried unsuccessfully
to talk to President Hoosevelt to urge him to take a definite
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stand on the bill. He later learned that Narvin T1cIntyre,.
Roosevelt's secretary, had intercepted his letters and
telegrams.. He turned to l1rs .. Roosevelt, who arranged a meet-
ing with the President in April and briefed him on what the
President's objections to the bill would be, }lr.. ~Jhite was
therefore ready with factual answers to all the President's
questions but it did not help because Nr .. Roosevelt was
frankly unwilling to challenge the <outrnern leadership of his
party. He said that he regreted that he did not have better
politicians from the South to work with, but if he came out
for the anti-lynching bill he could not get his NewDeal
legislation passed. In May, Mr. White resi@Led from the
Virgin Islands Advisory Council to which he had been named by
President Roosevelt in protest against the President's silence
during the anti-lynching filibuster.73
The NAACPand Mr.vlhite continued the fight against
lynching. In 1936 the Association gave strong support to a
resolution introduced by Senator Van Nuya of Indiana to Ln-.
vestigate current lynchings. This came to nothing because
the committee which was formed was headed by Senator Byrnes of
South Carolina ruld was never called together~
An NAACP-sponsored anti-lynching bill was next introduced
in the House by Hepresentative Joseph A.. Gavagan of NevI York in
1937.. It was promptly referred to the Judiciary Cornrnittee
Where the chairman, Representative Hatton Vi. Summers of 'I'ex as ,
stUbbornly and without apology, refused even to permit hearings
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on the measure or to take the bill out of committee. Congress-
man GavagsJ:l proceeded to place a discharge petition on the
speaker I S desk. ~fuen over half of the signatures necess ary
had been quickly obtained, Congressman Summers became alarmed
and introduced about the weakest of the sixty other anti-
lynching bills that had been buried in committee. 'I'h.Lswas a
bill vrh.Lch had be.en introduced by Arthur vI. Hitchell from
Chicago, vrho was the only Negro Cong.r-essman at the time. The
provisions of the I1itchell Bill were so innocuous that it
would probably not have helped at all to stop lynchings or
punish lynchers; but Congressman Summers later told }lr. ~vhite
that he did not think the NAACPwould have the nerve to oppose
passage of a bill introduced by the only Negro member of
Congress. However , the NAACPquickly marshaled its forces and
the Hi tchell Bill was defeated by a vote of 257 to 123.. vii thin
a week, the House passed the Gavagan Bill by a vote of 277 to
120. 'ilie NAACPAnnual Report commendedCongressman Gavagan
for his brilliant parliamentary strategy. It said he yielded
no points and permitted no amendments. The passage of the
bill Vias also aided by the reading in Congress of a press
dispatch about the brutal Duck Hill, 11ississippi, blowtorch
lynchings ..74
However, this bill and later ones were consistently
defeated by Senate filibusters. Southern Congressmen deeply
resented the persistent lobbying efforts of ~valter 1tlhite and
openly attacked him on the floor of the Senate. November 17,
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1937, Senator Connally of Texas ridiculed Nr.lrlhite, the
NAACP, and i\jegroes in general, amid bursts of laughter, as
follows:
I understand they had this colored man in the meeting
[the Senate Judiciary Committee] and I have no objection
to his being a colored man. I am not prejudiced against
colored men. I protect them in my state. • ... I cannot
say "That I heard but they met with this colored man • • •
a fellow named \I!hi tee He runs the Association for the
Advancement of Oolored People. I do not know what hap-
pened, cannot say what happened because I was not there.
Frankly I was not called in on this bill. The~ did not
ask me whether I wanted it to come up or not.7~
Senator James Byrnes of South Carolina was more emo-
tional and less humorous on January 11, 1938. F::epointed
straight at vJalter "lrThitewho was seated quietly in the gallery,
arid h• s outed:
The South may just as well know • .. • that it has been
deserted by Democrats of the North •• • one l\jegro, whose
name has heretofore been mentioned in the debate--~-jal ter
IPlhite, secretary of the Association for the Advancement of
Colored People--has ordered this bill to pass. If a
majority Crul bring about a vote, the bill will pass 8 0
If'ltJalter ~'1hite should consent to have this bill laid •
aside its advocates would desert it as quiclcly as football
players unscramble when the whistle of the referee is
heard •••• This man from day to day sits in the gallery
and has worked for this bill for years.. • • .f..vhat legisla-
tion will he next demand of the Oongress of the United
States? Will he demruld that Congress enact legislation
to punish officials of a state which fails to protect
Negroes in. the right to stop at hotels where white persons
are entertained? • • • Vlill he demruld the enactment of
laws providing :for the supervision of elections within the
states? I do not know but I know he will make other
demands and that those who are willing to vote for this
bill because he demrulds it will acquiesce in subsequent
d.eman ds ..76
Senator Byrnes was right, of course. L-Jalter V.Jhite, not
the NAACP,nor the Negroes of America would have stopped
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demanding justice merely because they VIere success1'ul in
obtaining justice in one small area in a lend that VIas 1'illed
with numerous injustices toward members 01' their race.
Senator Byrnes and his colleagueS did succeed in slowing down
the Negroes' progress in the 1'ight 1'or equality by 1'ilibuster-
ing to death numerous measures to protect Americans against
lynching. However, it does make one realize hoVI1'ar the Negro
in America has progressed in thirty-three years VIhenone sees
how horri1'ied and 1'rightened Senator Byrnes was at the
pOssibility that Walter White would demand that legislation
be passed which VIould alloVI Negroes to be entertained in the
same hotels which entertained whites mld which VIould allow
Negroes to enjoy their constitutional right to vote in the
South.
A six-week 1'ilibuster was success1'ul in 1938, when an
emergency relie1' appropriation bill to 1'eed the unemployed
vJas used to clisnlace the ill:tti-lynching bill in the Senate •..
A1'ter an unsuccess1'ul attempt to compel a vote on the bill
by ae cur-Lng cloture, even Senators vlagner and Van iJuys (who
had jO:U1.edas co-sponsor ,.,lhen111'. Costigan left the Senate)
conceded the necessity 01' "getting on" with the rJetf Deal
legislation.77
VIaltel' ~fhi'te and the Association cont:Ulued to f'Lght
unsuccess1'ully 1'01' anti-lynching legislation until 191+0. In
1941~, the Association st ated that a presidential candidate vlho
wished to seek the votes of Hegroes must be committed to the
,d,lt
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pass age of anti-lynching legislation among other things" 78
~falter \i1Jhite's contribution was immeasurable. He worked
courageously and cOl1.tinuously to rid America o:f lynching.
In 1937, he was awarded the Spingarn l1edal for the wor'k he
had done in investigating lynchings, lobbying for Federal
anti-lynching legislation. and :for the books and articles he
had written about it. The Crisis said "He was the most ef-
.rective leader of the crusade to rid the nation of this
bestial crime.,,79
,.,<
','
It has been stated that Hr.~'lhite's lobbying tactics
were very unusual because he was always straight-forward and
honest and he refused to play the angles. Another high-salaried
lobbyist told White,
I have been watch.ing ·you 1'or a long time vTOrking
!lround here trying to get your an.ti-Iynching bill passed.
You haven't a ghost of a chance as long as you operate
as you do. I don't favor the bill, but I can't help
but admire the way you are vJorking on a shoestri~e'
appealing to the t better nature' of politicians.
He then invited J1r. VJhite to his office where he brought out
f" I1. es about United States Senators II
I1r. vJhite said their
co11.tents Here filthy and vlere used for blackmailing purposes.
He asked to see files on several Senators whomhe knew to be
honest. They too were full Hith trumped-up charges by
neUl"otic women, which he said even an a."Ilateur psychiatrist
\'fould have recognized as either faJ.'ltastic or purchased. He
sa1."d t tthat after examining the files he reI a s rong urge to
wash his hands with carbolic acid soap to cleaJ.'lse them of the
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filth he had touched.. lYre IrJhite never used these files 01'"
any other back-door tactics. He also refused to compromise
or make deals in allY way. President Hoosevel t once told
\'Jhite that he thought he could get the anti-Iy.nching bill
passed if White \-J'Ouldagree to delete the demand that
counties , in trb.Lch an unpunished lynching had taken place,
pay a f'ine.. :f.1r..White's answer was that he would not ace ept
any anti-lynching bill that did not come up to his specifica-
tions. He wr-ot e a letter to his wife which included the
statement, "Democracy must be tough-fibered to survive
practice of' it by democrats ..,,81
Although the desired legislation was never passed,
lTIaJ."lybeneficial results did come from the attempts to achieve
Lt , The nation was awal::sned to and informed about the truth
and the extent and the outrageoUS hideousness of the Shame
of America.
It served as a basis for six years of continuous
and successful propaganda. HU1ldreds of organizations and
newspapers endorsed the need for legislatiol1o The number of'
lynchings did decrease drastically and never again r-ebur'n ed
to the height of previouS years.. A national acceptance of
j:~egro rights began to develop, and the NegroeS of Araer-Lc a
"\tlereunLted as never before ..82
,.,::.,,,
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CHAPTE.i3. III
WALTER v-lHITE AS A CREATIVE WRITER
.".1'
Walter 1J.Jhitewrote two novels: The Fire in the Flint,
published in 1924 and Flight, published in 1926. He wrote
the :former in twelve days during a vacation at "Riverbrook, II
the home o:f Mary White ovington.l He wrote the book in
response to a suggestion by H. L. Mencken. White had
cri ticized T. S. Stribling for not portraying educated l"legroes
accurately in the novel Birthright. Nencken asked \rJhit e, "~vhy
don't you do the right kind o:f novel? You could do it and it
would create a sensation.,,2 Mr. \'Jhite did write a novel,
The Fire in the Flint, and it did create a sensation. The
book was quite controversial and thereby became a best seller.
Nany book r-evLews :for Southern newspapers denounced it.3
Laurence Stallings, the literary editor of the NewYork 'vJorld,
gave the book a :favorable review in which he consistently
,
,/
re:ferred to the author as Hr. VJhite. Because of this, his
columrLwas cancelled by the Macon Daily Telegraph, a newspaper
published in his home town.4 The newspaper had received many
denunciatory letters, and to make its position clear, it
published several editorials denouncing f'tallings and White.5
Hr. White considered ita great honor that his work was one
of those burned in Germany when Hitler came to power.6
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'rhe Fire in the"lint is about a Y0llrlg Negro doctor,
Kenneth darper, who returns to his hometown., Central City,
after receiving an excellent medical education. He had
graduated from the best medical school in America, had been
an intern for a year in Bellevue in New York, and had been
a Surgeon in Europe during \fJorld t'lar I and had studied in
the beat dI .u me Lc a.L school an Europe. Kenneth was determn.-..ed to
raise the deplorable health conditions among his people and
he dreamed of building the best hospital for Negroes in the
,,1 'I
,;,.'1,
ououth. He honestly felt that he could best achieve his
ob tJectives by being a trgood nigger" as his father had suc-
ceSSfully done while providing a comfortable living and
.".
I
educatioll r hl f '1. or :1.1S ama y. 'I'his entailed deferring and 0.:1
bowino(j'to .. . It· thwhite people and avo~d~ng ~nvo vemen an e race
qUestion.
Kenneth Harper soon learned, hOv-Jever, bhaf he could
not a .v oLd facing racial problems and a'Ls o maintain his moral
integrity. His brother, Bob, was very embittered at the
treatment Negroes received at the hands of ignorant white
People. His f'iance: Jane, pointed out to him that he was
becoming a moral coward by trying to stay on the good side
of everyone. His sister Mamie, who was a teacher, discussed
the problems of trying to create a favorable learning
en .v~romnen t for children in the overcrowded, squalid conditions
of the one-room school provided for Negro children, whose
families could afford to have them attend school. Kenneth
-----.;...:;.-+..C,._ "-~_ •.u .. ~_~_~- ~:...l~ ....,..._~__....~~~~-~-~
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was aroused by the filthy language l;iegro girls 1-1ere forced
to endure when they had to shop in the general store. He
was infuriated when a l~egro womal}was raped by a prominant
whi te citizen and her husbax1.dwas murdered for trying to
interfere. 14hen he reported the d'eath to the CO'!Ilty Commission-
er of Eealth, 3l1.d then had the temerity to state who the
murderer 'VIaS, he was in.formed that the law about reporting
deaths vIas for white folks. The commissioner "had no time
i 'I'i
r"
. "
, i
to be "t"wrl In' up niggers deaths."
He was told the murderer
VIas the Sheriff's brother and furthermore, "Lemme tell you
som "epln'--you'd better remember s'long's you stay round
these parts. 'ltlhen you hear 3l1.ythin' 'bout a vJhite man h.avLn '
trouble vIi th a nigger you'd better keep your mouth shet.
They's lots of niggers been lynched for less'n you said this
morning.1I7 When the wife of the murdered man 1rI8.s later
brutally beaten and tarred for talking too much, Dr. Harper
did not report it.
The turning point came when Kenneth was invited to a
meeting of leading :r~'egrocitizens who were trying to find
some VIay to r'elieve the oppression of Negro sharecroppers.
Fo_ r weeks solution after solution 'Has discarded as unfeasible
because the sharecropping system contained its own checks to
keep Negro tenants virtually enslaved. Jane suggested a
cooper'ative and Kenneth worked out the details. He devoted
himself to orgax1.izing Negro sharecroppers allover the
county into cooperatives. It seemed as though the n ew
l!fln ..,I
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orgallizatioYl would work. IT th" d lId_ \..enne na ega papers raom up
and'_ nad even elicited a promise of financial backing by four
liberal white men in Atlanta.
IJne Ku KIlL"CKlan vIas informed of these activities by
Dr itT 'II '• ,1 lams, Central )ity's only other Negro doctor, Hho was
jealous of Kenneth for usurping his position as the leadi.ng
Negro ..Cl tLzen , and eve:n becoming a demi-god to the Negro
r-
, i
population. \flhile Kenneth was in Atlanta, his sister T1amie
vias vi 'cLousLy raped by white boys who hung around the general
store and decided to do something more exciting than hurl
f'il thy insults at IiIegro girls. Kenneth I s brother, Bob, had
taken a decided change for the better. Instead of being dour,
peSSimistic and embittered, he, too, had found a purpose to
his li.f e. He had decided to study law at Cambridge and C0111e
back t o Central City to prosecute test cases for the coopera-
·"~'I
w,~",
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tive. He was packing when Mamie crawled home, bruised and Ii".'
beaten .from her ordeal. Bob had always been hot-headed and
the ldo hatreds and resentments of white people immediately
bOiled to the surface. He grabbed a gun and ammunition and
ran to th . be general store, where a crowd o:f whlte oys Has
laughing arid thoroughly enjoying the account of the two boys
who h ad raped IvIamie. Bob killed the two boys and ran into
the country, hoping to escape to Atlanta and then to the North.
After a terri.fying chase, Bob fell asleep from exhaustion
and aWoke to the howling of bloodhoundS. He was trapped in
a barn ' b 1 ld b :fwnere he killed as rrwny of the rna as:1e cou. e are
",
his ammunition r-an out. cIe saved one bullet for hLmself,
ther 'eoy de:nying the mob the thrilling satisfaction of
tor-L .L,Urlng him as long as possible before lynching him.
Kenneth returned to Centr'al Oity knovdng nothing 01'
what had happ ened , r.r • th t Id " h. _, ifJhellh18 mo er 0 nun, e Tdas deter-
mined to kl"ll ._ every filthy white monster vJho had kllled his
brother. His mother physically restrained him as long as
Possible t, hen convinced him to stay home with the argument
that sh e and Namie would have no one to protect them if he
left.
.(
Kenneth spent an agonizing night reliving every
negative emotl.'on felt 'oy . A . (1 t dthe Negro lnmerlca aa re ,
def'eat_ ,oppression, futility, resentment). Les s than
seventy-tvlO hours after the double catastrophe Hhich had
desce dn ed upon him and his family, he was called to save
the li1'e of a vJhite girl, the daughter of the proprietor
".
r
r .,
L
of the general store.
Kenneth went 1'1it11the intention of
saving the z i.r-L t' 1 d v;sed t'~ 0"" but, as he was opera 111g, .,:1e e r ne
Perfect r t:;h h'~ . 1 dl"e ,Qn' e.ev enge , He would let t.r e w ac e glr •.
'lrJould be a sacrificial offering representative of the
entire white race.
Then. he ~fould torture the parents by
telling them they had killed their daughter themselves
because they did not follm-[ his instructions. Bob would be
Kenneth was in a state of shock.
'iJhen he
proud of -t •111m.
realized what he was doing, his better self took cont:r'ol and
he 'lrJOrkedfour hours saving the girl'S life. V]hel1the girl
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was safe , Kenneth walked out of the door into the arms of
a lynching mob. He was unable to get to his gun to kill
even one white man or to take his own life.
'itdth a n.ewapaper- clipping:
AHorrHER :L'JE'GHO LYNCHED IN GBOFtGIA
CEI.':jTI1ALCI'rY', Ga., Sept. 15.__"Doc" Harper, a negro
\tTa~ ~ynched here to-night, charged with attempted
cr-Lmf.n a'L assaul t on a white woman, the wife of a
p~ominent citizen~ The husband was away from the
Clty on business at the time, his wife and young
daughter: who is seriously ill, being alone in the
house. Harper evidently became frightened before
accomplishing his pUl"'POSeand was caught as he ran
from the house. He is said to have confessed before
being put to death by a mob which numbered five
thousand. He was burned at the stal{e.
This is the second lynching in Central City this
week , On Thursday morning, Bob Harper, a brother
of the Negro lynched to-day, was Idlled by a poss e
af t er- he had run amuck and Idl1ed two young white
men. i-Joreason could be found for their murder at
the hands of the nec~ro as they had always borne
excellent reputatio~s in the community. It is
thought the negro had become temporarily insane.
In a telegram to the Governor to-day, Sherif.f
Parker reported that all was quietsin the city and
he anticipated no further trouble.
The book ends
'i
The novel ends .fhere twelve years ofvJal tel' ~Jhite I s
life vlOrk began. ~fuen the NAACPreceived a nevlSpaper
c1ipp' lUg or was other~fise notified of a lynching, vvaltel'
11h'«: lte llent to investigate it. Laurence rtallings said
that "Central City was the most accurate portrayal of a
small town in his native Georgia that he had ever read,
and that the characters and plot were the truest of any
nOvel "lri ti:;en about the South to date. n9 H. L. l'Jlencken
said, "There is not one episode in '11]:leF~e in the F'~ whi.crr
has not been duplicated in real life over and over again. "10
rnle Fir_e ilf_ the ]?lint is much more fact than fiction.
It is a compi.Lat.Lon f th d ,- T 1 "r n .• ," () !... 0 facts ga ere oy j, a ter if•. :11t e during
his inv t' .es Lgat.Lons of lynchings. Central Oity is the typical
small Southern town -vlhere lynchings occurred. Hr. vJhi tie
wrote an. article about lynchings in The ~:merj_canMercury in
" I i
, ', ,
1929. It said, lI]:Jlost l~rnchjngs take place in small t.own s
and rural regions where the natives kn ovr practically nothing
of' what is going on outside their own immediate neighborhood. nll
T' .U1S is also a description of Central City.
He s aid, !IAdd to
the isolation the emotional fixation such as the rural South
has on the Negro and you get the atmosphere .from which springs
the Ku Klu,'( Klan and lynchillgS•lI12 This is Central City.
itJalter 1,'Jhite described the inhabitants of Estill Springs,
where a lynching took place Nay, 1918. "Estill Springs'
static concHtion tends to make the minds of the inhabitants
narrow and provincial. People were leisurely of manner and
slow of 13speech and comprehension. tl 'Ehis is Central City.
IIIr. v.Jhite's description of Jim HcIllheron, a victim of a
lynching mob, could have been a description of Bob Harper.
'I'h.e r1cIllheron family bears the reputation of belrrg
wealtb.y, IIfor a l~e()'ro.Tf Jim w-as not popular with the
Th't b If'" h lw 1 e community. He was not a good.nl~ger.--1rl acn me81"1S
a colored man w-ho is humble and submlsS~ve an the
:presence of white "superiorityoll He resented the
,Islights and insults" and did not willingly allow the
members of his family to be imposed upon by the white
community. 14
Mr. White 's account of Kenneth'scooperative could have been an
accou t d U . dn of the Progressive Parmers Househol n i.ori an
."
I
I
I
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cooperative :formed in Phillips Oounty, Arkansas Hhich led to
riots ruld mass murders.15
'11heF'ire in the J?lint has the true flavor of race rela-
tions' ,111 th.e South as they existed at the time. IVIr.11Jhite I s
descript' 10n. of poor Negroes and poor vlhites was accurate. His
description of prosperouS Hhites was also accurate, as was his
description 01'" prosperouS and intelligent Negroes. The latter
is what the critics of his book objected to. They didn't
like 'h1;... e portrayal of some Hegroes as educated and normal h.uman
be'lngs who talked correct English instead of dialect.
16
Hr .vIhi te
: i
also depicts an
miu'lster who spoke in dialect for two reasons.
dOv-Tll
educated and intelligent Negro
He had to get
"i'
to the level of uneducated Negroes in order to communicate
with th em, and help them.
People vlere suspicious of rulYNegrO VTho,by their standards,
had too much education.
that he could not help his people if he got lynched. :r1r. vJhite IS
account of: the sharecropping system could not have been more
accUrately "tvritten by an historian. His accowlt is even better,
however , because the reader call vividly understand the deep
feeling~ 1~ of futility, defeat and frustration the s~arecroppers
eXPel"'.lenced. The reader a'Ls o gets a vivid picture of the
K-U Klux. Kl.an as it really was. Its members consisted of the
prosperous tl!f 1 . til'and influential as well as -ae poor H~l es wno
made up the bulk of the group and were easily svlayed and
tnanipUla-ted b 0. b'0 t' f All the members were oQD y they n.e ormer.
The other reason vIas because white
r ."".
The minister had decided, like Kenneth ,
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baSic hc aracteristics of'ignorance, insecurity and fear. The
Exalted Cyclops was the Sheriff of Central City& Mr. White's
invest·~gations
leaders of the
proved that sheriffs, frequently, were the
Klan. Many new members floclred to the Klan
So their illegal or immoral behavior would not be attacked
by that organization. The NegroeS of Central City were no
longer deathly afraid of the Klan. Instead, there was a
determinat;on• to protect themselves, if necessary, and they
purchased guns and ammunition on a large scale. The Fire in
,the Flint
They were no longer willing to submit to the
Was be'~ng replaced by a determination to fight for their
1' ...
I
r'~ghts f, or it was obvious this "ltH1S the only way they would
acqUire them.
,~,...c,." ,-'
Hr. 1AThitealso presented an authentic picture of how
Years of .rprejudice, tyranny, and oppression of the ~egro had
affected the white people of the South. Decent white people
who despised the cruelty and injustice of race relations were
forced to moral cowards rather than speak out againstbecome
the e .v~l Which surrounded them daily. They knew, correctly,
that the;r~ busllless would be ruined and their family would be
regard ad as outcasts of society at the least. At the most they
might be lynched themselves for presenting their views publicly&
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1IIr. v'lhi -i- e hu sows how a white doctor feels utter humiliation
when t, 0 save the life of a dear friend's daughter, he must
admit t" 11.nac a nigger" is better qualified to perfox'm a
del Lc at_ Clue operation. As for the girl's father, 'rlhite says,
On the one hand was the life of his daughter--on the
other his inherent, acquired, environmental prejudice.
None but those ",ho know intimately the depth and passion
of that prejudice as it flourishes in the South Cffil
kn ojr what torture--what a hell--vfhat agony Ewing was
go Lrig through. Prejudice under almost MY circumstances
lS hard enough to bear; in Ewing's case his very soul
was tormented at such M unheard-of thing as a Negro
operating on his daughter .17
Hr. E .'wlng decided to let his daughter die rather thml have a
nia-ger6- see her naked. His wife overruled the decision and
I
I':
"",,,I
"
!Vir' • Ewing later received threatening notes from the Ku Klux
Klan ror speaking viell of Dr. Harper.
Hr. \tJhite's portrayal of the events leading up to the
lynching was, of cours e , draW"afrom similar lynchings through-
out the South. It was not uncommonfor a Negro, who was
jealous of a more prosperous Negro or who wished to strengthen
his image of II· f t·being a "good nigger, to impart J.Il orma lon which
led to a lyn.ching, as Dr. ~VilliamS did in the novel. It was
typical or plantation owners or other llhites irlhowould be
,financially hurt by cooperatives, formed by NegrOes, to
Ulw· ,.'late economic e.xploit;ation, to declare ,that l~egro es
Wereo. . d t . thrgffilJ.zJ.ng to murder all whites in. or er 0 g aan e
SUpport of poor whites who were being oppressed by the same
system. In the novel the Klan leaders mentioned nothing to
the VI .'- ansmen about the economic rl.ature of the orgffill.zation the
"
I
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Hegroes were f'orming. They merely told of' the guns the
Negroes were' .ouy arig as proof that cher e was a plot to murder
"Jh" t~ e vrcmen and children in their beds. The l:JAACPreport,
'Thi''_ ._ rvy Years of Lynchin.g in United Statesz 1889-1918, proved
that '1'Cne allegation that most lynchings took place because
\[I egroes sexually attacl{ed vJhite womenwas untrue.l
8
'11he
1'011 .ovnng discussion shoWShow the Klan leaders can execute
the n ecessary lynching of Dr. Harper without arousing the
NeO'rb 0 population who think so highly of him and also without
the" ~nterference of the GoVeTI10rof Georgia, who was under
pressure to do ' 1 l' "_ something about tne numeroUs yncn~ngs ~n his
I', '
state.
h Sheriff Parker suddenly sat up eagerly. "I got it"
_e exclaimed. "We'll fix it so's we can say that
Harper insulted a white \voman1 t!
His companions looked slightly disappointed and
~ou~tfUl. - !'How're you goin' t' do that?:' asked Lrule.
TIns nigger as fur's I can see, since he been back's
been stayin' out where he b'longs in the nigger section."
lilt ain't necessary for him to bother with white
Homen in Central City for us to put that on 'im,"
ua 1 ..c I' eel' declared defensively. liN early all wh~te folksev !n up l:{o'th b'lieves that ev'ry time a nigger'S
lynched down this away, its 'cause he'S raped a white
vJ~n18n.11 His manner became triumphant. lIere' s how He'll
f~x it."19
Aside from the critical revieWS in southern publications,
Th:_eF'ire " f biln the Flint received mixed reviews rom un ~ased
critics. For instance, Herschel Brickell said in the NeH York
one chose to judge it purely as literature ••
There "t .ape the marks of the amateur plainly upon ~ an many
Places , and yet the story is so filled with human emotions that
Post,
"It would not be hard to point out flaws in the
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it· .a s Lnb en s e Ly
stated that it
•. • 1120111uer es t1ng. The Independent review
was negligible as literature and unreal as a
picture 21 ., Wh1Ch the Survey' review agreed with. 22 HOvlever,
these r .evaews concluded that the book did have value as a
all
realist' 1C, passionate cry of the oppressed. It is this
author t s '.'op i.ni.on that this book does deserve a place in
literat ure because Hr. White was able to write with such
persua .Slveness and power to make a reader, whose backgroillld
is totally alien to the setting of the book, identify so
completely with the characters that reading the book becomes
an .~ntensely
Ja.m.eS~'1 eldon
emotional experience. Hr. 'toJhite's associates,
Johnson, x/Iary '.rTDiteovington and even (,1.E.B.
Du D •'.JO~swere en thus:j_El.i1tic about the n.ovel.
23
.l'lalter krnitet s second novel, Elight, was not as
melodrartat' '". .11 1C, controversial or successful as The I'lre J.n tft.!?
B'lin t-.;_:_~. Plight is about a Negro girl, Himi Daquin, who has
iVory l's an and
beauty.
golden hair, rold a delicate and fragile
She was born. in New Orlerols to a well-to-do Negro
family. l'Racial problems 'were far Les s oppressive or
educat d I he , established Negro families in New Or eans, w 0
USUally had a large mixture of Vlhite heredi t;;·. Unfort;u.nately,
Himi' s mother died when she was nine and her father, Jean,
cOUJd d ~ I f. not recover from his loss. He spent a gOO ue a 0
time -'l' , •IJ.rmk1ng and his small sick_and-accident J.nsuranco
bUs'lness Has losing money. He later met and t118.rried an
effiCient f ~hJ.·caro, domineering and ambitiOUS 1-lOman rom v G·
J 'I
j;'"
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l"Iary DaquLn pr-odded Jen¥) to move
. =.. to Atlanta vJhere he would
father
lt10rk ....lor' a prosperous insuranec company in which her
had m "1 Ln t ez-e s t; ,
to the hustle
Jean Daquin could never accustom himself
and bustle of the large city, where l'J egroes wer-e
treated .'. so cornemptuously by the whites with whomthey came
into .'cont aob , lVlimiDaquin loved and idolized her father: who
was so proud of his Creole ancestry and content Vlith his
dreams and traditions.
'Ine Daquin family managed to adjust to the Negro high-
life of A t.Lan ta under Hary Daquin! s efficien.t manage-Society
They could no longer attend the Catholic church becauselllent .
of the prejudice of both whites and .Negroes: which was a loss
to Je811 arid 'T" " " f ' ".:. J:l..lml, but Jean took little cognlzenCe 0 ru.s
SUl"roUlld"lngs as he spent much of his time in his dream world.
Him"1 was at f'" " "bba.r-s t dlsgusted vIi th the pettJ.ness, sno ery and
hypocrisy 1of the prosperous Atlanta Negroes but she a ar-ned
to accept them as a way of life. Himi had thought little of
hel" race in Creole New Orleans but she acquired race-consciousness
in the Atl_. anta race riot in 1906. From that time on she began
to reo'a dfJ r all issues from the perspective of the race question.
loss to her, but she waS soon over joyed that she Has
Pl.~egnant ,
~fueD.1'1imi
a Pl"Omi .n en t Negro
tel'rible
Has tHenty, she fell in love with the son of
family.
Then her father died, which was a
father , who suggested she have an abortion. Her love for him
instantly turned to hate and, althOugh later he end his family
However, her joy vlas not shared by the child! s
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and ber st '1_. u epmoc .ier- begged her to marry him, she refused. She
moved to D' •l:h11adelphia to have the baby by herself' and save
her st epmo t.her- embarassment. There had ahJays been. an.
estran~ ,gement betw een the two women.and Himi vovled that she
WOuld "never ask her or the boyar his parents for help.
In. Philadelphia she boarded with a kindly old couple
and let them b eli eve that she was
a widow. She had a baby
boy 1vJ" aom she named Jean after her
father. She adored and
cherished the child and lived only
for him. lVIimiran out of'
money, however ,
not "'.'I 111.denough
baby.
and had to \,vorlc as a seamstresS.
She could
1~[(1Def'Ln a.L straw came when she returned from an unsuc-
cessful day of looking for work to find her son seriously ill.
'rhe child had to have a ma.] or operation to save his lif'e.
money aud she starved herself to feed the
H'l.mi had no one to turn to for finru1cial help except her
.fat'nerts sister who lived in NewYork. Am'lt Sophie suggested
that lJli •ma put Jean in an orphanage to make sure he received
the care he would need. r'limi struggled livith herself but saw
that tho1S was the only thing to do. She put him in a
Cathol' 1C orphanage for white children rather tharl a 14 egro
orph anage.
Ill. New York, rlJimi lived with her Aunt Sopbie, worked
as a seamstress and went to design school at night. She wor-ked
for ·'-hv e day when she could have Jerul with her agaiJ:"l. However,
a woma"...<AJ.J, visiting from Atlanta recognized Himi at a dance and
the story I·' .of rUmi I s past spread allover Harlem. \Jam1 could not
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stand .h~ "t e averted
to pass f'or botvJ_l ;e.
eyes end dropped fri endships • She dec Lded
Her own people had driven her avlay, but
as white she could make more money and have Jean vd th her
he got a job as seamstress in the most exclusive
She rose up the ladder of success
Sooner.
dress h 's op an l~ew York.
rap' ldly and was soon the assist$lt to the proprietor, Madame
Pranc'me.
to Par' lS
f'ashion.
As JJiimi assumed more duties end made frequent trips
she became a central figure in the Horld of high
NOH, although she had the necessary money, she could
not br' arig Jean to live vrith her without giving embarassing
e:X:planat ior1S. She also felt she could not give a boy of twelve
the proper guidance and the care he vlould require since she
V-1orke1(, long hours, including eVEmings, and spent three months
each year in Paris. JJfadamePrancine retired and I1imi was head
of' th e f'ashion world as well as her own shop. During one of
her trips to Paris she met an American man. who fell in love
She refused to see him,
Hith h er and tlpursued her persisten y.
however " because of her background and because she did not vlant
to be 'nurt by a man again.
The marl persisted and eventually
She tried to
Him'1 f'ollild that she had fallen in love with him.
tell h'am that she was a Negro and had a child but
let her conres s an.ything.
'Inney were
he wouldn't
very
affluen t ]' f' . ff.1 e, and her husband' s prejudice began "to a ect Himi.
She began reading and contemplating philOSOphy. During an
eVening. at a Negro cabaret in Harlem she rediscovered her
happy for a year, but then the idlenesS of' the
They were married and Nimi retired.
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race-co~l ." sClousness.
Barlern.
She beg811 spending her free time in
Then she attended a concert by a Negro performer at
Carnegie Hall.;0 her sitting there in the semi-dormess came a vision
~hher own people which made her blood run fast. Whatever
b er- f aul ts they might peas esS, her own peopl e had not
f een deadened and dehumanized by bit"er hatred of their
~e,llowmen. The venom born of oppression practiced upon
ri',ners weaker than thems elves had not en t er cd their 3oul s .
t ese songs were of peace and hope and faith, and in
bhem she felt and kneW the peace which so long she hadeen seeking and which so long had eluded her grasp.2lj:
After she returned home from the concert Nimi left her
hUsband without even 'VJ"riting a note of explanation., because she
knew he could not understrold. Tnis is the last paragraph of
the book:
Tilr t" 1 ' .'tee. Free! "'reel she whispered exultan,ly as w,th f'rill
read she went down the steps. "Petit Jean--my own
people--and happiness! n was the song in her heart as she
~appily strode through the dawn, the rayS of the morning;;_ur: dan cLnn lightly upon the more brilliant gold of her
alr. • • ~25
'.TIlelast paragraph of Flight compared to the last
paragraph of 'I'he . 1 t t th d' ffFire in the Flint ~l us ra as e a: erence
Flighi does not contain the power, the
impact T.J lt:; <Tor the realism of The Fire in the Fli~. Vl a . er v~hite
in timately Tl 1knetr the subject of his first book. ae on Y
intim ta e knowledge of the subject matter in E._1.igh.!.VIr. vlhite
had Was the fact that the heroine and the author both had
Whit e skins. 'I'he description of the Atlanta riot of 1906 is
Very . . .' .Slml.lar to i,~·hite t S description of h~S own exper~ence a.n
the same riot as told in his au·t:;obiography. There the
in the tvJO novels.
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similarity ends. Except for the deception involved in
investigatino'
c> race riots and lynchings, '\rJalter '\t!hit e did not
try to pass for wlll.te, f b t· d
or, as ar as can e ascer aan eo., even
cOllsid ered passing for vJhite as 8. vlay of life. Hr. White
could .not; have had much contact vdth the Horld of high fashion
at the time he vJI'ote this boolt. ','lhereaS, the characters in
the Plint were totally realistic and vlere based
The Fire in
uPon actual
a h·19h1y unbelievable character. There are frequent moving
passages ba out l'1imit s love for her child but she consistently
rational· a.z oa being separated from him, while giving priority
to oth er values. Nor is the story realistic. The picture
of a starving girl who achieves the distinction of being one
of the central figures in the world of high fashion in a
matter of eight years is just not credible.
people in the South, this author finds Himi Daquin
In Comparison i-Ilth James ~~eldoll Jobnson' s novel,
'm_6 Aut, .s. oOlogra12hy of an ~_coloured H,,!!_,which employed a
~milar t'neme, Plight was not as interesting or realis tic.
Johnson! s
was about a Negro boy vJho passed for white
to the Negro commtmity at the end of the book, because
he Has the father of two white children. Actually Johnson IS
hero d'lsplayed more "maternal instinct" than did Wh;.te' s
heroine.
_--,._, ......__._ .
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Hr.
Generally Flight received more favorable revieHs than
~'Jhitel s t" .ar-st novel. Carl Van Vechten said,
won;r excellent novel which should be read with increas;ne
cLr- ~r by those who are unfalailiar with the less sordid 0
as c es of ",egro life, and which others may read simpl"
chi ~ s tory wi thout thOughGof prop aganda. illdeed, wi th
The; s:,con~ book, !'II'. ,Ihite tak~s on quite S new st abur-e,
furt~ 13
2
11ttle doubt that he ,all be heard from
ere 6
':[ih .e l\[e1'1Yark 'I'imes tel t that it vJas lesS important and
persu ".aS1ve
his tlJ.esis
he
convincing but not his particular example, and that
demon . 2. s t.r-at.e d a factual truth but not an arGis
tic
one. 7
'I'lle Survey:"
better
than The li'ire :in the Flin!._.
It said Hr. \'Jhite made
It is the author I s opinion that t;he criticS are
probably
review felt that Flight was more sophisticated,
designed and wore artful in craftsmanshiP.28
correct
of f". a.c tion.
:eolction.
that E_1igh.!.is S better, Illore artistic work
'11J:1eFire in the Flin,i was far more fact than
eXpOSing
the evilS of race relations in the united states.
IlIr. Irlhite was at his best as a propagandist,
He IrJas more of a
as will be
journalist thOll a novelist or an historian,
It is probablY best that v,)altervJhite
shown 1ater.
l'etUrned to
his principal vocation, that of workillg to improve
CondOto1 aona for NegroeS in t.he united states. RegardleSS of
some unfavorable criticism, ,la1Oer White was considered to have
promis e as a creative writer.
shi P Grarlt f 6 29 .'or creative writing in 192. It '" ,mportant to
He received a Guggenheim T e110 ...J-
note
3
,
nowev er- ,
that Hr. White used the grant to spend a year in
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I"rance vTl'it.ing the most. authoritative book on lynching ever
Published-_p.," T'Jor"r" . tl t f' t' 30~. v 'J:~ whi.ch Has dis tH1C y no ac aon .
----~ ________ ___,-~ ............= ""';.,.-=;:,:.::;.... ···"""c""'- ","<.c;;..;'--_"",.,--_.=- ---
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CHAPTEH IV
\-JALTER VIHITE I S n~FLUEi'JCE AS EXECUTIVE SECHETAHY
OF THE NAACP
As executive secretary of the NAACPfor 25 years,
\;]hi te played a leading part in building the Association into
the 1argest, mili tant and mos t successful civil rights
organ "~zatio n.
activit" ~es.
le .g~slation
the 1argest
One example was the lobbyin.g for 8Ilti-Iynching
As secretary, he engaged in multifarious
already discussed in Chapter II.
As head of
exert influence on political decisions. On
several occasions he had personal conferences \-'lith Presidents.
AlthouO'ho he could not, and in most instances did not desire
to represent
of America' s d "fpopulation, many politicians had a eep, ~
SOmet~...mes g dru ging, respect for his authority.
or guarantee a solid voting bloc of ten per cent
The first effective display of the Negroes' political
Power, conceived end directed by Wbite, occurred in 1930. He
Was act"~ng secretary of tbe NAACPwben he exhibited his skill
in f'arcingN politicians and political parties to take the
egroes I deman.ds and desires into consideration. Both
POliti cal parties had ignored the Negroes in the 1928 election.
Fresid ent Hoover continued displaying indifference to the
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needs "and mterests of Negroes and rr.L!'. White called him
IIthe man in the Lily-'V'lhite House." Presiden.t Hoover
nom"1.nated John J. Parker of North Carolina for a seat on the
United States Supreme Court.
The NAACPquickly investigated
Park er;, who
COurt;, to see
civ"1.1 rights.
had adVocated
was then a judge of the United states Circuit
vrh ab his attitude was towards the Negro and
The investigation revealed that Judge Parker
contil:l..uation of the disfranchisement of Negroes
\\I'hen h e was
in 1920.
The NAACPsent a telegram to parker requesting that
he confirm or
deny a ne~spaper clipping ~hich had quoted his
a candidate for the goveX"aor of North Carolina
Views "1.n 1920 and that
t"1.me on such matters
b •
Y JUdge
he explain his position at the present
The telegram was personallY signed for
did not reply.l The NAACPrequested
Parker but he
that Pr "eaLden t Hoover withdraW the nomination, vlhich he
angrily refused
to do. INhite appeared before the subconnni ttee
Of the Senate
Judiciary committee and presented a memorandum
and
He had the impresSion that hiS testimony ~ould
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Parker's .pr-evLous Ly mentioned viewS, were placed on the desk
of every Sena+·or, Pv .resident Hoover, and every newspaper
corresponden t in Washington. The American Federation of
La.bor was also against parker's nomination but they refused
to be . 2ldentified in any way with the Negro opposition.
On April 24, the subcommittee of the judiciary
report de ten to six against the nomination. However, President
Roove r continued to try to force the nomination. The associa-
tion continued their fight against it and Senators were
bombarded with telegramS and letters from Negroes making their
oPPosition to Parker clear. The ASsociation asked Democratic
Senators l·..p.L they 1rIishedto reward North carolina for going
RepUblic"''''l. H~ ln the 1928 election with some succesS. owever,
if Parker's nomination was defeated no Southerner
cOUld e •Vel' Slt on the Supreme Court bench or occupy other
F'ederal 0-1"1".L aces unless he was approved by the NAACP and
iN 1a tel'vJhite•
Sena.te.
it wa s all uphill battle.
charges that
There were frequent and vehement
After a lively and sometimes viciouS debate, Parker's
conf'lrmation was defeated by a vote of 41 to 39. Newspapers
v' gOroUsly attacked the decision. ~~e Macon Telegraph said,
11In th e future the man who is appointed to the Supreme Court
11'l.Ust 4pass in review before \valter White."
On Nay 7, the nomination carne to a vote in the
The defeat of the parker nomination had immense
POliti cal signiricance. It marked the political emergence or
the previously ignored Negro vote. It ~aS a victory ~on by
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the He groes against the power of the Hoover administration
and its lily-white policy. To reinforce the impact of this
nevl political strength, the
prevent the reelection of those senators who had voted for
Parker's .conf~rmation against the expressed wishes of their
Negro constituents.
neither endorsed nor opposed political candidates. Now
they decided
NAACP decided it must strive to
until that time, the Association had
to campaign against the previouslY mentioned
senator s only through the NAACP branches and not through any
POlitic 13.1 organization.
of'the NAACP , listed the voting records of senators up for
reel .ect~on ';n• 1930, 1932 and 1934. The first concentrated
ef'fort of' the NAACP to prove that Negro voters intended to,
and could , protect their interests through political power
Was th e campaign to defeat senators HcOulloch of Ohio, Baird
of'N ew Jersey, and Allen of Kansas. Their defeat was
attributed largely to the implacable and effective opposition
of'We gro voters because theY had supported par~er. In later
Years Senators Shortridge of California, Patterson of
MarYland , Watson of Indiana, Fess of Ohio, Reed of Pennsylvania,
Hartf"1eld of West Virginia Wolcott of oonnecticut, and Herbert
o~ Rhode 'Island were similarly defeated in their bid for
reelecti on.
Hoover had
Was a very considerable factor in the overwhelming
or Hoover . . 5an the 19.32presidential electJ on.
FurtherID
Ore
, Mr. White maintained that President
permanentlY alienated Negroes, and the Negro vote
rejection
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driving force and an abiding belief in
victo ry. She s aid his ability brought him many influen.tial
allies who were initially rather ronused or indifferent to
his eff orts. Heywood Brov-m, a syndicated colurnn
is t, remarked
that Pr .es Ldent Hoover had exerted tremendous pressure for
Parker's .conflrmation and it was exciting to knOW that the
l'lly-white
Hary vlhi te Ovington credited 1,,1hite with conducting
the battle with
of a short and slight Negro, vJalter White. lVIr.
Brown expressed the opinion that White might become one of
the most powerful forces in American politics. The \'lashington
POst----=.. comm.ented that he "/ould probablY become the American
Negro Whohereafter must be reckoned with most by politicians
operatin .g in the national sphere. In a feature article about
\llhit e,
ablest
President had been checkmated largely through
th e efforts
E. J. Kruin stated that White was con.sidered one of the
lobbyists in the Capital. )lr. Kalm said that a great
many congressmen believed that "IrJhite, more than any other
indiv' ldual, could sway the Negro vote. lVIr.White, himself,
did not make this claim but he was a pioneer and a determining
factor in making the Negro vote an equitable force in the
POliti cs of pressure.6
Mr. Hhite encountered much criticism from NegroeS be-
caUSe he supported Senator Hugo Black of Alabama when
Presid ent Roosevelt nominated Black to fill a vacancy on the
United States ;',upremeCourt. White Is support of Black
di sproved f th P 1the dire predictions made at the time 0 e ar{er
'itJhitewas a friend of Black and felt that Black's
oPPosition to the measures was based on his sincere belief that
they were unconstitutional.
With the
controversy
Parker were
legislat'a.on
the bill s.
that no Southerner would attain that position if
defeated.
and had participated in filibusters which killed
Black had opposed anti-lynching
White had discussed civil rights
-.~,[egroes' constitutional rights as a member of the supreme Court.
Because
Senator and he waS convinced that Black would support
Springl .e, of the pl.ttsburgh post-Gazett~, wrote rol expose
which -revealed that Black had at one time been a member of
the Ku Klux Klan.
White was deluged with requests for comment. He maintained
that his
White refused to conduct a campaign against Black's
cant'l.rmation
as he had against Judge Parker, he was accused of
selling out his race.
Ray
Shortly after Black'S confirmation,
This created a national sensation and
eeonom'lC and political questions convinced him that Black
would prove to be a most valuable asset to the supreme Court.
Hany' "egroes said that Black should be removed from the
SUpreme
firsthand acquaintance with Black'S viewS on racial,
to White's influence, and a partial answer to the
sPecUlat'lon of just how much influence he really had, that he
remauled firmly entrenched in hiS position. It is also a
tribute to his foresight that Black did indeed prove to be a
\Talu able friend to colored people in their figl~ for justice
as l1r • Whi+D ~n~ n~Adicted.7
Court and
from h'l.Sposition as
a tribute
that Walter White should alSO be removed
executive secretary of the NAACP.
It is
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~vh.y was it so important vJho sat on the Supreme Court?
In 1931 rlfr.VJhite wrote an article entitled "The Negro and
He stated that the Negrols
the SUpreme C "ourt for Harpers.
obtaining justice lay with the united statesbest chance of
Supreme Court.
untoJ.l the Civil
toward justice
of
and equality for Negro citizens were the result
Sup rellieCourt decisions.
Rights Act of 1957, the greatest strides
Again, he was correct.
From Reconstruction
From 1915, when it declared the "grandfather clause"
unconst·J.tutional in the case of Guinn v. united states, the
NAACp was active in nearly every Supreme Court case which
concerned the constitutional rights of Negroes.
White was awarded two honorary LL.D. degrees but he
was not a lawyer, and he waS not deeply involved in the legal
wOrk of the NAACP.
When an .lmportant decision waS presented. Be sometimes did
the investigative work on which the case was based, as in the
Sweet case in 1925.8
However, he frequentlY appeared in court
In 1925, a Negro phYsician, Dr. asian B. Sweet,
PUrcha sed a house in a middle-class white residential section
Of Detrol.·t. .He was threatened with violence if he trled to
OCCUpy hLs new home. He waS not intimidated and moved in,
accompanied by his wife and child, ~o brothers, a chauffeur
8.Udhand yman, andGWO friends. A mob gathered and threw
stones at the house. Dr. sweet asked for police protection
but none was provided. Tho next night the mob was larger
and a cone en trated
Hho happened to be passing by were beaten unmercifully, and
Pol". .Lee waG 'cned as the mob worlced i tsaJ.f in to a frenzy and
began til'>'mg on the house- The sweets returned the fire. A
member ot the
mob was shot and the police finally tool{ action
bY enter' an.g the house and arresting its occupants. All eleven
were arraigned and charged vdth murder. 1tJal
ter vJhite 1rIent
immed'latel·y to
Detroit to allay passions and arrange for their
leO'alo de1'ense.
Only cases when they were certain that the case of the
de1'end ant was just.
seVeral
Darrow.
to speak
attack ~fas made on the house.
THO1'Jegro es
The NAAOPwanted lawyers who were known to take
lawyers when it was decided to appeal to Olarence
Arthur Spingarn and Charles studin """t >lith 1IIhHe
The association had been refUsed by
extraord' dId1nary skill, the first trial "as ec are a
mistl.'>ia1 because the jury "as unable to sgree on a verdict.
Whit e quoted the juror "ho held up the jury as saying, "I don't
giVe a God damnwhs-!;the facts are. Anigger hae killed a
Whit e man and I'll be burned in hell before I will ever vote
to acqui t a ' ' . t m
n
,., I II At th dn1gger who has killed a "n1 e =.. e secon
to lVIr. Darrow.
for Negroes and was amazed"han ne "as informed that the small
fa' l.r-c.k'II 0 mned man "i th blond hair and blue eyes waS the negro.
ary t'llii t e OvLn.gcon stated -!;hatJ1r. Darro", "hOhad just
retu rl1.ed rrom the Tennessee Scopes case, refused to accept!;he
caSeh' until he met Nr. 1rIhit e and "as extremelY impressad ,,1th
l.s mission in life.
With
Mr. DarroW mistook the two white men
Although DarroW conducted the defens e
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Gladys and :Henry SHeet thelr lives as they died
from tuberculosis
had .con "Gracted
trial 1Id' ,c enry Sweet was acquitted and the other cases were
J..smissed• But the victory cost the Association $59,74
6•67
and cost }1r-s ,
which resulted from the heavy colds they
in the drafty 1rlayneCoun·ty Jail.
9
actively involved in the
S Although Hr. lfuite waS not
U.prerneC -ourt cases which resulted
t;he
in favorable decisions in
areas of d'J..sfranchisernent, segregation in education,
tran sportatioll d '1 d " .an housing, he detaJ. e the carllpaJ.gnswnJ.ch
the HAACP for such rulings in his autobiography,
Clement E. Vose, the author of Oaucasians
conducted
AIvI-- ~_Called irJhite.
On. ,----
._lir: Thc 2. Purr em,,-Court z: the _NAACP,...J!ld th~ tr:\.gti ve
~enant s .2_ases, said that White Is autobiography waS a remark-
able accoUl1t of the history of the NAACP. Vose used A Man
Call~ed \vhiite . b.~ rather extensivelY as a source for IuS ock ,
HI' -• Vose credited ,'!hite with helping to direct the overall
strat egy of .the legal department aIld recommending prom,sing
lavlyers such as Charles H. Houston, Nathan Harg
o1d
, and
'I'hu»g0od Marshall.
Board. of Edue ation of Topeka (1954), wW.ch outl a"ed segregation
J..r1. pUblic ,t' fschools, waS seen bY maIlYas the cul
nana
a.on 0
~Jhite's .. hfetime work of seel,ing justice and equality for
Nen'ro Oes • As
inst I'U.'llental in extending the scope aIld influence of the
Org81 .
lJ..zat~orl . 'ble It '·'asalso~ which made this decisJ.on possJ.· ~
a Person I .a vLct.oz-y for "hite because he discovered and brought
Thu.rIT()f'"Irl lIIr 10___,__" ~.,..,f-/')r.heAssociation.
The supreme Court decision, Brown v.
--.-~'-.-.:-
~'-~.""-""" -->--1 __ .-
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'J~.alter \oJhite sought equality for Negroes in all areas
not . 'Just in matters concerl1.ing the constitutional rights of
Negroes which could be attacked in courts. ThiS included
80ci 1a , equality.
the Am •erlC&~ Revolution bluntly maintained that neither
l'1arion Anderson nor any other Negro artist would be permitted
to appear
In 1939, the president of the Daughters of
in Constitution Hall. White staged a substitute
Concert for Hiss Anderson in front of the Lincoln l1emorial
that could
presented more dramatically even by
ThiS focused attention on the bigotry
not have been
her mana;'!.er, S~ 01 Hur-ok-
of the DAFt.
lYIissAnderson I s performance was so beautiful and
POignant that it brought tearS to the eyes of the seventy-five
thousand white and colored !Il1lericanswho attended the open-air
concert.
'1
• 1
White had reluctantly decided not to have the NAACP
Officially
sponsor the concert because, althOugh it would have
been Verv b
• eneficial publicity for the Association, he felt
there was
concert sponsored by the most distinguiShed and
Uonpart·. asan auspices possible. The sponsoring co!lllllittee
l.nclUded Nr
rs
• . d f thfl Eleanor ROosevelt, whO had res~gne rom e DAR
to prote t. .'
" the lllc~dent, as well as member" of the cabinet and
the N~Upr erne Cour t , sen ators, congr eSSmen- aditors, dip 1.oma t s
an.dw . 11rlters and artists of world reputation.
a broader issue involved. He did not 1t1an
t
bo
create the impressioIl that propaganda waS thO objective
instead of the emphasizing of a principle. He arranged to
haVe the
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One of ~1hitefs best friends was VJendell '/Jillkie. itJhite
had refused b. old attempts by one of America's greatest
J.ndustri al food companies to enlist his outright support of
vJillk' .ae an the 19J-+0 presidential campaign because the NAACP
was a nonpartisan and nonpolitical organization. After the
electio n , White met ~villlde and they .found a conrm
on
interest
in th emotion . t tPJ.c ure industry. They both objeO ed to the
HOllYWoodpractice of depicting Negroes only in stereotyped,
deC'rad'<:> :Lng 1
ro es in movies. Mr. Willkie agreed to use his
influence
had been made cOill~sel to the motion picture industry by a
~~"enat 'e lUvestigatina committee and be introduced White to
\ J t::>
~al ter \.Janger and Daryl Zanuck of T<Jentietb Century-Fox.
White and \Ullkie both made several speecbes to members of
the 'lndustry, urging tbem to depict tbe Negro in films as a
normal human being.
r'J.ghtness of
bis couse but, unfortunately, tbeY reacted by
el'J.ulinat·arig all N.egro
roles from tbeir pictures because tbey
did not feel bh.ey could risk offending boards of censorsbip
ins outhern states.
Convent'aon in Los Angeles. Again, be and Indte spoke 00
:producers about tbe situation. They sougb
t to establisb a
HOllyW
ood Bureau of nhe NAAOPto advise producers, but \li11kie's
death ended that hope.12
to help~Vhi te try to change the si tua.ti
on
.
\rlillkie
~Vhite convinced severa.l producers of the
Because of Mr. White'S prestige and 10Mrespect he
COtnma.nded
from NegroeS, be was able to belp quell manifestations
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of racial . unrest on several occasions. The Ford strike of
1941 was ..an lndlcation of the growing importance of the
Negro worker' .. an lndustry. Unions had almost invariably
ex.clUded N egroes from membershiP and thereby created the
antap'o .D rn.sm Negroes felt to;1ard unionS. As part of the 010
attem.....1-:!:-'u to
organize Ford workers in Detroit :in 1941, the UAW-OIO
In spite or the fact that the CIOrecog-
Went out on strike.
nized no color line, the UAW-OIOhad made no real attempt to
organ'J.ze Negro
workors because of the large percentage of white
Workers who had come to Detroit from the South and brought
their prejudices ,lith them. The Ford Companyhad been the
first 1".- arge llmerican industry to pro1Tide opportunity for
.Negroes above th 1 b "lh
e rank of porter or common a orer. ' en the
Ford strike broke in 1941, !legroes rerna:in
ed loyal to the
Pard Company and refused to go out on strike, and manywere
brought in as strilcebreBkers.
failur e because of the Negro workers, and a riot seemed
likely. UA\1T-CIOpresident R. J. Thomas, and other union
Of . '
fJ.cials
The strike waS threatened with
asked Hr. \,hite Is advice on what to do about the
s·J.tuat·
~on. The officialS pledged to White that, under a UAW-
Clo contract, Negro Ford workers would rec.
i1Te
the same pay
as Whites
would enjoy greater security and receive pro-
basiS of seniority if they joined the union.
and
mati ons on the
\'1h:1.te spoke
the un'10n and told them of the pledges.
get .news of the pledgeS to the workers in the plant to pre1Tent
to the Negro leaders in Detroit whO",ere against
It waS important to
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riot ing. 1,.'· ',TIlte and other Negro leaders hired SOllild truoks
and oircled
the plant reading the union's statement. ~vhite
also vfalked the pioket line explaining the situation. After
several h
d
ours, most of the Negro "orkers left the plant. The
.ec~s .....1.onwas a wise one.
UAVI-CIO representation of "orkers and thereafter the union
kept it s pledges and vigorouslY and oontinuouslY fought
racial .d1.scrinlination.13
An NLRB election. resulted in the
In June, 1943, walter White "as again oalled to
Detroit was seething "ith raoe hatred. The Ku Klux
Smith,
the Blaok
exploiting anti-Negro prejudices. Early in
twen''-, f'
"y_ ave thousand employees of the packard plant
staged 'a w~ldcat strike against the firm opposit
i011
of the
UAW-CIO in
A riot was to be expected in thiS atmosphere. It occurred
a.s a result
of a minor argument "hich took place after an
au.tomobile
protest against the promotion of three Negroes.
accident.
were rioting and that a "hite womanhad been raped by a !legro.
11r . vJhite f'ound . t th t M~. upon his arrival in Detro~, a ayor
Jeffr' '1.es P l' d tl l', . 0 ace commissioner Witherspoon an .ie po ace
Officers
A rumor imrnedi,atelYspread that Negroes
were doing nothing to stop the rioting. en the
COntra:r>y,
policemen were aiding "hite mobSin beating and
kill'-1.ng Negroes.
GOVe !'nor Harry S. Kelly and to ask him to request federal troops.
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vJhen no action
was taken, White telephoned the WarDepart-
ment. Finally White vJ'asable to persuade the Governor to
Call f or Federal troops.
invest· ~gated
the riot and tried to stimulate city and state
01'1" •~c~als to
action and to calm the fears of the Negro com-
lnunity. Sporadic incidentS of police brutality continued.
Accompanied by a group of local citizens, White presented
the report
ThenWhite and ThurgoodHarshall
on the evide-nce he and Marshall had gathered to
But he and the e~idence ~ere ignored.
14
White'S assistance waS requested by
there waS a riot in Harlem the next
lItF.layor Jeffries.
In contrast
Hayor 'LaGu"'....d·CWo a a when
tnonth.
In Harlem Negroes were frustrated and furious
in war industries that were crying for workers
:ra.cedNegroes who were contemptuoUSlY told that they were
not Wan ted.
tn'U.rdered
m'~streatment of NegrO soldiers.
etnployment
Discrimination in
wi thout provocation in garlem the rrtlsorated NegroeS
rea.cted1 violently, and the rioting started. Investigation
a.ter d'~sclosed that a NegrO soldier "as wounded in the
Shoulder when he mistakenly tried to interfere in the arrest
When it "as rumored that a black soldier "as
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of a colored woman by a white policeman who was acting in
the line of duty. It was difficult to get the truth through
the pent-up r.rustrations and passions which had been released,
~tw~t~ 5Vlhite and I-1ayorLaGuardia tried.
l
Soon after the riot started, Mayor LaGuardia phoned
White. and asked that he meet him as soon as possible at the
lf1est123rd Street station. With Roy "'Jilkins, an assistant
secret ary and editor of The Crisi~, he took a cab to the sta-
tion. It was fortunate that Mr. Wilkins was with White as
area and asked military police to remove all
SOldiers .and s ad.Lor-s from H:arlem• At White I s Suggestion,
the MP' sT were sent out in racially mixed pairs. lfuite and
-CJaGuard'aa rode in a police car in bhe midst of the riot and
Per'lOdically .got out and tried to calm the mob. Th~s was
e:x:t:r>ernel·y dangerous and White suggested that the Mayorget
well_1m ownNegro citizens to ride in sound trucks in the
al:'eaand appeal to the people to stop rioting and go home,
e:X:Plain.arig that the rumor was false. This wlls done and by
daJrlight
White people in automobiles were being attacked by Negroes.
Hayo :r>LaGuardia ordered all available police officers into
the Ha:r>lern
all was calm.
b:r>oda Cast to
e11lphasized
f'ighting
the
explain to New York what had happened.
White and LaGuardia made a radio
They
that it was not a race riot as such, with the races
each other, but that it waS caused by resentment of
rn'lstreatment
l:'ents,
of
we Idiers overcrowding, ex
orbi tant
l~egro so '
poverty and job proscription. They said that the only
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thing that could
these evils.16
prevent a repetition was the correction of
\fuite stressed the differences in the way bh e riots
were h andled in Detro4t and I·~arleWl.H "Mayo ~, U. e saJ.d that New York' a
r LaGuardia and police Commissioner Lewis J. Valentine
presented shb' arp contrasts to Detroit's weak mayor and
J.goted police force, led by police COIllmissionerWitherspoon.
The CityW"_ J.de Citizens Committee on Harlem, headed by White
and Algernon Black, waS formed shortly after the riot. It
achieved some beneficial results but White found little was
accomplished in eliminating the basic causes of the riot.
He p "oJ.nted. out that after a riot in 1935, a bi-racial com-
rnJ.ss"J.on h eld hearings and submitted a report which included
recorornendations that might have prevented the 1943 riot.
17
Following World war II, at the call of the NAACP,
Whit e helped form the National Emergency CoIJ1ll1i
tteeAgainst
NOb V"J.olence in 1946.
to create an active body of publiC opinion to counteract the
activit"~. J.ea of the hate organizations which were stirring up
J.olence.
delega:1-"uJ.on
A comprehensive progrron waS formulated
should confer with President Truman about what
cOUld be done to halt mob violenoe. september 19, 1946,
Nr. Wh"J.te was the spokesman. of the delegation whioh inoluded
JaxnesDr Carey, Seoretary of the CIO, Boris Shis
kin of the AFL,
• Herman lIeiasig of the Federal coun
oil of the Chur
ohes
of
Christ "ll> Amerioa, Dr. Channing B. TobiaS, Direo
tor
of the
It was deoided that a small but representative
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Phelps-Stokes Fund, and Leslie Perry of' the NAAGPWashington
office.to These men represented forty-seven national organ
iza
-
l.ons. lVIr'. ,vhite pres ented evidence of' rising violence and
the e .x.l.stence
of over sixty hate organizations in the United
States . The President waS shocked and all present agreed
SOtneth'l.ng had to be done.1S
David K. l.Tl.'les, AsSl.·stant to the pres).'dent Sug~estedJ.~ , 0
corrective action. lwHe objected that if such
a cormnissiw on were to be established by an act of Congress it
oUld be delayed and probablY killed by a senate filibuster.
Pres'd1. ent
that a committee be appointed to investigate the entire
SUbject of violation of' civil liberties and to recommenda
Progrn""....... 1.1. of
Order-, and finance it out of' the president I s contingency
funds • ~nerefore by an executive order on December 5, 1946,
Pres'd '1. ent rn
"ruman created The rresident's committee on Civil
Rights.
'rruman agreed to create the committee by Executive
In discussin" the composition of the oommittee, White
said that 0 ~ 0 0It should be broadlY representatlve of every lmportant
Segtnent of
American thinking. Be f'elt that even a reliable
~d .
conclus'
av e report >lould have little impact on public
op'l.nion if
the cOIll!l1ittee>lere made up mostly of interested
Persons.eo • He urged that representatives of businesS and
l.nance'Iil should be included.
son of General Motors waS named as chairman of the
Presid ent's Committee on Civil RightS. The other fourteen
members 0 J 9repres ented the variOUS intare sts of all J\mer
lC
ans . .
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The Committee presented its report in 1947 under the
titIe To C',ecure These RiE~~' Included in the report were
facts. on lynching, police brutaltty, administration of justice
1nvolunt 'ary servitude,
of ic tizenship rights, including the right to vote and the
poll te ax, discrimination in the armed servtces, ctvil service
mployment ', education, houstng, health services, public
wartime evacuation of Japanese, denial
services and accollJIllodations,and segregation as a national
POlicy. 'rhe report stated that the country had made great
prog ress' .Ie . 10 lmplementing civil rights but that further federal
g1.sla.t·e lon was needed to close the gap between the American
QUalitar'aan ideal and its actual practice, It made explicit
recommendat·lons of things that needed to be done by the
Congress , administrative bureauS of the federal and state
govern ments b .t. ' y state legtslatures and by private orgaIll
Za
-
1.ons· and individuals.
r1.ghts weI'· e not secured to all Americans there would be no
!'1.ghtsfor any Americans.
now II• In February 1948, president Truman presented a special
me '
s s age t· 0 Congress calltng for the enactment of comprehensive
C1.V·l1. rights
legislation based upon the commission report.
TrUman Was un .m successful in persuadlUS
Ost of the
writt en
CongreSS to act but
recommendations of the commission were ultimately
into law in the 1960ls•
20
Although White was responsible to the NAACP Board of
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Directod ro, and the board had the ultimate responsibility for
etermin'a.ng policy, vlhite nevertheless played an important
Part in determ:ining policy and strategy. His relations with
the board appear to have been harmonious. The only
unPleasant n es s in his relations \faS with VI. E. Du Bois.
difficUlt' a ea
His
>lith Du Bois began as earlY as 1929 "hen ,lhite
beca
US
e James v.J eldon John.son \fas
Wasnamed t'ac arig secretary
on leave of absence.
Du Bois maintained that ~1a1tervlhite had entirely too
m.Uch'. lnfl
a . uenc e within the NAACPand that under White'S 1eader-
hlP all 'i veatLges of democracy had disappeared end the organ-
Zationt Was a rigid dictatorshiP, These accusations were
alse. It
t ahould be remembered that Dr. Du Bois "as ninety-
Wo ,Ta ears
old when he wrote his last autobiographY and some
Of th e data 1I1hichhe presented as factual material \faS
in acCUI' at e.
had 'slmil
ar- confl i ct "ith others; he waS elCtremelYarrogan t
and diff'
o • acuLt; to work with; whereas, Mr. White en
C
ount ered no
...,lol'rlilar conflicts with other people.
2l
Du Bois expressed approval of vJhite'S earlY \fork \fith
the As,ociat' • H .d, aon as an investigator of lynch].Ugs, e sa,
mite
was an d Lb d him as an
. outstanding success and eS
cr
, e
londefb atigab1e worker whOnever seemed to tire. The troUble
egan when
Hhite became acting secretary of the NAACP in 1929·
The"~ Jrisis
was a financial lOSS. It had to be subsidized by
the Aas ocLation • Wb.ite felt that the ASSoci ation' s limit ad
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resources wole " uld be better spent on anti-lynching campaigns,
gloSlative
lobbying, and the trial of court cases. As the
!naoa .
Q Zlonetbet s losses increased, a personal feud developed
ween 1jJh' t
1 e and Du Bois. The situation waS so difficult
that thep board passed a motion presented by Joel Sping
arn
,
resident
execut·" 1Ve officer and that ell officers and s.alaried employees
shall be sub j ect to his authOrity." ThiS madematters only
of the board, stating that the secretary Wlls the
Worse, and the order was rescinded after Du Bois vehementlY
protested and threatened to resign.22
Du Bois stated that '.'hite Wlls often absolutelY
UUscrupul
ous in attaining bis goalS. Tbis is completelY
oPPOsed toIlnan" everytbing else 1Nritten about Wbite. The
l.mous ..
op1U10nwas tbat be was straigbt-fOr><ard, hOnest,
and POSsessedf~e a great amount of personal integrity. It was
quently
no said tbat be bad a bigb regard for individuals,
mattHh" er- what their station in life. Du BoiS said that
lote maneuvered James Weldon JobnSon into resigning as
execut· love
to
secretary after his leave of absence bYrefusing
cooperat ~ .
J e w).th b.Lm- There is no eddence to support this.
Ohnson
TIl mentioned nothing about it in hiS autobiographY,
ere was no known conflict beween Jobns
on
end White. In
1'ac-1-...., 1jJh'
1te sought and folloWed Jobnson' s advice after he
sUcceeded Johnson as secretary. 23
ass"""'-\.tIled • t
1 s financial obligations end \,al ter White "as one of
As The CrisiS continued to lose money, the ASSociation
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the d"~rectorso>'med of the Crisis Publishing Companywhich was
o When D.u Bois launched a vigorOuS campaign for
Voluntarythe segregation of Negroes for economic reasons in
pagesthe r of The Crisis he ran head on into a battle with
.... ~AACP board.
Negl"opopulation and Du Bois felt that Negroes should
eCOllOm"~cal1y
bUYing
The depression had especiallY hurt the
AssociationJoel Q • made their position clear in ~e Crisis.
up~ngarn
said that the Association had alvrays been
sqUarelyed' opposed to segregat ion. White said that !lU Bois I s
~to!'ial'"ment ~ were being used to delay Negro admission to govern-
a'L reI"Sp' Lef' prograll1s. !lU Bois retaliated by attacking
~ngarn
exploit the fact of racial segregation by
from Negroes onlY. In March of 1934, the officers
Of the
and White in an editorial. !Ie said that White was
rno!, e a white man than a NegrO and he was, therefore, not
qUalif "~ed tMay a really understand the !leg
ro problem. When, on
21~ 1934,
the board made it a matter of record _The Crisis
vJas the orgoY\Oft. =. of the AsSociation and that no salad-
ed
NAACP
~cer was permitted to criticize the policy, Vlork or
offi cersSa' of the Association in the psges of ~si~' Du Bois
~d itat. was because he critiCized White for hiS unsound explan-
10n of . .aJ. the hlstorie stand of thO nAACPon segregahOIl,
though the
t board had alSo placed itself on record as opposed
o allnot forms of segregation. !lU BoiS replied that he would
Be COmplywith the resolution and be limited in hiS expression.
argUed that The Crisi~ waSnot an official organ of the
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Asso "elationpO.iti if' that meant merely reflecUng its official
on Hseg e resigned and said that censorshiP and not
I'egation Lwas the issue in dispute.
2
~
In 1944VTli10ve ' ' a1ter White magllanimously ini tiat ed a
among th
to e Association's directorS to bring Do Bois back
the Associati
con " on.
Slder"lng Du B
nUm ois' previOUS rude behavior. Do Bois had
erous com .ot not plamts about vlhite, including the inconvenience
having
"as t enough office space. Do BoiS charged that White
he real
d" power of the organization and that the board of
J.I'ector-s was
board merely a windo" dreSSing. He stated that the
merely
tion approved reports of the committee on Adminis
tra
-
, which
as the ' he said, "as under j/hi t e' s thumb and did exactly
n' secretary ordered.
J.I'ectAd. oroor the NAACP"hO "as a memberof the Committee of
!lll.ll· 'J.strat·
tl>U.e aon at the time, said that thiS charge "as not
. Hr. Mhe ioon said that v/hite "as verY influential because
was
0'1"\" greatly loved and respected. He continued that White's
.lC'l.nions
deal
Henry Lee Moon, public Relations
were .
1mportan
t
because hiS word commandeda great
of roes 2°pect, not because he "as a tyrant. "
Du B "01S also
maintained that "hen the NAACPwaS asked
to Send1Jnit a consultant to the United states delegation of the
ed Nat·
boa a.ons organization conference in San FrancisCO, the
I'd of .
Con d.Lr-ectior-a selected him. He said that ,/hite, without
SUlting
When
the board, did some quick political maneuvering and,
autho .
r-Lz at.Lon t l·Jh·
t
dcame from ;lashing on, ' 1 e was nBllle as
113
aceurred
believe
of the
Consultant and Du Bois as assistant.
shortly before he joined the
th'1S to be true.
NAACPWh'
board ,~te was probablY the natural chOice of the
. Mr. Moo
w neon tinued that he did knoW that Dr. IJu Bois
as vet ry upset about the appointment and firmly believed
hat he
I1r. Hoon said that this
staff, but he did not
I1r. Hoon said that as nominal head
should h
e ave been the head delegate since he waS the
x.pert 'trr . a,n tnt emil. tional af'f airs. IJu Boi s waS further
~tatedC whenWhi te
omm'~ssion
l:'egarded
White's trip as interfering in a matter which was
stl:'ictly
decided to attend the HUlTJ.911Rights
of the ill, in Paris in 1947. Jle stated that he
in hi s domain.
am emorandum
Illont to the board attacking Walter White'S appoint-
as a
Nati consultant to the American delegation to the United
ons G
at eneral Assembly in paris as a political act. He
ated that
lie the NAACPwaS abandoning attempts to help the
groespos" of the world and that White's acceptance of the
J.t10n
would bind the AsSociation to thO "war_mongering
colon' 3.al i
1,1' mperialism of the present (Truman) Adtllinistration."
~th'an hours
Du.
In reptember, 1948, Dr. lJU 60is sent
Bois
was promptly dismissed bY the board, with a pensio
n
•
26
\'lal ter
the presS secured a copY of this memorandum.
White mentioned nothing of thO feud with
This conclusion is based on thO fact
ll~-
that no supporting evidence of Du Bois I charges can be found
and on T-'deury Lea NoonI s pers ona1 tes ti!l1onythat the mosb
damaging of Du Bois I accusations "era not true and he did not
bel'~eVe the others to be true either.
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CHAPTEH V
WALTER vrHI'rEf S EJ:l-'FORTS ON BEHALF OF THE
NEGRO IN WORLD 11lAR II
On September 27, 1940, the president reoeived
on The del egat ion heard l>othil,g t'rom tb-e Pres iden t , but
Octob
a V. ez- 9, the White HOUsepreSS seoretarY, stephen Early,
lI'gin .
~a-born Southerner, is sued a s tatement tb.at the
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tra.dit"~onal po14cy of "~ ~ segregatJ.on would be continued and all
present and f'uture Negro units in the ArmY would have "hite
Off"1.eers.
He then implied that policy had been discussed with,
and had the
b
appro" al of' )/hit e, Randolph, and Hi11. This
rOUO" t01.1. forth
a stDrm of protest from NegrOes tllI'oughOut the
count rYe The
the 'Dol".c 1.cy of
segregation and the implication that it was
endorsed by n
egro leaders and the ASSociation. White, Randolph
and Hill. released the text of the memorandumtheY had left
W1.th th
e President and issued statements denying the implica-
tion • Onest at ement read:
NAACPheld manymasS meetings protesting agaulst
Uni~e are inexpressiblY shocl<:edthat a president of' the
rend ed States at a time of national peril shOuld sur-
deBt
er
so completely to enemies of democracywhowould
Ofr- r?y national unity by advocatinll segregation.
Arm ,c,al approval by the connnander-in-Chief of th~ .
a s~ an,!- IIavy of such diScrimina~ion and segregatwn as
ab 11), the back of democracy. ~aS in progress and
N A presidsn tial election call1paign
orthern D' "b . omocrahc leaders were fUI'J.ous
lUUders.
friends
at EarlY for his
of the President, who "anted to knowwhat could be
done to
Mr. White was besieged bY letters from alarmed
repair
Negro vote. He reulied that the only tl1ing tl1at could l1elp
WOUld ~be that immediate stepS be tal<en to end discrimination
in th e armed services and indUS
try
.
3
a t Largely as ares ul t of 1IMCP pr otes ts and Hr. Wl1ite ' s
atement .
s , Wasl1ington arJUouncedtllI'ee token apPo
Ul
tment s ,
.IUdge William Q 1 1H. Hastie of j{o"ard university La" "c>oo was
the damageEarly had dOlle in jeopardizing the
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c. Johnson was appointed Special Aide to
of Selective Service. This method of appease-
protest against segregation and discrimination
.forces and defense industries. 4
14, 1940, the ~aturdax ~~_!ng Post
an article written by ,Ialter wnite entitled, "It's
CO'UJ."'1 try T "N ' 00.
egr>o est d emand to take part in the defens e of their oountry
even bhhough the Arrrry, Navy, and defense plants wanted no
elp from >~and 1 egroes. Mr. White desoribed the Negroes' bravery
10yalt
l! s throughout the history of the united States.
e s .a~d th t .
h
. a, an spite of this reoord the united states was
es'~tant
On December
PUblished
OUr> In this arti c1 e HI'.v-Jhit e voic ed the
POwer> ..
COr>p s.
it w as
br>a.nCh
to make use of the great reservoir of "eg
rO
man
1'0 Negro had been aooepted by the ArT1fYor NaVYAir
Des .~ I"plo0 the Army'" high_pressure drive for en lstments,
virtually impossible for Negroes to volunteer in any
If theY were aooepted, it was for
of th .s e serv~ce.
ervice .as an Negro regiments only, NoNegrOhad eveI' served
an officer ~,r • Corps rTIheor an enlisted man in thO ,·,ar:tno .' r-e
Viere onlI Y five officers in thO regular arT1fYand only one
~eg""....>0 O'reo aduate of .west Point. The few Negro regiments that
e:X:ist ed w
ere used only as so~ice units and given menial tasks,
------...~-~..:..::~-::::.=..-:.:::==:=.:.--._.;-.~~-._- -----
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even if' they viere specif'ical1Y designated as cavalry, f'ie1o.
artillery, etc. regiments. Several specific examples were
given . C::m the artic1e./
The article then described similar discrimination
:in the def'ense industries, the main problem being that of'
f'ew employment opportunities for Negroes. In the rare
instances when NegroeS were hired by defense industries, it
was only as unskilled labor, despite the fact that there
were thousands of trained and skilled Negro W'orli:ers.
There
Tilere several cases of Negroes being fired and replaced by
uh'~te workers when jobS were upgraded or there was a general
pay raise. Hr. White had investigated employment conditions
in aircraft factories in several states. One large factory
in New England refused to hire any Negroes (even honor
graduates f'rom trade schoolS), although it hired a W'hite
man who was a leading figure in the local Nazi Bund and out-
SPoken in his antiAmerican, proHitler vieW's. :Mr. vlhite did
:indicate however, that much of the blame for discrimination
lay with the unions. 'mere were several examples W'here
def'ense plants were willing to hire skilled Negroes, provided
they were members of a union, but the unions refused to
accept Negro applicants. Federal and state employment agencies,
who provided many of the worlcers to the defense industries,
disc . . . . dr~m~nated against NegroeS alSO. They ma~nta~e separate
of'fices f'or Negroes, and skilled Negro W'orkers W'ere required
to register as commonlaborers. Mr. 'lrJhite s aw some hope for
(
\
111
;)
---- ....--_ .....
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the future, but he made it clear that any improvement in
condi tions would come from the Negroes I demand to share in
the defense of their cowltry.6
The NAACP offered the services of its legal committee
to any American citizen who was refused the privilege to
enlist in the Army or Navy on the basis of race or color and
thereafter sought a court case to challenge his rejection.
The NAACP sent copies of defense contracts to each of its
twelve hundred branches, so that qualified Negro workers could
apply for jobs which the contracts opened. The Association
also asked all brmlches to report all refusals to qualified
Negroes. These reports were brought to the attention of
Washington officials. The NAACP also tried to get a Senate
investigating committee to j ook into the situation and recom-
mend remedial measures to end discrimination. Senator
HoY>.........-ry S Truman, who was chairman of an investigating com-
mittee on defense contracts, said his committee could not
adequately cover racial discrimination in this area because
of lack of time. li'ourinfluential f:'enators,Charles L.
IVfcNary, Robert F. Wagner, Prentiss M. Brown, and Arthur
Capper, introduced a resolution (f.lt• 75) to create such a
Committee, but foes of the program prevented it.
In spite of these and other measures, segregation and
discrimination continued in.the armed forces and discrimination
in employment in the defense industries cont,inued. It became
apparent that direct action was needed to effect any chmlge.
/
---------- _____ .._.. ~~~~~_._.~~_c_c~~~--,··",,-·-·-,-,-··-·
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A. Philip Randolph suggested the idea of' a March on \JIlashington
to protest these conditions. Negroes and'tVhites throughout
the country were enthusiastic about the idea, but Randolph
insisted that the March on ltlashington Novement must be all-
Negro. 111fhiteand Randolph communicated almost daily about
the march and Negroes began to organize marchers and arrange
transportation to Washington. President Roosevelt sent
Mrs. Roosevelt to ask Handolph and vlhite not to stage the
march at a meeting arranged and attended by 11ayor Fiorello E.
La Guardia of' New York. They refused and 111'.vn1.ite told
l1rs. Roosevelt that they had made numerouS requests to see
the President, which had not been granted. On Hay 19, 1941
\1falter White met with Fecretary of' the li'lterior, Harold L.
Ickes. They discussed these problems and Mr. Ickes expressed
the opinion that he thought that NegroeS would not rare much
worse under Hitler than under the United states.
8
On June, 18, 1941, A. Philip Randolph and \tlater 1jlhite
were called to a conference at the 1tJhite House where President
Roosevel tasked Mr. Randolph to call of'f the March on \vashing-
ton. Present at the meeting were Robert P. Patterson,
Assistant Secretary of War, standing in f'or Henry L. Stimson;
Frank Knox, Secretary of the Navy; William S. Knudsen,
president of General lfotors; Sidney Hillman, of' the Office of
Production Iv1anagement; Aubrey Williams of the National Youth
Administration; and Anna Rosenberg of' the Social Security
Board. 11r. Randolph and 11r. ltJhite refused to call off' the
.j
( \.
) iJi
//
._" ."•.'•. ..____,~-=--"L:-c~--o:.<:~-'
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march.
l1r. White explained at length their opposition to
segregation in the armed forces and said that both the Army
and Navy had inefficient and prejudiced Southern officers in
the h'I. Lgher- ranks and that this \'J"aSimpeding any efforts at
integr t'
a a.on , President Roosevelt asked Hr. Patterson and
Mr. Knox if' this were true end they told him that it IVas •
President Roosevelt offered the SUggestion that Negro bands
be put on
some battleships. Mr. KnoX agrecn to look into it
but more than a year later he admitted that he had taken no
action h 9w atsoever.
President Hoosevelt used all his charm and skill to
dissuade the Negro leaders from staging the march. He asked
:Hr. white how many people would really march since the NAACP
was the only sponsoring organization which had a mass member-
ship. vJhen \'-[hite's reply 'Wasno lesS than one hundred
tho
uaand, the president yielded and asked what they wanted
him to do.
an executive order which 'Wouldbring abollt the quickest pos-
Sible abolition of discrimination in war industries and the
armed services. At thiS point Mr. Knudsen voiced s:'rong
ob'
Jection. Mr. 'fuite informed Mr. KnudSen that General Mot0rs
had one of the worst records of discrimination of any large
industry, and that he 'Would send him a report on his company.
'Or •~ es~dent Roosevelt requested that he be sent a copy of the
report alc:o. The President asked }!r. White and Mr. Randolph
to go into the Cabinet Room and draft the kind of order they
Mr. Randolph told him that they wanted him to issue
~ __ ._ .......... ,__~ ...'''. ~"...""-"u"" ... '"'"'·__.------~-
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V1anted ' "
n.rm to issue. Present also 1..J'eretwo of Mr. Randolph1s
cowork
ers, Frank S. Crosswai the an.d Layle Lane_, Aubrey ~'Iilliams,
and Mayor LaGuardia.IO
):,'11". 1,Jhite left for TexaS and 1\1r. R8l1dolph called him
there t
o tell him that their draft of the executive order
''1
j ad been shortened and emasculated. They agreed that; they
should
repudiate it and stage the march. Negotiations con-
tinued t 11hrough Mrs • Roosevelt and Mayor LaGuardia.
On June 25, the president issued Executive Order No.
race, creed, or national origin in industries holding govern-
men t,
contracts for war work and in training for jobs in war
indUot " . b t t"r-aes , However, it did noth1Ug a oU segreg
s
10n and
disc " .
rlmlllation in the armed forces. The Order also set up a
Comrnitt
ee on Fair Employment practices for the purpose of
investigating and taking corrective action to remedy complaints
or discrimin at Lon- This cotlllllitt ee waS to be reS pons i bLe only
to the President. The FEPC did malee a great deal of progress
inl
c .ian.gd.ng the pattern of employment of minorities; however,
the budget was never sufficient and on February 8, 194-6, its
enemies in the United States Senate succeeded In cuHing off
the app .' . t k 12roprlatlon for 1 s wor •
During this period, eJ3 always, the communists tried to
capitalize on the discrimlnation of liegrOes In propaganda to
persuade NegroeS to joln the communist Party. Before the war,
1'1"1
1 son Record, writer of the most authoritative study of the
It specificallY banned discrimination on acc01IDt of
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relati ..ons of the NAACP rold the Communists, said the NAACP
was neither . tJ..nerventionist nor isolationist--it was merely
pro-Negro. The Communists in the United states folloVled
the llIoscowlJ..'ne . d t d' dot t' ··'AACP dand trJ..e 0 J..screJ.. n e I'J an accused
it of being prowar and interventionist. The party was
particularly critical of' Walter Hhite, Roy Wilkins, Joel
Spingarn and A. Philip Randolph. When the II1:archon
Washington !-Iovement waS formed, the Co!llJJlunistsdid not want
to appear to accept defense but they wanted President
Hoosevelt to th d d thbe discredited, so ey en orse e march.
Randolph had learned much about co_,uist methods as president
or the Brotherhood of' Sleeping Car porters <IDdthe Xlational
N
. egro Congress and he took precautions to exclude them f'rom
the march. They could neither destroY nor capture the March
on liashington Movement. The NAACPmaintained that the
COlJll11Unist party waS nob genuinelY in teres ted in ei thor the
Negro or peace.13
Meanwhile, segregation and discrimination continued
NegrO soldiers were subject not only to
segregation and discrimination but also to ridicule, humilia-
t'
~on, resentment, and even murder in Southern training camps
and cities in the United States. Negro soldiers were subjected
to brutal and unreasonable treatment. private lIed Turman was
killed on a Jim CrOWbus going to Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
R
aymond Carr waS killed by Louisi=a state police. March,
19~-3 Sgt. Thomas .'oster was killed by civilian police in
in the armed forces.
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Little Hock~ Jl.rkansas.
On July, 1942, Private Charles Reco
v-las killed by civilian police in Beaumont, Texas. JVlanyother
similar incidents occurred. In a report, Judge William H.
Hast"
ae and Thure
ood
!1arsha1l said that civi1ial"l violence
against Negro soldiers was a recurrent phenomenon and it
cont. 1)Lnued unabated. -.~
In September, 1942, an article by Walter vJhite,
-the Army,II appeared in
entitled Thdhat the NegrO Thinks of
The Annals o:t: the AmeriCt¥l_Academy
of Political and Social._..------
~~. Hr. 1r!hite said tllat many Negroes felt tllat they
could be no worse off under Hi tIer. He maintained that the
Negro's opinion of tile ArmywaS part and parcel of his aware-
ness of the m"lormous difference between the preachment and the
practice of deluocratic American whites in other branches of
the armed services and in other phases of life. The Negro was
very interested in and aware of the racial implications of the
....tar "a.n the Pacific.
Negro soldiers. He said theb the FECPwas heartening to
Negroes but the basic criticism of the entire 1t1arprogram,
including the P.:rmY, waS that the concept of the Negro as a
second class citizen in the minds of Government and white
people generallY had not been chang
ed
•
15
In another article in Survey Q£..~hi.£., Nr. VJhite
contended that the Negro soldier waS subjected to the s ame
sort of treatment that he waS supposed to become indignant
about when it was meted out by the Nazis or Japanese to
He reiterated the stories of attacks on
/
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minorities in Europe or Asia. And yet he was expected to
give his all to beat the Axis and help preserve democracy.
He again mentioned that the officers in the Army and Navy
were mostly Southerners who had risen to the top ranks by
way of' s euiori ty as in CongresS. Again it was stated that
colored regiments vIere reduced from combat to service units.
White said that the Negro'S status in the armed forces had
sunk to a new low. The Navy was even ,,;orse than the Army
and would remain so as long as Secretary Knox was in powez-,
Mr. 'V-Ihite asserted that there was a "NewNegro" who was more
organized, more educated, and disillusioned by World t-J'ar I,
when Negroes returned to find the xu Klux Klal1. instead of
democracy for Negroes. In the previous article, Hr. White
had said that the major part of the work to effect a change
must be done by the Negro himself.16 OctobeI', 1940, Vlilliam
Hastie proposed the creation of a voluntary integrated unit
and the idea was bluntly dismissed by General George C.
Marshall.
December 22, 1941, Walter lrJhite, on behalf of the
HAACP, again proposed that a volunteer Army division be
creat.ed which would be open to all Americans irrespective
of race, creed, color or national origin. This idea,
originally made by Claude A. Barnett, director of the Associated
Negro Press, was endorsed by many influential NegroeS, and
William Hastie worked to implement it. I<1r.vJhite found in
his travels that there were mmlYyoung white men, especially
,)./)/~ ~~ __C'_".,.,,'~·,··,·.·,·,,·o .
f/'
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college students, who were enthusiastic about the idea and
Ivould be eager to join such a volunteer unit. However, the
\lIar Department did nothing. Although l·lr.'White bombarded the
War Department with letters requesting that action be taken ,
Lieutenant Colonel J. W. V. Boyer said that even talking
about an integrated unit was a waste of time:
With respect to Hr. White, the letters addressed to him
may have been curt. His letters to thev!ar Department
have been increasingly insolent on the subjects which
are of no concern to the National Association for the
Advancement of colored people. • •• I can see no
useful purpose in any officer dissipating his time to
discuss with ~~. White or anyone else the creation of
a volunteer division composed of whites and l.\iegroes ,
There may be some super-tolerant people that would
join a Negro outf'it but their numbers "auld be f'e".1
7
F'irst emphasis was placed on winning the i'larand democratic
ideals and social experiments "auld have to "ait until later.
lS
January 16, 1941, the Army announced that it would set
up an air base at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama, for the
training of Negroes in a pursuit squa.dron. Walter White and
the NAACP were violently opposed to segregated training for
Negroes. He voiced their opposition to President Patterson
of Tuskegee Institute, and William Hastie. At first Judge
Hastie supported the plan as immediately beneficial to Neg r-oea ,
HO\-lever,as time went on, the Air Force was not meeting its
commitments. It seemed as though this might set a precedent
f'or an extension of the separate Tuslcegee pattern to other
Air Forces and even to other Army training activities. On
January 30, 1943, William Hastie resigned as Civilian Aide to
the Secretary of War in protest against the continued policy
'J
~,-"",~,- _", w,"'" _" ,~--:,~-,.~~
_~ .......~,~~.~:":'i •.:.,__"';_;_..':..c-':'_=-:':;=·i'"":-'~~'··~'2j.:?";~~
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of dis cr-I .lmlnation
benet" .lClal effect.
Negro
It forced the military to do more for
fly ers and provided the Advisory committee on Negro
Troop Policies ( h
w ich acted as a clearing house for staff
in the Army Air Forces.
This move had a
ideas
or
and as a channel for civilian ideBS on the employlllent
N
egro troops) with an incenHve to act on Judge !lastie's
!'econnnendations th' f 1 t· .on e ~mprovement0 race rS a ~ons w~thin
the Army.19
Things were certainlY bad enough at homewhen.rumors
came fromN overseas that there were clasheS between white and
egro Ame .lll' r-a.can soldiers and that NegrO soldierS were being
lstreated and misused.
gate the .sltuation
ob •server
Walter ,raite waS eager to go investi-
!le did not want to go as an official
because
and publicat·a.on ,
fo!,the
this would mean some restriction of movement
so he "as accredited as a "ar correspondent
movements were closelY watched.
Elaborate efforts
keep him away from areas where racial clashes
and to keep him from talking with soldiers in
he submitted a memorandUlllto the war Department
With rourteen recommendations for tne improvement of race
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,) relations and the mistreatment of the Negro soldier in the
Army. He also wrote a book detailing his observations and
experiences on his tour of the European Theater of Operation.
He later returned to make a similar, 46,000 mile tour
of the Pacific Theater of operations. He again made several
recommendations to the War Department based on his observa-
tions.20
Between Hr. White's investigations of the treatment
of' Negro troopS participating in 'VJor1dWar II, he returned to
the United States to take an active part in voicing the Negroes'
demands that the political parties take his recommendations
into consideration in the upcoming election. The Negro held
the potential balance of power in at least seventeen states,
with two hundred and eighty-one votes III the electoral
college. An open letter to the Democratic and Repub1icen
parties was drafted by representatives of twenty-five of the
largest organizations of Negroes in the country. It stated
What the Negroes w~lted in the political platforms. Mr. White
also appeared before the platform committee of both political
parties to state the position of the organizations that had
written the letter. lvIr. White wrote an article, "The Negro
~vaits to See, II vlhich appeared in The Nation, October 21, 194h,
in which he stated that NegroeS did not wish to be a racial
bloc but that they had been forced to think and vote racially
because of the discrimination they had been subjected to. He
stated what Negroes wanted: full political equality, full
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civil equality, full equality of educational opportunity,
and full equality of employment opportunity. It is interest-
ing to note that, back in 1944, Mr. White stated that the
Negro did !!.9.:t want separate but equal accommodations; that
separate accommodations were by that very fact unequal.
He stated that some progress had been made since 1940 but
stressed that that fact was due almost ffiltirely to pressure
by Negroes themselves. He gave for examples the creation
of the FEPC and the supreme Court decision in Smith vs.
AlhlTright. He said that Negroes vIere embittered by the
continued humiliation, physical violence and death of Negro
SOldiers. The way the Negroes voted would depend on the
sincerity of the political platforms, and the Hay the present
administration handled itself.
21
A Rising Wind: Report of Negro TroopS in the ETO,
was published in 1945. r1r. VJhite's report Has expedited by
Lieutenant General Lees' order to commanding officers,
mentioned earlier, alloHing r1r. White to see whatever he
wished. WhenNegro troops arrived in England, they were at
first shunned by the British. They soon found out that Hhite
American troopS had told the British townspeople that Negroes
had tails, that they were illiterate, that they carried razors
which they would use on the slightest provocation, that their
Color was due to disease, and that they would rape Hhite \-lOmen.
The British at first believed some of these fantastiC stories
since they saw NegroeS doing only manual labor and there were
I \
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no :Negro combat troops. Furthermore, following is part of an
official order issued by an American Oolonel of Southern
birth hw 0 was later promoted to the rank of general:
. That colored soldiers are akin to well-meaning but
~rresponsible children. As such they have to be given
the best possible discipline. Generally they cannot
be trusted to tell the truth, to execute complicated
orders, or to act on their own initiative except in
certain individual cases.
~~at gmong the peculiar characteristics of the colored
race • • • influences such as excitemen t, fear, religion
dope, liquor, or the accomplishment of something without'
their usual sphere, they individually or collectively
can change form with amazing rapidity from a timid or
bashful individual to brazen boldnesS or madnesS or
become hysterical. • • • The colored individual likes
to "doll up," strut, brag and show off. He likes to
be distinctive and stand out from the others. Every-
thing possible should be used to encourage this. For
example, knoW their names and occasionally c~~l a man
"Corporal John" in place of "Oorporal Smith.
Mr. White said he was confused with the frequency,
despondency and bitterness of the use of the phrase "the enemy."
He .Soon learned that Negro soldiers were referr~ng not to the
Nazis but to their white felloW Americans. Americans who were
fighting a war to defeat a master-race theory had transplanted
to other parts of the world the racial pattern and prejudice
of the South. White soldiers made contemptuoUs references to
Br't'1 1sh people who ignored the color line and invited Negroes
to their homes. Most of the racial clashes occurred because
white soldiers resented British people, especiallY women,
associating in public with American Negroes. An order was
iSsued to all cOl1l!llandingoHicers of British uni ts, especi ally
women's, that "Suggested" members of the British military units
I'
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should refrain from associating in public with NegroeS
because some American white soldiers resented it. !1r. 'Vlhite
repeatedly heard the question, "What are we fighting this war
for anyway?,,23
However, the false stories of NegroeS and the attempts
to impose American prejudices on the British people boomeranged.
Many English people had gained their only lcnowledge of Negroes
through American motion pictures which invariably portrayed
them as improvident, simple-minded, boisterous, credulous buf-
foons or menials, scared of ghosts, inordinatelY fond of razors
,
watermelons and their white masters. They were pleasantly
surprised when they found many American Negro soldiers to be
well-educated, intelligent, tactful, and pleasant to be around.
N:any close friendshiPs were formed between British people and
Negro soldiers. The British deeply resented the attempt to
transplant American prejudices and injustices to British soil.
The British Home Office issued a directive to all constables
and peace officers bluntly reminding them that there was no
color bar in the United Kingdom and none would be permitted
unless it was established by the United states Army. Con-
stables were told that under no circumstances were they to
participate directly or indirectlY in the barring or American
Negro troops rrom any place or public acconnnodation.24
There were court-martials and death sentences imposed
upon Negroes charged with rape. An American Army orrice
r
who
had an opportunity to know the racts asserted that there was
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not one instance of rape by a Negro soldier. This administra-
tion of justice by American court-martial to Negroes was
shocking to the British people. A letter to a newspaper from
an Englishwoman said, "We are asking ourselves why we stood
up to the nights of terror in 1940 and 1941 if it was not
for the freedom and justiee and rights of all men?" And an
editorial said:
We print it [the trial] in full even at this critical
stage of the war because one of the purposes for which
our men are fighting is the defense or restoration of
the dignity and equality of all individuals, whatever their
color or creed, even amidst the tumult and chaos of our
day_ •• _ The whole question of imposing death penal-
ties on American soldiers in this country for crimes
which are not punished by death sentences under British
law is being raised in parliament.25
Mr. 1rJhite had been asked to make recommendations which
would help relieve the racial tensions and conflicts ffild raise
Negro morale. He met with General Eisenhower to discUSS these
matters _ The first point r1r. White made was that it was very
hard for NegroeS to identify with the war when there were no
Hegro combat troopS and they were merely digging ditches tvhile
behlg subjected to the same racial theories against which
they vJ'ere supposed to be fighting HitIer. General Eis enhower
agreed that there should be more Negro combat troops. Mr.
Who "a. te also suggested that there should be more effect~ve
checking of derogatory stories and ralse impressions croated
among the BrHish by American soldiers. He saidohO
re
should
be abolition of paternalism as well as more obviouS acts of
prejudice toward Negro soldiers by some of'f"icers• Negro and
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white Hpts should be assigned in pairs, and refresher courses
in the use of firearms should be given to service and supply
troops. He concluded -with the audacious sugges tion that
there be complete abolition of segregation and discrimination
in the Army and such allied services as the Red GroSS.26
lYIr.v.Jhite had found that there exis ted a higher
inc'd
1 ence of race prejudice among officers than among enlisted
men. General Eis enho-wer agreed that 1-1henthe comman.ding
of1'icer of' a unit was able, courageoUS and obedien.t to the
commands of his superior, -whethe~ he agreed or notl there was
no friction. However, -when officers -were weak or prejudiced
to
the ext ent that they tried to evade or negate orders that
all soldiers must be treated alike, there occurr'ed riots,
fights, and other r'acial disorders. Some specific steps were
agreed upon. One -was the issuance of an order forbidding any
f'uture establishment of "of'f' limits" on the basis of race.
Mr. White also discussed racial problems at length vd th Jolm G.
\'lnan t, war ambasS ador to Engl and, and Herbert Agar ,
27
In Africa, Hr. 'Vlhite -was amazed and shocked at the
differentiation on the basiS of color -which had arisen slllce
the arrival of the Americans and British. Ho-wever, at Oran,
a Negro unit had discharged a dHf'icult and responsible
assignment with pride "hich was not f'ound when Negro troops
were given only menial taskS in labor groups. Mr. White
wondered how America could be so blind as to crush or, by
indifference permit, the eagerneSS of its Negro citizens
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to participate fully and to contribute generously in America
to be crushed.28
:Hr. \'lhite was very strongly impressed by Felix Eboue
,
Governor of Chad. G 1 M . . d IIWh h Id Af .enera r ang~n sa~ 0 0 s r~CB.holds
the fate of the world," and "who holds Chad holds Africa. II
It
was Felix Eboue, a black man, who made the decision which kept
Central Africa out of Hitler'S control. It is estimated that
Ebouets decision shortened the war by several months or even
years. However, when Roosevelt, Churchill, and De Gaulle
met in Casablanca in January, 1943, Felix Eboue, the man
Whowas most responsible for their being able to meet in
Africa ,
to France and, when questioned by Hr. Hhite, replied that
he was sure tilat Fran.ce would keep her promises of full
citizenship and equality of economic opportunity to her
co'LcnLa'Ls, Eboue waS later made Governor of all French
Equa-toria1 Africa and Chad was awarded the Order of' the
Empire.29
was conspicuouslY absent.
Eboue waS extremely loyal
In Italy Hr. Vlhite found that the morale of Hegro
soldiers was higher than in any other theater of operation
he had visited. 'rhere were Negro combat troops as well as
Service battalions in that theater. The 99th pursuit
Squadron was I'ec ei viug I'ecognition for its l'eat" and I,egro ea
weI'e working together wi th "hites. Seventy per cent 0f the
quartermaster and port battalion trOOPS operating in Ge1a
were Negroes. There waS very heavy losS of life. The valor
of the Negro troopS, however, did not receive the publicity
that white troopS received. When a Negro sergeant was
awarded the Silver Star, the newS was published only in
Negro newspapers. There vlere many other examples of this
sort, but £J egro es in Italy were hearten.ed by the fact that
some members of their race were allowed to participate in
the war in other than menial tasles. 30
There were attempts to spread anti-Negro propaganda
in Italy but it did not succeed as it bad in other places.
This was largely because of the presence of Negro combat
troops. Although they were few in number, it enhanced the
reputation of Negro soldiers considerably. SomeArmy
Officials were more conscientious in stopping the anti-Negro
propaganda in ItalY, and Italians "ere lesS susceptible to
it because they had more opportwlity to come into close
contact with iiJegroes. Negro soldiers in Italy were very
generous and often gave food to starving Italians.
31
Mr. II'Jhite gave many examples of the effecG segregation
and discrimination had on both Negro and ",hi to soldiers. The
Jim Cro" policy in the ArmYnot only continued existing
Jim Cro" policies but it created prejudice "here none existed
before. The Wru:'and Navy Depru:'tments "ere accused of playing
an opportunistic game and yieldll,g almost invru:'iably to the
Lowesb commondenominator of racial bigotry. When"hi te and
Negro soldiers ,"orked together in the latter stages of the
war, the result "as most beneficial. There "ere many instances
'\
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W lte soldiers coming to the rescue of Negroes who were
being abused in the united States. They resented discrimina-
t·a.ori being practiced at jiome "hile they "ere fighting against
Hitle ' .r s race theorles overseas. They felt that all Americans
should work together in the war effort and fight discrinrlnation
everywhere.32
Mr. White said that World ,Iar II magnified the Negro's
awareness of the disparity beween "hat Americans professed
and how they practiced democracy. He said the majority of
Negro veterans would return to America disillusioned and
cynical, knowing that betterment of conditions must come
largely through their own efforts. But he would return
determined to use those effortS to the upmost. He had heard
"\or
lllston Churchill's "blood, sweat, !lIld tears" oratory while
India remained enslaved and maligned by British propaganda.
rr
-Ie heard of the bitter fight of southern congressmen, aided
by Republicans, to destroY or emasculate the FEPC. lIe
remembered that some Negro soldiers returned from \,orld Wor I
to Southern states where they "ere lynched for the "crime" of
returning home in the uniform in which they had fought in
France. He saw the efforts of many white Americans to spread
the poison of race hatred to other countries.}}
Mr. White alSO pointed out that World War II had made
the American Negro feel a sense of kinship ,;Hh other colored
and oppressed peoples. He sensed that the struggle of the
lIegro in the united States "as part of the struggle against
imperialism ffi,dexploitation by colored people allover the
world. Furthermore, ~Nhite predicted that the misbehavior or
a minority of white Amer-Lc an s and the negligence or the
iUnericml government in pWlishing such misbehavior would cost
America and other white nations dearly in the eyes or the
three-fourths of the world's population that is colored.34
Mr. ~vhite made a study of Japarlese propaganda in the
OrieIlt and he said it was almost invariably identical to
German pz-opag anda Ln Latin America and Africa. Every lynch-
ing, every race riot, every killing of a .L egro soldier in a
Southern training camp, every anti-liegro diatribe in Cong r-es s ,
every refusal to abolish racial segregation in the armed
forces of the United States, every example of the exclusion
of colored labor in defense industries and trade unions was
played up. They said, "This is the way the United States
treats its own colored people and this is the way the colored
people of the world will be treated if the allied nations
win the wart Be smart and cast your lot with another
colored people, the Japanese, who will I ever mistreat fellow
colored peoplel" Japanese propaganda said that the colored
people of the world could never hope for justice and equality
from white people because of their mlalterable race prejudice.
Mr. vJ11.i te declared that the United States, Bri t.a'Ln and other
white nations could no longer afford, in enlightffiled self-
interest if nothing else, the theories of racial superiority.
Americans must see the connection between the colored
Americ 8l1.S and the colored peopl e overs eas. The Allied Ilations
must immediately choos e to revolutionize their racial concept s
and practices ru~d to abolish imperialism and gr&lt full
equality to all of its people or else prepare ror 'World War
111.35 With great foresight, while ~·JorldWar II was still
being rought, Walter White warned:
One of the chl ef deterrents will be Russia. Distrust?ul
of AngLo=Amer-Lc an con t r-oL of Europe, many an d perhaps all
of' the BaLkan states may, through choLce or necessity,
ally themselves with Rus s La , If Anglo-Saxon practices in
ChLna and India are n ot drastically and immediately
revised, it is probable, and perhaps certain, that the
people or India, China, Burma, ~~alaya and other parts oi:
i~:s!:C~~i~w~a~~:~s~36e into the Russian orbit as the
lie concluded with the paragraph:
A wind is r-LsLng+--a 'wind of determination by t.h e have-
nots or the-world to share the bene£its or freedom and
prosperity which the haves o:f the earth have tried to
keep exclusively for themselves. That wind blows all
over the world. Whether that wind develops into a
hur-r Lc an e is a de c Lad on whicll we must make now and ill
the days when we form the peace.37
A Rising v-Jin_£ is Bll exc el.k en t report, not onLy of' the
br ea tmen t at: Neg r o Troops in the ETO, but also of' the monument aL
racial LmpLd c at Lon s Lnh er-en t ill \~orld War II. The book con-
tains no .footnotes or bibliography and is, there.fore, mer-e of
a jou.r.tlalistic effort t.han a historical document, but it has
been used as a source for several more authoritative texts
on the Negr-o in 1f\forldWar II. Mr. 'W'llite r-et aln ed t.he skill he
demonat r-a.t ed in TIle Fire in the Flint of conveydrig the
.frustrations and disillusiollments inherent in being bLack in
the United States. IvIanypersonal conversations and letters of
white ruld Negro soldiers were included in the book. 11~e
question, ?TV/hat are we f'Lgh tLng this war t:or B.I."LY1"lay?ft
appeared in the book many times. It was asked by American
soldiers, white ruld black, and the reader is able to exper
Len c e, vicariously, tIle tremendous conflicting emotions or
the boys WI10 ask ad it, bec ause or the skill ot: the author ill
presenting the material.
A }?ising Wind received excellent reviews. As in the
reviews of ROEe aIld Faggot, reviewers praised it :for di.frerent
reasons. Michael DeCapite said that !VIr. White's r-es t.r-a.lnt
was admirable ru~d that the book could have been written with
a great deal ot: indignation. Marcus Du..f.field agreed that the
pres 611. tation was r-emar-kab Ly un Lmpaa s Loned j however, the
review in the l\Iew Yorker spoke of' rJir. White's eam es tn eas and
passion in writing the book. All reviewers expressed the
op inLon that the book w as a very dLs t.ur-bdrig one bee aus e it
presented racial bigotry as it really existed III the United
States mld especially the armed forces.38
!VIr.~fuite's tour and investigation of the Pacific
Theater of oper-at Lons again elicited several reoommendations
to the V,rar DepartmeJ:lt based 01'1 his ob s ez-va tLons , Once more,
he t'ound the same patrt er'n s of segregation, discrimination,
and mistreatment at: l~'egro s ar-v Lcemen , Here again, Mr. vlhite
.frequently e!lCoUlltered the observation by Negr-o soldiers that
the .fight :for democracy would not end, but r-at.har begin when
they returned home to the United States. He found that
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bigoted white Americans had succeeded in transplanting
racial prejudice in the Hawaiian Islands where none had
existed before. 39 In Leyte, lAr. irJhite became deeply
involved with the 93rd Division and made a thorough investi-
gation of the mljustified stories that the Negroes had
demonstrated cowardice in battle. Mr. Whi tels investiga-
tion revealed that the 93rd Division had not been in the
original invasion at Bougainville (the case in question)
and when it was sent in a year later after the island had been
declared secure the DivIsLon had been officially cited by
General Dunckel of the 37th Division for the excellence and
accuracy of their firing. The only cowardice wnich was
displayed was that o~ a white officer who had disobeyed
orders and disorganized the men llilder him. The 93rd Division ,
like other riegro troops~ had been used as a promotion mill
ruld a dlli~pinggromld for white officers who had failed in
other divisions. Mr. White recommended that the 93rd
Division be relieved of fatigue and service duties, o~
incompetent officers, and be used in combat as the only
means of answering the false reports about it. Copies of
r1is invest,igs_tiorl and reconnnendatiollS were submitted to the
Presiderlt, Urlder Secretary Patterson and Assistan.t Secretary
I~~Cloy. Mr. vThi te reported hl s findings ill. person ill an
intel~view with Geners.l 1J~acArthur. Ee thereafter maintained
frequent cOlT.llllunication wi t.h Gellera.l MacArthur. Fowev er-, the
only positive ac t Lon t aken all nis report was the mov emen t
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of'the 93rd Division to Morotai and the discontinuance or
. · · 40ques"Clollna1.res.
The iJAACP was very active in the interest of Negro
servicemen throughout the war. It vigorously protested the
conversion of l~-egrocombat troops into service units. It
consistently urged and worked for integration in the armed
.forces. It demanded removal of commrulding officers who
refused to follow the ~var Departmen t orders. Investigations
were conducted, and the heroic deeds of l~egro servicemen and
cases of blatant discrimination were pUblicized. The legal
department appealed numerous court-martial cases. T1r• white,
himself, de:fended forty-four Negro sailors in Guam.41
Because the need for combat troops was so critical,
more Negro troops were used in combat during and after the
Battle of the Bulge. It was hoped that the platoons themselVes
would be integrated but a compromise was effected and all-
Negro platoons were included in white regiments. An Army poll
showed that, after having served in the same units with
colored combat soldiers, the attitudes of whites toward Negroes
improved and seventy-seven per cent of the officers favored
integration as compared with thirty-three per cent before.
However, after the emergency was over, after V-E Day, most
of'the Negro platoons were taken out of the combat diVisions
ffild assigned again to the menial tasks of service units. Even
though they had fought bravely and well, they were not to be
permitted to return to America as part of victorious combat
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divisions or to wear the insignia or those combat divisions.42
It was a great disappointment to Negroes when General
Eisenhower testified bef'ore the Senate Armed Services Committee
in 1948 that he felt that racial segregation in the Army
should continue at the platoon level. In April, 1948, a
distinguished group of'Negro leaders were told by Secretary
ot: '\rJar, Kenn et.h c. ·~~oyall, that the Army would continue
segregation. However, presidential election was approaching
and the tide of'Negro dissatisf'action was running high. On
July 26, 1948, Executive Order 9981 was issued. It required
equal opportunity in the armed f'orces regardless of race; but
it did not specif'y when this would occur. This abrupt about-
face was a major political victory for Negroes.43
Full integration was not achieved in the armed serVices
until 1954. F'urthermore, over fourteen years af'terW alter
~vnite and the LTAACP had urged, suggested, and demanded inte-
gratioll or the ar-med f'or-o es , it was achieved n ot be c a..use of'
any ideals or equality but because or the pr agmat Lc demands
.. 1 Ldi ~of t.he pr-of'e s s Lona. so cu er-,
Although full integration was finally achieved, there
is a sad connnentary on democr-acy in the United Sta.tes in the
fact that Ifegro v e t er-an s of v~Torld War II (as ill t cr-Ld -iN'ar I)
were abused, humd Ld a t ed , denied employrnent, mistreated an d
subjected to vd oLen ce , The fears and predictions of the r~-egro
servicemen Walter White interviewed during the war came to
pass. Machine guns, grenades, tear gas, armored trucks, and
other riot~quelling equ i pment were purchas ed by many ~,outhel")!l
cities and a i:Sv.l l{orthern cities, "to take care of any 'bad
niggers' who come home wi th any fancy ideas about occ upy Lng
a different status from that they knew before they left.,,45
One such city was Columbi a, 'I'enn eas ee. A "riot"
started bec au s e a Negr-o v et er an argued about tihe cost of
h av Lng a radio repaired. 'ro avert trouble, the v et er-an ' s
mother paid the high repair bill only to discover that the
radio would not work. \,rJhen 811.e Lns Ls t.ed that t.h e r-epa Lr-s for
wl'licl1. she had paid be made , ah e an d her son were arrested.
Then state h.Ighway patrolraen riddled Negr-o homes and bUSllless
establishments to quell an "armed insurrection" by l'Iegroes,
and one hundred and six .N'egroes were arrested. Two o.f them
were killed in the jail for n attempting to escape" from a
heavily-guarded r-oom of the jail. Twenty-five of the ITegroes
were grmlted a chmlge of venue ro~dwere tried in Lawrenceburg,
a town which had a sign posted outside its city limits which
YOU fIERE. IFl Y()U CAI~1 Ir li.EAD, RUlI Al~'YvlAY• H Each day the
twerl ty-five de t'endan t s and the trial lawyers had to travel
one hundred miles to the trial, because, obviously, Negroes
were not allowed to remain overnight in that town. 46
July 26, 1946, a Negr-o v e t er an , hon or-ab Ly di.a char g ad
from the Uni.t.ed ~tates Army, and three other Neg r-oes , two of
t.hem women w er e lynched ill l~al ton Coun ty , Georgia. The
lynching evo Lved from a fight on e of the Negr-o victims had
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wi t.b a whi te man when he tried to def'end his wire .from the
white mall'S at t ent Lons , Augus t , 1946, in l'-1inden, Lou.i.a f ann ,
honorably discharged ex-Corporal John Jones and his cousin
w er-e t or-bur-ed with blowtorches and brutall.y lynched a.fter
being releasecl f'r-om jail because the charges ag a.lns t ~Tones
had been proven groundless. He was arrested i'or "loitering"
in t h e b acky ar-d of: 8. white vl0111Bn. An o cher- veteran, Ts s ac
~voodB.rd, was r-e tuz-n Lng horne to see his wife and .family after
spending over two years in the fouth Pacific. He was
arrested ill fouth Carolina because he had n ot returned. to
the bus he was riding quickly enough after going to the rest-
room. In jail he was brutally beaten and consequently
blinded by Police Chiei' Linwood Shull, who was acquitted.
These were the conditions to which Johnny Black came marching
home ,47
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HOW FAR T.HE PROI\iISED LAL~D?
Walter vrr~ite took a world-wide view of race relations
and democracy, especially after "1~'orld ~f ar II. He recogrlized
the tremendous s LgnLf'Lcano a ot: 110W bh.e United States treated
her Negr-o citizens in the 1rlorld-'wide ideological struggle
for men's minds. White, as the leader or a minority protest
orgrulization, was necessarily a critic or American democracy
in practice. However, durulg the last decade or his life,
much of h l s wl")i ting was devoted to relating the progress
which the if egro in Amer-Lca h ad achieved tnr-ough d,emocratic
processes. He did this because he }~ew that Communist
prop aganda exploited eve!"):;'incident of' violence and oppression
of Amez-Lcan Negr-o ea , Communist propaganda also tnisreproserlted
race relations in the Unl t ed States to such an extent that
IVlr. ~Thite f'ound t.h at s ome people III Mric811 and AsLan
countries believed. that J..ynchings were still all everyday
occurrence in the 1950's. The result was the steadily
lowered prestige of the United states among the two-thirds
of the world's colored population and also among many white
1people. -~
In December, 1948, O\N'hi te wrote 8!1 article f'orTl1.e_
A"Yltioch Et~yi~w en ti t l.ed ff Civil Lib erties in a F'av or-ab Le
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Glill1ate. H In this article he stated that Soviet Russia and
h er- allies constantly charged Amor-Loa with hYPOCI~isy b e c au.s s
ahe supported human rights r-es oLutidons at the United ~rB.tioI1S
General Assembly ill Paris while she allowed dLaf'r-an chd s emant ,
segregation, an d eoonoml,c an d political d Ls cz-Lm In at Lon agaiIl.st
r-acLa.l minorities to cont Lnue unch eck ed at home. "~vhite 'main-
tained that public op LnLon was generally favorable to correc1~-
ing these evils. He poLnt ed to the creation of' the Presiderlt' s
Committee on Civil Rigl1.ts and the fact ..that over a mi.Ll.Lon
A~ericans had purchased the report of that committee. Se
added that many large organizations had endorsed the report
and i t \~as discussed favorably Ln the press. Al.t.hough
I,ir. White foresaw trouble in the Senate, he expressed the hope
that measur-es enacting the recommendatlons or the Committee
. 2would be passed In Congress.
In 1950, White wrote an article for the PittsbuE_gt_
Couri_er: de t ai.Ld.ng the Amer-Lcan ~ egroes' progress s Lnce the
turn of the century. He cono Lude d the article witl~ the scate--.
ment that during the n ex t fifty yeax~s America mustexte11d the
battle for full civil rights~ not only for American minorities
but also for all oppressed peoples of the world, if democracy
'were to aur-v Lve , 3
The S~tm:9-~ Re..y"!.~w ofLi ~e.ratul~e prin ted "Time for a
Progress F(eport," by Vvalter White, September 22, 1951.
~lr. 'iI/hi te reported that cruel ty and hatred of l~egro Amer-Lcan s
by white Amsr-Lo an s had manufactured screaming head'l ln es ill.
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newspapers around the globe. He stated that, while enemies
or democracy were erfectively spreading stories of what was
wr-ong ill. America, the story of the progress of Anier-Lcan
.N'egroes was not b eLng told. I-Ie then e.xpLaf.n ed the real
progress which had been made in fifteen different areas of
racial relations in the United States. 4
July 18, 1953, the Saturda_l Evening Pos_i carried an
article by White, which told of the progress Detroit had made
in righting race hatred. He gave a complete aCCoWlt of
Detroit's racial disturbances, and the steps which had been
taken to remedy these situations since 1925. White said that
the account was presented in the hope that other American
cities facing similar problems could learn from Detroit's
experiences.5
The Saturday Eveni~g Post published another article
by iNhite on April 3, 1954. "How the 1tlashingtonColor Line
Looks to Jv1e,"told of'incidents in the nation's capital
which had be~ gleefully reported to the world by Moscow.
Vfuite maintained, however, that the material for these reports
was decreasing because segregation and discrimination in
'Washington D. C. were be Lng fought at high levels and revolu-
tionary gains were being made with a minimal amount of friction.
The State Depar tmen t an d other government agencies 110 longer
had to be COIle er-ned about what might happen to important
colored visitors t'r-om count r-Les whose frielldship and ess ential
materials were necessary to the United States in the Cold War.
l~-egro ci tizens l.ivirlg in Viaah Lngt.on D. C. s till raced
r-esLden tial segrega.tioIl, however, and 'tfui te .felt that this
pr-ob LSIn. would be much more dir:ficul t to overcome. 6
On I\1ay 28, 1954, u. s. l~'e~iS & tiorld w~epo~t_ printed
an interview with 'Walter ·vlhite, entitled ""VJ'J.a-C Negr-oea 1:J8,Ilt
l~"O\v.n The article was meant to determine what i~'egroes and
the N'AACPwould .fight :for after the Supreme Court decision
Qutlawillg s egr-eg atd.on in public achoo Ls , !'t1r• White aXlswered
that the rirst task wouLd be to see to it that the decisioll
was full-y LmpLement ed , He again brought up the e.ff'ect or
Communist propaganda on American prestige in Asia and Africa.
He said that the Supreme Court decision would have very
bene£icial e££ects as it would help to show that the Oommunist
charge that democracy was decadent was f'a.La e, White believed
that under democracy minorities could advance in their right
against injustice. Tangible proof' of'that .fact, such as the
Supreme Court decision, would impress the people who were most
susceptible to Communist propagffilda.7
Vfhite realized, however, that there was an almost total
absence or information in Asian and Africru~ countries about
the hard-won progress tnat had been made ll! the ~ight ~or
r-acLa.L equality in theUni ted States. He learned this when
he r-epr-es en t.ed the l~AACPon the 1~rorld Town Hall Seminar which
accompanied the Round the World Town Meeting to twelve capital
cities or the wor-Ld in 1949. The purpose of' t.he tour was to
explain how democracy wor-ked in the United States • White f'ound
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that the Communists had f'or-ged a universal and er.fective
vleapOJ:l ag aIn s t the UnLted States f'r-om material provided by
two ruld a half centuries or human slavery and three-rourths
of a century or second-class ci tiz errshLp .for l~ egro cit izens.
Commm~ists were very adept at truring a photograph or a
documen t ed acc oun t of' a real Lna t anc e or vLol.enc e or discrim-
ination ag atria t American Negz-o s and makLng misleadil:lg and
o.ften un t r-ue general statements about America based on them.
This anti-Arnerican propagrulda made it seem that discrimina-
tLon was 'Universal in all aspects of American li.fe. It did
not, of course, reveal the equally dramatic, and equally true
story or advances in the .fight against discrimination. l~'or
did American propaganda publicize this story. The consequenc
was that the members o:f the tour wer-e .faced with statements
and asked qu es t Lona , such as these: "We just can t t believe
you when you talk about democracy and don r t practic it. L-Iow
Call we, when you mistreat and abus your own people just
because they have a di.fferent color of skin ?,,8
IYIr. 1rJhite gave the following answer:
No hon es t American denies the existence o:f racial and
religious bigotry in the United States. • • • Thoughtrul
Americans are not onLy h e.ar t L'Ly asham d by til continua-
tion of prejudice in th ir country, but many ar err c-
tively doing something about it. A £ w are doing much,
mar ar- doing a Iittle, some are doing n otihdrigor are
actively working to perpetuat pre judie • In a d mocratic
societv wher there is freedom of the right to protest
against even the gov er-nment i tsel.f, some progr ss toward
abolition or the color IDle in jobs, voting, th armed
services, and educ at Lon is being mad. Not n ough , or
cours. But with all its shortcomings, a d mocracy does
per-ma -c diss ent , which is not possible in dictatorship or
~ither left or right. Where all power is v st d in a
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dictator or a small clique, however benevolent its
announced objectives, protestant~ usually \iind up in
prison or racing a £iring squad.
\fuite Wl~ote his last book, Ilow Far the Promised Land?,
in an a.ttempt to in.form people outside o.f the Uni.ted. States or
the over= a.l; progress of' Negr-oee in America which was possible
because or the democratic f'or-m of gove mmen t , He also Wallted
to alert Americans to the decline in prestige that was ar£ect-
ing the United States allover the world, and to convince them
that it was necessary to accelerate the process of' elimination
of' prejudice and racial barriers • Unless bhLs n appen ed , it
would be impossible to convince the rest o~ the world that
Amer-Loan democracy could be trusted and emulated. 1rfui te .felt
that progress against racial injustice was impeded more by
inertia than by a calculated determination to oppress the
N°egro. He .further believed that inertia was engel1.dered by
the assumption that the problem was so complex and di:fficult
that it was hopeless to even try to solve it. vfuite hoped
that his account of the progress or the Negro in various areas
of American life would give hope to the .fainthearted, even
though there was a long way to go before iull equality would
become a reali ty .10
The first chapter, entitled "DecLsLon MOIlday," detailed
the legal battles the NAACP had ~ought through the courts to
attain educatiol'lal equality for Negr-oes , Mr. White stated that
a study made for the l~AACPby Judge Nat.han !v1argold in 1930
resulted in the NAACP's decision to shift from the defensive
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to the offensive in its attack on educatiml and other
Injua t Lc es , As the result of several S.uprenle Court de c La Lonj,
(Missouri ex reI. Gaines vs. Canada (1938), Sipuel vs. Board
of Regents (1948), Sweatt vs. Painter (1950»), s egz-eg a t Lon III
gr-aduat e and pr-o f'es s Lona.L schools b ec ame a virtua.l impos-
sibility. Uhtil the Sipuel case the NAACP lawyers had argued
tl1.e cases on the basis that r'legroes were not provided with
"separate but equal." facilities. In Miss Sipuel's case"
and thereafter, the lSMYers presented expert testimony or
social B.cielltists to auzmen t their ar-gument that separateo
facilities were inherently unequal. Although the Supreme
Court was int'luenced by this evidence it did not abandon the
separate but equal principle until its famous decision in
.Jrown vs. Board of Education of Topeka in 1954. White provided
a state-by-state Su!~ey of conditions as they existed at the
opening of the 1954-55 school year. He felt that the Brown
dec La Lon and bh e Ln.dLcat.Lon th ab border states and many people
and organizations in Southern states expressed a willingness
to comply with it represented a basic and bloodless revolution
of public thinking.11
villi te n ex t discussed the success of the Neg r-o in
r-eg a.In Lng the right to vote, which hefel t was the ~N'egroes t
most potent weapon and defense. He told of the battle the
l~"AACPhad waged Ln the courts from the time of its .first
victory when the Supreme Court ruled in 1915, that the Oklahonla
gr811d.father claus e was unconstitutional. There was a back and
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forth struggle about the right or the Negro to vote in
Democratic primaries in the South until the Supreme Court
ruled in Smith VB. Alll'iright (1944), that Negr-oes must be
allowed to vote in primary as well as general elections.
Wne:n~ Alabama attempted to c Lr-cumven t the ruling with the Boswell
Amendment, which required voters to show their ability to
understruld &ld explall~ any article or the Constitution or the
United States to the satisraction or the registrar, public
opinion was sharply divided and there was a surprisingly
large volume of disapproval. Mr. White felt that the old order
was changing and gave his reasons ror believing that public
opinion was changing in the Sou~h. He said that although full
franchise had not yet be en achd svad , the progress bh.ab had
been ach Leved, in comparison to the 1930's, was phenomenal,
considering the accumulated barriers the Negro had to overcome.12
Vir. ~illi te similarly described the progress bh.e f egro
had achieved in breaking down segregation and discrimination
in the armed services, employment, housing, public health
services, public accommodations, labor undons , and churches.
He said that the public image of the l~"gro had considerably
improved since the 1930' s because of' a mor favol~able coverage
in th press and on radio and tel evLst on , He related that
the motion picture industry lagged far behind other communica-
tions media, however, because of its fear that Southern
audienoes would not accept Negr oes in any roles other tih an
as menLa.l s or comedians. ~'ljhite pointed out that one
1.59
illdicatioll of how much progress had been made in a decade
was the fact that it was not necessary to include a chapter
on lynching in the book _13
White explained why the Negro, although the most
dI s adv antaged gr-oup in American society, had consistently
rejected Communism. He said that the American Negz-o had
leafiled ~rom experience to distrust &~d loath dictatorship
of' all kinds. Negr-oes had realized that the Communists did
not really care about individuals, but that they would use
l~"egro as as mar-byr-a f'or propaganda purposes, as in the
Scottsboro case. The American N-egro did not wan t a new
society, he wanted a better American society. White believed
that the steadily accelerated progress that the Negro had
made in overcoming his status as a second-class citizen
proved that a democratic gove~lment could change and solve
social problems. Therefore, democracy and not Communism
orfered the opportilllity for the Negro to win his right to
~irst-class citizenship_ Although }~. White made it cleru~ that
there was still a long way to go, he felt that the American
1\1egro had made so much progress since slavery that he was
justified in his faith in ultimate victory in the fight ror
full equality.14
The book ended on a note of optimism. Today one c a1'"l
t· "H f the pr-om Laed Lan d_-?nstill ask the ques 10n, _ow -,ar .I.- However,
viewing the br-emendous progress that the American I' egro has
made in the sixteen years since Walter White wrote his last
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book, one must admit that his .faith in democr-acy [1::18 beer!
on Nov ember- 20, 1955, Roy t~lill{in~s, Ivlr. 1Alhitefs
succ eas or- as executive secretary of' the 1'~'AAGPs a.ld :
Walter White's book is as good a guide to progress
in race r-eLat Lon s SiI1.Ce 1940, as Call be s ecu.r-ed , r'oz-
not only was 'tolaltar a close observer of' the passing scene,
but he helped make the passing scene. He prodded and
stimulated and inspired marry of' the gains he records in
this book. His very presence, for example, overseas
during the war in both the Atlantic and Paci~ic theaters~_
h Ls contact witrl cormnanding o.f.ficers--and h Ls .firstharld
observations of the use of troops--l1ad a very great
er~ect on the eventual elimination o~ segregation ~rom
the ar-med services. Hds poundang away at the right to
vote an d t.h e importance of the vote to Negr-o Americans-_
11is emphasis 011 t.he ci tizen.ship rights Negr-oes shouJ_d~
enjoy-~helped speed the rise or the Negro in politics.
This holds true of his preachments on the evLLs of'
communism--his demands that America live up to the ideals
of' the Declaration oi: Independence and the Consti tution--
and hi.s reiteratioll o.f the belief that most Amsl')ican.s
including southern/whi tes, are decent law-abiding and'
want to do justice on the race question.]-5
Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, undersecretary of the United
Nat.Lon.a said:
Wal tar White and tihe llational AssociB_tion F'or- the
Advanc ement of Colored People, with wl'1ich he was
iden tifieo, througb.ou ..t his career, ah ar-e such a large
measure of r-eapon s fb i.Ldty for the r-emar-kao l e progress
of' the Negr-o since World War I. • • •
To 'Vialter vJhi t e , the progress of the f~ egro in P~merica.
toward tih e Promised. Land or equal citizenship mar-k s tIle
gr-owth of Amer-Lc an democracy toward mat.ur-I ty f'or all
Amer-Lcene , ~1oreover, the adv ance of the Negr-o American
has furthered the c aus e oft .freedom for all peoples
throughout the world.1b
Harold L. Oram said in. a book review .for TIle J:' ew
Republic:
~walter vlhi te summed up the r-esu l ts of his life' s wor-k
just before he died. IIow Far The Promised Land is a.
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measure not only o~ America's progress in race relations
but also of the stature of th.e man hims eLf", In a Ii teral
s ens e almost every step ill tb.e b e t ter-men f 01' America's
race r-e.lat Lona in t.he past two dec adea bore the Lmpr-t ..n t
or 'V'Jalter ltJhi te' s mind, his allergy, h.is oz-gan Ls at Lon nj,
abili t'Y', his cour-age, and.....-it is not too much to s ~ly--
hI a genius. 17
Under~'{hi t e ' s leadership the l'JAACP did achieve
extraordina.l~y advances in the eeon.ornie and social conditiol1.S
among ..N·egroes, as well as the considerable reduction of'
segregation and dLscr-LmfnatLon, These advances may n ot seem
so extraordinary in the light of' the civil r-Lght s "revolution."
in the 1960's but it is this author's contention that the
changes that 'White ~ld the NAACP brought about in their time
were just as signiric&lt as the changes er~ected by the Congress
of Racial Equality (CORE), the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SOLe), and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SI~·CC). Systematically' insuring the ]:'t egro' s lega]~
rights through Supreme Court decisions was as great and hard-
.fought a victory as that acb.ieved th.rough the Freedom liides.
Had the r{AACP staged a. s i t-lll ill the Sou.th instead of tryulg
to insure the l{egrofs constitutional rights to equal public
accommoda tLons through court decisions in the 19201 s or the
1930 f s, it is pr-obabl e that "mass Lv resistanc ,I" would hav
been labeJ ..ed as "dn sur-r ec t.Lon" and met with massive lynchings
and mur-d er-s ,
'I'he "revolution in expectations" after 19.54, which
brought the charges that the rJAACP was too conservative and
that di.r-ect action and not legalism br-ought; results, w as made
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possible by the work of' the l'JAACP and ~lalter lJ"hite. It is the
opinion o~ sociologists that prejudice is an acquired attitude.
Sonle methods of reducing prejudice towar-d Negroes are the
redu.ction of economic deprivati.on and the upward mobili ty of'
Nagroes in econ orni.c and social are as. Personal carl tac t
with Negr oes (for example, in the armed .fol"'ces and integrated
housing) reduc as prejudice among whites. Open lines of
communLcatLon are ne ces s ar-y to reduce prejudice. These ar-e
things which t.h.e I\TAACPand 'rJal ter 1rlThi te .fought for and
partially succeeded in achieving. Sociologists aLso say that
prejudicial 8~ttitudes cannot be legislated away and that tl~e
passage of unenforceable legislation will not change attitudes.
(Enforceable legislation will help to reduce prejudice throUCTh
''':>
personal contact and the resulting rising status of Negroes.)
It was the worl{ of' the l'JAACPand 1tl al tar VJb.i te which produced
the conditions whl ch made en.forceable LegLsLatLon possible ill
the 1960' s by changing the public opinion of white 811d bIe.ok
,'mlerica.18
Under- 1ftTalter vihite's Le ade r-sb.Lp the I~AACPgrew to be
the Lar-gest , most mi]_it.ant and most success.ful civil rights
organization. White's work was a major ractor in the success
of the l~·P•.A.CP. Directly or indirectly b.is work contributed to
almost every step in the betterment of race relations and
improved conditions for the lJegro in the United States during
his career. It s eems to this wri t er- that it must be an over-
sLghf on the part of historians in the field of l\fegro American
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history t.hat vlhi te is n ot recognized as one of the .foremost
Leade r-s or l~·egroes in the Ulli ted States. During his lif'etime
he was rrequently rererred to as the nearest approach to a
national leader or Negr-oes since Booker- T Washillgton. Ele was
recognized as the foremost spokesman for the Negro race, as
the head ot: the I~·AACP. Admdtted,ly, he did not command the
universal respect and recognition of Negroes as did Frederick
Douglass, Booker T. Washington, or I1artin Lubher- King. lfuel:1
nd s t cz-Lsn s .feel the need to .fill the gap b e twe en 1Jashil1.gtOl:l
and King, they uauat Ly re:fer to ~v. E. B. Du Bois, who had very
little contact with the mass or Negroes. Perhaps it is because
Du Bois' ext.r-aor-d.lnar-y skill as a propagandist h..ad more impact
on following generations of lfegroes th811 T:Jl1.ite's writings d,id.
Fowever, it is the opinion of this wri tar that vJhi te ' s combined~
act I vi ties or pr-cpag andd s t , journalist , speaker, organiz ational
Lead er- lobbyist, 8!1.dlecturer produced mor-e pratical resul"Gs
in the advancement or Amer-Lcan l~ egroes tl1.an Du Bois' propaganda.
vfuereas Du Bois gave up hope that Americ~! democracy would
ever parmi t full equali ty for the l~ egro, 1rJl1.i t e t s optimism
and fai t.h in democracy kept him an d other j_\J- egroes vror-k Lng
e tr-enuous Ly to reach "tl1.e promised land."
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AF'PEf~'DIX
APPN~DIX
Following are some passages which show the power of
the novel, The Fire in tIle F'lint, by ~valter vJhite.
what vl8.S the use of trying to avoid trouble in the
Soutih, he t.hought ? Helll Hadn't he tried? Hadn't he
given up everythil1.g that might antagonize the whites?
Hadn't he tried in every way he could to secure &Ld
retain tlleir .friendship? By God, he f d show them nowl
rne white-livered aural TI~e damned filthy beasts!
Damn trying to be a good 1'1"egro 1 He'd right them to
the death! He f d pa'y them back ill kind f'or what they
had brought 011. him and his 1
He sprang to his feet. A fierce, unrelenting, Wl-
gover.rlable hatred blazed in his eyes. He had passed
through the most bitter five mf.nut.es or his li.fe. De-
nuded of all the super~icial trappings or civilization,
he stood there--the pr-Lma.Lman-s--t.he wild b e as t , cornered,
wowlded, determined to fight--fight--fightl The fire
that lay concealed in the flint until struck, now leaped
up in a devastating flame at the blows it had receivedt
All the art of the casuist witl1. which he had car-eru Ll.y
built his i'ai t.h an d a code of coriduc t was cast aside an d
forgottenl J.1:ewould demand and take the last ounce of
flesh -he would exact the last drop of blood from his
enemies wi th all the cruel ty he could, invent 1
liis mother, whom h e had forgotten in the intensity of
his hatz-ed , b sc ame alarmed at the light in his eyes.
lie S1100k off the hand vii th whicb. ahe would have res trained
hi.m,
nOh, Ken1 n 31"1e cried anxiously. rJhat' re you going
to do?"
"Itm going to kill ev eir: danm ed 'Cracker' I.filldtf7
She fell to her- kn ees in all agony of supplication and
clung to him, the while he tried to loose her arms from
around his kn e e a , He shook as wi th a chill--llis f'ac e
had become vengerul, ghastly. Filled with a Berseker
rage, he was eager to tear with his hands a white man--
eny white mar~--limb from limb.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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"Su..perior r-ac e" 1 "Pres ervers or civilization f t
"Sup er-Lo.r, n indeed-l They called Africans in.feriol~I
They, wi th smirking hypocrisy, reviled the Tw."ks1 They
went to 't'iar a.gainst the "Huns " because or Belgium!
None of bhes e h ad ever don e a thing so bestial as these
"preservers of' ci'\rilizatio11" in Georgia! Civilization!
Relll The darrmed hypocrites! The liars! The riendsl
!'vJhite civilization!!! Paughl Black and brown and yellow
hands had bud Lt it t The white fed li.1re carrion on the
rotting f'Leah of the dar-k er- peoples 1 And called their
toil their ownt And burned those on whose bodies theirvile civilization was builtt
Bob had b een right t Bob had been a man t He I d
.fought and died like a manl He, Kenneth, with all hI s
professed and v aun t ed 'VIisdom, was the coward! He
cursed himself! Building a fool's paradisel A house
of cards~ To hell with everything 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"~Trs. El-Ting, if' by r-at s Ing on e .finger I could save
the whole white race :from destruction, and by not raising
it could s end them all stra.ight down to tell, I'd die
berore I raised itl You've murdered my brother, my
sister's body, my mother's mind, and my ver'Y soul! r 0,
I know that," he said to her Lnt er j ecbed remark, which
he repeat ed , Ir I know you didn't do i t wi th your own hands!
But y ou belong to the r-ace that didl And the race that t s
going to pay :for every murder it's committedl '"
He paused for breath and then continued his vitriolic
d..istribe ag a.in s t the wl'1ite race. It was relieving his
br-af.n , he f'oun d , to be a.ble thus to van t his spleen on
a white pe r-son ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ee auestioned Hr-s , Ewing as to her- daughter's diet.
The· cause of her relapse became clear to him when she told
him witll a naive innocence that since rlIru.1y had begged so
hard that day for something to eat, she had, with Dr.
Bennett f s consent, given her- a glass of milk and a small
piece of fried ch i cken , Kenn et.h set to work. He kn ew it
was useless to berate the mother for disrega~ding his
express orders tha.t Nary should be given no solid :food
for at least ten days. He knew that Dr. Bennett's word
counted more than his. This in spite of the fact that
Dr Bennett had done nothing but the ordinary measuring-
out of pills and p~aceas ~hich he had been taught almost
half B_ cen tury ago an a bhLr-d or four~h~I'2'~te Southern
medic al school. Dr. Bennett knew medLcLne no later t.h an
that of the early eighties. But Dr. Bennett was a white
man- -he a l'legro 1
As he laboured, he suffered again the agmly or those
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hours he rrad spell t 011 the f'Loo.r in his reception r-oom
earlier' that n.Lglrt , It brought to life agatn his bi tter-
n eas , IIis skill was bLack l 'I'her-ef'o r e , t.hough he had stud.ied
in the best medical school ill America, enough h e had been
an interne ror one whole year in. the city hospital at
1\J'ewYor-k , though he had had ar-my experience, though h e h ad
spent some time in study in the best university in France,
and , s av e in pr-e-war- Germany, the best medLca.l school in
Europe, his word and his medical knowledge and skill were
inferior to that of an ignorant, lazy country doctor in
Georgif~ll \fuerl, oh , when, he taught, 1.vill Amer-Loans get
sense enough to know that the colour of a mants skin has
n ot.hdrig whatever to do witl'l that man t s ability or brain?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The words he f d use spr-ang to his mind. "You mUl.'1dered
l-:ls..ry· ycur-s e.iv ee t " held say. "Didn't I tell you not to give
h er- any food f'o r- ten day s ?" he'd d emand , And then tl'ley t d
shiveringly admi t that 118 had told thern those very wor-ds ,
"But , no j " he'd go 011, "You wouldn't listen to a 'damned.
nigg er-! s ' word tOld Benn ett , who do esn 't know as much.
about meddcdri e as a horse-doctor--probably less--he' s got
a white akd.n l Arid mine's bLack l Therefore--ff his sarcasm
would be great right there as he bowed. in mock hunlili ty--
Tfther~_.f....2.£eyou listened to him instead of' mel And, doing
so"--here another low bow--"you killed your OWl1. daughter!H
Her-e his voice would rise in violent denunc Lat.Lon e
"You're murderers 1 Yes, tl1.at's what you arel You're
murderers 1 You've murdered IEur ~ daughterl And I'm
glacl of' ~!.1 I wish every:', one of you and lour dirt~· breed
la;l in the coff~n witll h er-l You, who thlllk x_Qu're God's
~ ill little ~1 You, who thfnk tha.t all the !iisdom
in the wOl~ld is wrappe.Q.. in your dlrt~ Ii ttle carcasses!
And all the virtue ~ And all the brains 1 Everythingl
Everything! EVERYTJIDlCr!"
Oh, yes, he'd finish with infinite scorn: "And
you've B<;t nothingl .Nothing; rOTHTIfG! :r:o~hin~ but lies
and dece~ ~_aIld concel t and £1.1thy, empty prJ.de t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"11rs. EWll1.g, I've tried--God knows I have--to keep
away from trouble with these white people in Central City.
If they bother me, I'm going to fight--you hear me--I'm
~oing to fight--&ld fight like hellt They'll get me in the
~d--I know that--but before I go I'm going to take a few
along wi th me1n
